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ABSTRACT

The organisation and dynamic behaviour of a copolyelectrolyte monolayer is discussed.
A hnear diblock copolymer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(4-vinyl
ethylpyridinium bromide) (QP4VP) has been the main focus of the study, although
films of both the unquaternised copolymer, PMMA-P4VP and a PMMA homopolymer
have also been examined for comparative purposes. The polymers were spread on
subphases of water and potassium chloride solutions of varying concentrations to
determine changes in structure and dynamics with polymer surface concentration and
subphase salt concentration.

Monolayer behaviour has been characterised from surface pressure isotherms and the
use of Brewster angle microscopy. It has been demonstrated that the shape of the
isotherm is dependent on the potassium chloride concentration of the subphase.

Information on the organisation of the system has been determined by neutron
reflectometry. A systematic variation in organisation occurs as both polymer surface
concentration

and

subphase

potassium

chloride

concentration

change.

The

polyelectrolytic QP4VP block stretches more into the subphase with increasing surface
concentration or decreasing salt concentration. The results have been compared to
scaling laws for polymer brushes.

Dynamic behaviour has been studied by the use of surface quasi-elastic light scattering
(SQELS) and resonance between the capillary and dilational waves of the system is
observed. The phenomenon of mode mixing and the application of viscoelastic models
to the system have also been examined. It has been discovered that an accurate
description of the surface viscoelastic properties of the system could not be obtained by
the use of standard viscoelastic models. Mode mixing was not observed, even in those
systems where negative dilational viscosities were found.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND S Y M B O L S U S E D

ABBREVIATIONS

All non-standard abbreviations used are expressed in their complete form at least once
in the text. For ease of reference a full list is given here:

ampuiim

Limiting area per monomer unit

BAM

Brewster angle microscopy

FT

Fourier transform

NR

Neutron reflectometry

NRW

Null reflecting water

PEO

Poly(ethylene oxide)

PM

Photomultiplier [tube]

PMMA*

Poly(methyl methacrylate)

P4VP*

Poly(4-vinly pyridine)

QP4VP*

Quatemised poly(4-vinly pyridine)

SCF

Self consistent field [theory]

SQELS

Surface quasi-elastic light scatterin,

In some cases H or D, either as a prefix or in parentheses, is used to indicate
hydrogenous and deuterated forms respectively.

SYMBOLS

The list below gives all symbols used during the course of this work. Inevitably, some
repetition of symbols is unavoidable and the field of study in which each symbol occurs
is therefore indicated in parentheses. Common symbols and those encountered in
multiple chapters are not specified in such a manner.

VI

Roman Symbols - Upper Case

A

Amplitude factor (SQELS)

A

Mean tilt azimuth (BAM)

A2

Second order viral coefficient (theory)

A2,d

Second order viral coefficient of dimensionality d (theory)

Ao

Close-packed area (isotherms)

B

Spring constant (theory)

B

Instrumental background (SQELS)

Bn

Basis function (NR)

D(Q)

Distribution of scattering vector (NR)

D(co)

Dispersion equation (SQELS)
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Amplitude of incident electric field of p-polarised light (BAM)

Er^

Amplitude of reflected electric field of p-polarised light (BAM)
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Correlation function (SQELS)

G*(co) Complex modulus (SQELS)
G'(co) Storage modulus (SQELS)
C(co) Loss modulus (SQELS)
Ge

Zero frequency modulus (SQELS)

Gi

Strength of relaxation process (SQELS)

H

Height of polymer brush (NR)

I

Reflectivity of light (BAM)

Ir

Intensity of reflected light (SQELS)

Is

Intensity of scattered light (SQELS)

Lc

Contour length of polymer chain (theory)

M

Molecular weight of monomer unit (theory)

M

Matrix (NR)

Mn

Number average molecular weight

Mw

Weight average molecular weight

N

Number of monomer units per chain / degree of polymerisation

N

Atomic number density (NR)

NA

Avagadro's number

P(co)

Power spectrum (SQELS)

vn

Q

Scattering vector (NR)

R

Gas constant

R

Reflectivity (NR)

R

Radius of curvature (BAM)

Rf

Fresnel reflectivity

Rg

Radius of gyration
p-component of light (BAM)

T

Absolute temperature

Vs

Segment volume (NR)
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Surface potential (BAM)

Roman Symbols - Lower Case

a

Length of monomer unit (theory)

b

Scattering length (NR)

b

Statistical step length (SQELS)

c

Concentration (theory)

c*

Concentration at transition from semi-dilute to dilute regime (theory)

Cs

Salt concentration of subphase (theory)

d

Film thickness

d

Layer thickness (NR)

e

Charge on a monomer unit (theory)

g

Number of monomer units per 'blob' (theory)

g(T)

Correlation function in the time domain (SQELS)

h, ho

Polymer brush height

h*

Equilibrium brush height

hii(Q) Self partial structure factor (NR)
hij(Q) Cross partial structure factor (NR)
k

Wave vector

kB

Boltzmann's constant

1B

Bjerrum length (theory)

Ik

Kuhn length (theory)

m

Scattering mass per unit area of film (NR)
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Refractive index
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Number density (NR)
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Wavenumber (SQELS)

r

Fresnel coefficient

rs(0B)

Reflectivity from a Fresnel interface at the Brewster angle (BAM)

s

Molecular area of coil (theory)
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Gradient of slope (isotherms)

t

Time

w

Interaction strength (theory)

w

Potential energy (BAM)
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Height from grafting surface (theory)

z

Depth (NR)

Greek Symbols - Upper Case

F

Wave damping (SQELS)

Fc

Capillary wave damping (SQELS)

FD

Dilational wave damping (SQELS)

Fnorm

Normalised capillary wave damping (SQELS)

Fs

Surface concentration
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Surface concentration of component i

Fs*

Surface concentration of transition from dilute to semi-dilute regime (theory)

Fs**

Surface concentration of transition from semi-dilute to concentrated regime
(theory)
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Wavelength (SQELS)

n

Surface pressure

Fie

Electrostatic surface pressure (isotherms)

Hi

Surface pressure of component i

O

Polymer fraction (theory)

O*

Polymer fraction at transition from dilute to semi-dilute regime (theory)

O**

Polymer fraction at transition from semi-dilute to concentrated regime (theory)

Q.

Frequency of free oscillator (SQELS)
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Optical path length (NR)
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Instrumental line broadening (SQELS)
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Chapter One - Introduction

1.1. POLYMERS AT INTERFACES

Polymers at surfaces and interfaces have been the subject of extensive scientific
research.^ An enormous range of such systems have been studied, examining
polymers at air-liquid, liquid-liquid, solid-liquid, air-solid and polymer-polymer
interfaces. Due to the nature of the research described in this thesis, the following
discussion will concentrate on polymers at the air-liquid interface.

In addition to the scientific curiosity evoked by such systems, polymers at interfaces
have industrial applications, one major use being the stabilisation of colloid
dispersions.^ This stabilisation is usually steric (where the polymer is attached, by
grafting or physical absorption, to the surface of particles) or depletion (where the
polymer molecules are free in solution) in nature. A combination of these two
effects

is

electrosteric

stabilisation,

polyelectrolytes. Copolymers are

which

is

particularly

predominately used

applicable

to

in these stabilisation

processes. Diblock copolymers are effectively two polymer chains attached end-toend, resulting in a single chain with vastly differing properties at each extremity. At
the air-liquid interface, the copolymers of specific interest are those that are
amphiphilic in nature, one block of the polymer being hydrophilic and the other
hydrophobic. An example of such a polymer is the system used in this work, a
diblock copolymer of poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(4-vinyl ethylpyridinium
bromide) ('PMMA-QP4VP'). The PMMA block is hydrophobic, whereas the
polyelectrolytic QP4VP block extends into the subphase and forms the hydrophilic
component of the system.

The air-liquid interface (where the liquid is usually aqueous in nature) provides a
convenient medium for the study of interfacial phenomena. Such an interface is
naturally flat and relatively smooth in nature, although the surface is perturbed by
thermal fluctuations of ca. 2A in magnitude. By the use of a Langmuir-Adams
trough with a movable barrier, compression of the film to explore a range of surface
concentrations is straightforward. Monolayer films of polymers can be produced,
either by absorption at the interface or by the spreading of a film, usually from a
solution of the polymer in a volatile solvent.
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Historically, cultural and religious interest in monolayers dates back four millennia
to the Babylonians, who practised lecanomancy, divination by the observation of oil
on water.^ The scientific interest in such systems is much more recent, the first
reported experiment dating back two and a quarter centuries."^ In this, Benjamin
Franklin reported than one teaspoon of oil spread on a pond in Clapham Common
spread "with surprising swiftness" to cover an area of over half an acre. Earlier this
century, the main pioneers in the field were Irwin Langmuir and Katherine Blodgett.
Langmuir studied the relationship between the surface pressure and area of such
monolayers^ and Blodgett developed the process of transferring monolayers onto
solid substrates,^ allowing the production of multi-layer films.

Polymer monolayers can be investigated by a myriad of techniques including
surface pressure isotherms, neutron reflectometry, surface quasi-elastic light
scattering (SQELS), Brewster angle microscopy (BAM), fluorescence microscopy.
X-ray

reflectivity,

Fourier

transform infra-red (FTIR)

spectroscopy

and

ellipsometry. These techniques are discussed below, with emphasis being placed on
the first four methods that were used in this work.

The simplest technique used in the characterisation of monolayer films is the
recording of surface pressure isotherms, where surface pressure is measured as a
function of either surface area or surface concentration. The isotherms obtained for
polymer molecules (which are usually classified as liquid expanded or liquid
condensed films) are relatively featureless compared to those for low molecular
weight compounds.^

A vast quantity of literature reporting surface pressure isotherms of polymeric
molecules has been published. Examples of work more pertinent to the current
experimental study are the PMMA studies of Brinkhuis and Schouten, which
compare the isotherms obtained for syndiotactic and isotactic PMMA with that
from a mixture of these stereotactic forms.^ Isotherms have been recorded for
polymers of poly(4-vinyl pyridine)s quatemised with alkyl chains of varying lengths
and differing counterions.^^'^^ In addition to this work, where the films are spread on
on water, the liquid expanded - liquid condensed phase transition of such
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monolayers spread on KBr solution has also been investigated.^^''-^ The surface
pressure behaviour of low concentration films of PMMA-QP4VP on subphases of
both water and KCl solutions has been studied by Rondelez.*"^ A combination of
surface pressure measurement and transmission electron microscope imaging was
used by Eisenberg^^ to observe micelle formation in a monolayer of a diblock
copolymer of polystyrene and poly(4-vinyl pyridine)quatemised with decyl iodide.
Scaling laws developed by de Gennes^^ can be applied to surface pressure isotherms.
These have been developed further by des Cloizeaux'^ and Daoud and Jannink,'^
who generated scaling expressions for multi-dimensional systems. The scaling
exponents
obtained
have
been
verified
by
numerous
computer
simulations.

Other physical data extractable from surface pressure isotherms are phase transition
points, polymer molecular weights, viral coefficients and dilational moduli. These
are discussed at the appropriate points in chapter five.

Surface quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS) is a relatively new technique that
provides information on the parameters of the capillary waves of the liquid surface.
These capillary waves scatter light, the extent of such scattering being determined
by the viscoelastic parameters of the surface film. An experimental set-up similar to
that used today was first developed by Hard

who used a diffraction grating to

generate a reference beam, producing a heterodyne signal when mixed with
scattered light from the detector. Recent modification of the experimental technique
was carried out by Eamshaw.

The majority of the SQELS experiments on polymer systems reported in the
literature fall into three categories. Firstly, a bulk of work was published by Yu and
co-workers, who studied a host of polymer systems, predominantly at the air-liquid
27

interface. Examples of such work are the studies of films of poly(vinyl acetate),
98

poly(vinyl stearate),

9Q

a poly(ethylene oxide)-polystyrene block copolymer,

poly(ethylene oxide) homopolymer,^^ poly(«-butyl methaery 1 a t e ) a n d linear^^ and
branched

poly(dimethylsiloxane)s. However, the data fitting method used in these

studies is open to debate because the frequency and damping of the capillary waves
were obtained by the fitting of a true (rather than skewed) Lorentzian curve to the
power spectrum. Furthermore, the four viscoelastic parameters were not determined
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unequivocally, the transverse shear viscosity was assumed to be zero and the
dynamic surface tension to be equal to the static surface tension.
An improved method of data analysis, the spectral fitting technique, was developed
by Eamshaw.^"^ This allowed the simultaneous extraction of all four viscoelastic
parameters (surface tension, jo', transverse shear viscosity, Y; dilational modulus, So
and dilational viscosity, eO without making any prior assumptions. The fitting

or

"j/i "jn

procedure has now been used to a wide extent, predominantly by Eamshaw ' ' to
study a wide range of systems at the air-water interface and by Richards and coworkers, to examine polymeric systems. The latter study has investigated the
dynamic properties of spread films of poly(methyl meth aery late),

poly(ethylene

oxide),^^'^^ block'^^ and graft"^^'"^^ copolymers with these two components and
aqueous solutions of poly (ethylene o x i d e ) . T h i s work, and that of other groups"^'"^^
included the observation that one of the viscoelastic parameters, dilational viscosity,
regularly recorded negative values. This phenomenon was generally assigned to be
due to inadequacies in the dispersion equation used to describe the experimental data
and it was suggested that the expression required modification.
To this end, Buzza"^^ re-derived the dispersion equation with the emphasis on
adsorbed polymers. It was found that transverse shear viscosity,

was equal to zero

and that two new parameters, a bending modulus and a coupling constant, were
introduced. These latter two quantities are not applicable in the case of polymers
spread at the air-water interface, but the constraining of Y ^ zero represents a
marked difference to previous studies. The results of this theoretical study are now
being applied to experimental studies,"^^'"^^'"^^ where the data is analysed for only the
remaining three viscoelastic parameters. To, 8o and E \ In some cases, negative
dilational moduli are still observed, perhaps implying that the dispersion equation
requires yet further modification.
The above three data analysis techniques make use of two different data analysis
techniques to obtain either three or four viscoelastic parameters. Direct comparison
of the results obtained between any two of these methods is therefore impossible, a
problem which is unavoidable as the theory of the interfacial dynamics of polymer
monolayers continues to be developed.
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Another recently developed technique is that of neutron reflectometry, which allows
the complete determination of the organisation of a polymer at the interface.
Neutron reflection was first reported by Fermi^^ over fifty years ago, but it is only in
the last two decades that the technique has been applied to polymeric systems at
'wet' interfaces. Such advancement has been due largely to the building of the
CRISP^^ and SURF^^ reflectometers at the Rutherford - Appleton Laboratory,
Oxfordshire. The technique of hydrogen - deuterium isotopic substitution is used to
provide sufficient contrast between the species, allowing a complete description of
the interfacial region to be obtained.

The first techniques used to extract such information initially involved modelling
profiles to the raw reflectivity data. More recently, the kinematic approximation
developed by Thomas^^ has allowed the contribution of each component to the total
reflectivity to be determined. From this, the organisation of each species can be
found, along with the separations between them. By combining these two sets of
data, a full number density profile of the interfacial region can be generated.
An extensive review^^ of the recent use of neutron reflection to study chemical
surfaces and interfaces (both polymeric and non-polymeric) is available in the
literature. More pertinent to the work here, neutron reflectometry has been used to
obtain the surface structure of monolayers of PMMA of various tacticities,^"^ and
films of PMMA spread on both water^^'^^ and aqueous solutions of poly(ethylene
oxide).Further

work

on

similar materials

includes

films

of

a

PEO

homopolymer^^'^^ and both linear diblock^^'^^ and graft^^ copolymers of PMMA and
PEO. Other examples of studied of monolayers spread at the air-water interface are
poly(lauryl methacrylate)

and poly(dimethylsiloxane)

homopolymers and a
f\'X

diblock copolymer of poly(ethylene oxide) and polystyrene.

Examples of more

recent work are the study of a copolymer of poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl
methacrylate) and PMMA adsorbed both at the air-water
interface^"^ and on a water
65
subphase with varying pH and electrolyte content.

The final experimental technique used, Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) was
developed at the beginning of the decade.^^'^^ The technique uses p-polarised light at
the Brewster angle (53.1° for an air-water interface), where light is not reflected at a
clean interface. The introduction of a monolayer causes a small quantity of the
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incident light to be reflected, which can be recorded and imaged to provide a direct
visualisation of the morphology and structural organisation of the monolayer. For
examples of some of the systems studied by BAM, see the recent review^^ by
Mobius. In addition to providing images of the system being studied, BAM can also
be used in a qualitative fashion to give information on physical parameters such as
hydrocarbon chain tilt,^^ interfacial line tension'^^ and film thickness.^' BAM is an
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advancement of the technique of fluorescent microscopy,

in which a fluorescent

amphiphilic molecule is added to the monolayer to allow the visualisation of
domains of different phases (e.g. the liquid expanded - liquid condensed phase
transition). However, the technique has its drawbacks as the introduction of such
species into the system may in some way affect the transition under study, a problem
avoided with BAM.
Other techniques used to study polymers at interfaces include ellipsometry, which
exploits the changes in the ellipticity of light after reflection to study systems such
as PMMA.^^ Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy has been used to
determine the orientational characteristics of a Langmuir-Blodgett film of PMMA^"^
and X-ray reflectivity has also been used to study polymer monolayers on water.^^
The latter of these techniques suffers from lack of contrast at the interfacial region, a
problem that is overcome in neutron reflectometry by the use of selective
deuteration.

1.2. AIMS & OUTLINE

The aim of this work is to investigate the organisation and surface wave dynamics of
a copolyelectrolyte monolayer at the air - liquid interface. The system studied is a
diblock copolyelectrolyte of PMMA and poly(4-vinyl pyridine) quatemised with
bromoethane,

a continuation of the work on PMMA homopolymers

and

copolymers'^^ and the surface pressure studies of the specific copolymer used here.'"^
The inclusion of the QP4VP block in the copolymer introduces polyelectrolyte
character to the system. The spreading of a film on water and salt solution subphases
therefore allows the study of the behaviour of this charged species with changing
subphase salt concentration.
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Following the synthesis and characterisation of the polymer (and three partially
deuterated analogues), the objectives were the determination of the surface
organisation of the system by a combination of surface pressure isotherms, neutron
reflectometry and Brewster angle microscopy. SQELS experiments were then used
to determine the dynamic behaviour.

The results from each technique have been correlated with each other, to gain an
understanding of any link between the structural organisation and surface dynamics
of the system. The experimental results are also compared to theory wherever
appropriate.

Following this brief introduction to the field, chapter two of this thesis covers the
background theory of polymers at interfaces and the experimental procedures used
in this work. Chapter three describes the mechanics of carrying out such
experiments, before chapter four details the synthesis and characterisation of the
polymers. The main bulk of the work then concentrates on the experimental results
obtained, along with their analysis and discussion. The results from surface pressure
isotherm and Brewster angle microscopy experiments are presented in chapter five,
followed by those from neutron reflectometry and SQELS in chapters six and seven
respectively. Finally, chapter eight summarises and concludes the results obtained
and makes suggestions for further studies.
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2 . 1 . POLYMER MONOLAYERS

2.1.1. S U R F A C E P R E S S U R E ISOTHERMS

When a monolayer is spread at the air-water interface, the surface tension of the
system may be reduced. The surface pressure, n, is simply defined as this reduction
in surface tension:

Equation 2.1.1,

To

Where Yo,wat is the surface tension of the pure water surface and Yo that of the film
covered surface.

By recording the change in surface pressure with surface concentration, information
regarding the conformation of the molecules on the surface can be obtained. Plotting
such data as surface pressure against surface concentration, F s , results in a surface
pressure isotherm. An example of an idealised isotherm is given below:

n

Figure 2.1.1. An idealised surface pressure isotherm. G, L and S are the gaseous,
liquid and solid states respectively. Ao is the close-packed area.

The isotherm above is typical of that produced by stearic acid, CH3(CH2)i6COOH.
In general, isotherms produced by polymeric molecules tend to be more featureless.

The differing states in which a monolayer may exist^ are shown in figure 2.1.1. G is
the gaseous state which, as is the case with bulk matter, should always be attainable
at sufficiently low surface concentrations. S is the solid state, a region (usually
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linear) of low compressibility, shown by molecules such as fatty acids. Occurring
between these is the liquid state, L. In this regime, the film is coherent (some cooperative interaction between molecules is present). This state is more commonly
sub-divided into liquid expanded (LE) and liquid condensed (LC) states, the liquid
condensed state being the closer packed of the two.

The point on the x-axis marked Ao corresponds to the surface concentration at which
the zero-pressure (or close packed, or minimum) area occurs. This can be easily
obtained by the extrapolation of the solid phase of the isotherm back to zero
pressure. However, a certain amount of care has to be taken when quoting this value
for polymeric systems. I f the polymer exists in a non-uniform configuration (e.g.
coils on the liquid surface), the results obtained may be invalid.

2.1.2.

EQUATIONS O F STATE

A breakthrough in providing a mathematical description of molecular interactions in
polymer monolayers was obtained by Singer. In this work, Huggins' theory of
polymer solutions^ was used to formulate an expression relating the surface pressure
to the degree of polymerisation and surface area. This has since been refined by
workers such as Frisch"^ who introduced terms to deal with chain looping and
Motomura^ who took into account cohesive forces. More recently, de Gennes^ has
made great developments in the field of scaling concepts.

2.1.3.

SCALING CONCEPTS

The use of scaling concepts in polymer science was developed by de Gennes, a full
treatment of the subject being given in his classic text.^ The more relevant points of
3-dimensional scaling theory are given below, followed by its application to
monolayers, which are assumed to be 2-dimensional systems.

2.1.3.1. Scaling Concepts in 3-Dimensions

In three dimensions, for a polymer in a good solvent, three distinct regimes can be
defined; dilute, onset of overlap and semi-dilute. These are shown schematically and
discussed in turn:
15
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1.2. Schematic representation of the three regimes: (a) dilute, (b) onset of
overlap, (c) semi-dilute.

The Dilute Regime
The dilute regime is defined as the region where c < c*, where c is the solution
concentration and c* the overlap threshold where the coils begin to be closely
packed. At this point, the imaginary spheres containing the polymer chains begin to
overlap. The radius of gyration, Rg, is related to the number of monomers in a chain,
N, by a scaling exponent, v:

Equation 2.1.2.

The osmotic pressure, n of the system is defined by the following equation of state:

7C

C

^

2

Equation 2.1.3.

— = — + A^c +
T N

Where A2 is the second virial coefficient which has a dependence on the value of N
(the degree of polymerisation) of:

Equation 2.1.4.

A2 - R j N " ' - N - ' ^ '

Tlie Overlap Regime
The overlap threshold is not sharp, and is simply defined as the region of cross-over
between the dilute and semi-dilute regions. It is in this region where chain overlap
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initially occurs. I f the overlap threshold, c*, is deemed to be comparable with the
local concentration inside a single coil, it can be related to Rg by:

Equation 2.1.5.

Where a is the monomer length and v the critical exponent. The corresponding
threshold for the polymer fraction O is O ~ N

-4/5

The Semi-dilute Regime
In the semi-dilute region, the coils now overlap but the polymer fraction is still low
(O* < O < O** where O** is the value of the polymer fraction where transition to
concentrated

solution behaviour occurs). The thermodynamic properties are

predicted by the scaling law for the osmotic pressure:

71 _

r

c ^

T " N

Equation 2.1.6.

N

'

V

\

J

J

Where fn(x) is a dimensionless property which has the following limiting properties:

lim,_, f„ (x) - constant x"" = constant

= constant (D^N*^'
Equation 2.1.7.

The osmotic pressure can also be related to O by:

a^TT

= constant O'^'N^'"-'^-'

Equation 2.1.8.

To express n in terms independent of N , we let m = 5/4, yielding an expression
relating osmotic pressure with polymer fraction:

= constant O 9/4

Equation 2.1.9.
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2.1.3.2. Scaling Concepts in 2-Dimensions

Des Cloizeaux and Daoud and Jannink generated general scaling expressions for
systems of dimensionality d. The expression for such a second order virial
coefficient A2,d is:

A,,

= N^V(^-^»>^»

Equation 2.1.10.

Where x is the reduced temperature and v, Ve and \}/e are the critical exponents in the
good, theta, and two-dimensional solvent cases respectively. The dimensionality
implicit in scaling theory renders it applicable to polymer monolayers, which are
assumed to be 2-dimensional systems.

The Dilute Regime
In the dilute regime, the relationship between the osmotic pressure and the second
virial coefficient is:

—

RT

= ^ - h r'A22 +

M„

Equation 2.1.11.

'

Where Mn is the number average molecular weight of the polymer, Fs the surface
concentration and A2,2 the two-dimensional second virial coefficient.

Numerous simulations have been undertaken to obtain the value of the exponent v.
For good solvent conditions, mean field theory predicts the value of v to be 0.75.
Values of 0.7503 ± 0.0002^ and 0.753 ± 0.004^° have been calculated by matrix
transfer and Monte Carlo methods respectively.
In theta solvent conditions, a wide range of Ve values have been obtained,varying
between 1/2 (the ideal random walk value) and 2/3 (the mean field value when only
ternary interactions are considered). Examples of such values are 0.55 for transfer
matrix data,

0.567 ± 0.003 for an indefinitely growing self-avoiding walk method

and 0.59 for real space normalisation.^"^
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The Overlap

Regime

In the overlap regime, the general definition of c^ is given by the equation:

c* = N/Rl,

Equation 2.1.12.

= N'-^'T-'(^-^«>^»

And the osmotic pressure expression is:

Equation 2.1.13.

Tc/T - c'^(^'-'V^-^o)^^^(^d-^)

The Semi-dilute

Regime

In the semi-dilute regime, a two-dimensional analogue of this is difficult to envisage
as it is impossible for an entangled monolayer system to have anything less than
three dimensions. However, the following equation for osmotic pressure is still
vahd:

Equation 2.1.14.

Ti/T = c^«^(^"'-^)

2.1.4. P O L Y M E R B R U S H E S

2.1.4.1. U n c h a r g e d P o l y m e r B r u s h e s

The conformation of polymers end-grafted at interfaces has also been defined by the
use of scaling laws. As surface concentration increases, the steric interaction
between the polymer chains leads to a stretching of the chains, resulting in what is
termed a 'brush' conformation.
Alexander^ ^ and de Gennesused a scaling approach to investigate such a system.
They represented the polymer chain as a series of blobs, each of radius ^ ~ G^'^ and
containing g ~ ^^^^ monomer units. Using the exponent v = 3/5, it was found that the
height of a polymer brush scales as h ~ Na^^^ and the surface pressure scales as IT ~
Na^'^^. N is the length of the polymer and a is the number of chains per unit area.
Such an scaling approach yields a step-function density profile.
An alternative approach to polymer brush theory was that taken by Milner, Witten
and G a t e s , w h o used a self consistent field (SGF) approximation model. Such a
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model makes no assumption regarding the density profile of the monolayer. For a
grafted polymer, this theory finds that the concentration profile is parabolic in
nature, a significant departure from the step-function profile in the above work. The
parabolic density profile is defined as:

^ = —(u*J-z^

Equation 2.1.15.

w
Where (|) is the monomer density, h* the equilibrium brush height, z the height from
the grafting surface, B the spring constant and w the interaction strength.
Such a parabolic profile results in the free ends of the polymer being distributed
throughout the entire length of the brush, rather than in a confined region at the
extremities of the system. For the scaling relationships, SCF finds the same scaling
for brush height as the Alexander - de Gennes model (h - Na^^^). A small difference
in the scaling of surface pressure is observed, the relationship in this case being
given as n ~ Na^^^ as opposed to 11 ~ Na''^^

2.1.4.2. Polyelectrolyte B r u s h e s

An outline of the theoretical investigations into polyelectrolyte brushes in both water
and salt solutions is given below. For consistency, some parameters are assigned
different symbols than in the original text.
18

Early work by Bringuier

studied a theoretical diblock copolymer at the air-liquid

interface. In the semi-dilute regime, the polyelectrolyte sequence remained fully
stretched and therefore only one characteristic length was observed. The brush
height is scaled as:
Equation 2.1.16.

h-Nlg

Where N is the number of ionisable monomers (each of charge e) and 1B the Bjerrum
length (the electrostatic separation length), which is defined as:
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Ig =

Equation 2.1.17.
ekgT

Where e is the dielectric constant of water. A free energy study revealed that surface
pressure, IT, could be expressed as:

n = ^kgTc

Equation 2.1.18.

Surface pressure thus being linear with polymer concentration, c, but independent of
N.

To examine the conformation of a charged polymer brush in salt solution, Pincus'^
studied a densely grafted brush by the use of mean-field theory. For simplicity, only
the electrostatic interactions were considered. The Kuhn (or segment) length, Ik,
could then simply be expressed as 1, the Kuhn length for an uncharged chain. In salt
solution, the osmotic pressure was found to be:

c'T
71 = ^ —

Equation 2.1.19.

Where Cs is the salt concentration. The excluded volume parameter is:

1

4TI\

i.e.:
K:

Equation 2.1.20.

V
K„

Where Kg'' is the Debye screening length.
When the salt concentration falls below the brush counterion concentration, the
swelhng of the layer reaches an asymptotic value, independent of both Cs and a
(grafting density).
A similar mean-field method is used by Argillier and Tirrell.^^ In this instance, a
diblock copolymer consisting of a collapsed layer and a stretched polyelectrolyte
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layer is studied. Local chain stiffening was included in the model and the excluded
volume parameter was found to scale as:

Equation 2.1.21.

V ~ 1^

The length of the polyelectrolyte chain is given by the expression:

h = aMa'^^c;^'^

i.e.:

h ~ c;^'^

Equation 2.1.22.

Where a is the length and M the molecular weight of a monomer unit receptively. A
high scaling factor is reported in this case, where h is not independent of a.

A Monte Carlo simulation method was utilised by Muthukumar.^^ A linearised
Poisson - Boltzmann distribution function was used, balancing the osmotic pressure
of the counterions with the force due to the entropy of the brush. A series of regimes
of differing electrostatic interactions were identified. In the high salt concentration
regime, the brush layer thickness was expressed as:

1/3

l^N

i.e.:

Equation 2.1.23.

h ~ c^ ''^

Theoretical investigations using Milner, Witten and Gates' self consistent field
11

theory

22

were carried out by both Miklavic

23

and Misra.

These expansions to

Milner, Witten and Gates' approach reveal that the polyelectrolyte brush height no
longer scales to a^^^, as is the case with neutral polymer brushes. However, a
parabolic segment density profile is again reported. Such a brush is found to exist in
a more extended conformation as salt concentration decreases or charge density
increases.
A self consistent field method was also applied by Zhulina.^"^ For the salted bmsh, if
salt concentration exceeds counterion concentration, it is reported that:
Equation 2.1.24.

h ~ L^a'^^c;''^
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Where Lc is the contour length of the polymer chains.

Further investigations by the same group '

resulted in the production of a phase

diagram of the states of a grafted polyelectrolyte layer. The two states most relevant
to this work are the osmotically swollen brush and the salted brush. Expressions are
generated for the dimensions of the brush, both perpendicular and parallel to the
grafting interface and in both theta and good solvent environments.
For the osmotically swollen brush, the layer brush thickness is given by:

Equation 2.1.25.

h-l,(eN)'^'

In the salted brush region, the thickness of the film decreases and is now given by:

h - N(N/e)''^^(scJ"'^^

i.e.:

h ~ c^'^^

Equation 2.1.26.

Where s in the molecular area of the coil.

From the above, it can clearly be seen that, at sufficiently high salt concentrations,
the majority of theoretical studies have found the length of a polyelectrolyte brush to
scale with salt concentration as c,"'^^.
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2 . 2 . NEUTRON REFLECTOIVIETRY

In general, the laws governing the specular reflection of neutrons at interfaces"^ bear
great similarities to those of light.
When a wave is incident upon an interface between two components of refractive
indices no and ni (figure 2.2.1), the incident beam (I) emerges in two components,
reflected (R) and transmitted (T), where R + T = I .

no
Interface
T

ni

Figure 2.2.1. Reflection and transmission at an interface

Snell's law states:

Equation 2.2.1.

UoCosBo = n,cos0i

At the critical angle, 9c, 6i = 0 and all neutrons incident upon the surface are
externally reflected. From Snell's law, this angle can be defined as:

Equation 2.2.2.

cos0^ = n,/n,

The refractive index for neutrons, n, can be defined as:

n =l -

A^'Nb

Equation 2.2.3.

2%

Where X is the wavelength of the neutron, N the atomic number density and b the
scattering length of the atom (see section 2.2.1). For neutrons at the air-liquid
interface, 9c is small, allowing a cosine series expansion to be used, thus obtaining
the following expression:
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Equation 2.2.4.

Where pd is the scattering length density of the subphase. For an air - D2O interface,
the critical angle occurs at a momentum transfer (Q) value of 0.00179A * (see
section 2.2.2). With the instrumental set-up used in this work, the lowest
experimentally obtainable value of Q is approximately 0.025A"', therefore the
critical angle is not encountered during experimental studies.

2.2.1.

S C A T T E R I N G L E N G T H AND S C A T T E R I N G L E N G T H D E N S I T Y

The scattering length of an atom (defined in equation 2.2.3) determines the
amplitude of the reflected wave. The values of scattering length for some of the
nuclei most frequently encountered in polymer chemistry are given in table 2.2.1.
The negative scattering length observed for hydrogen indicates that neutrons
undergo a phase change following interaction with a hydrogen nucleus. Such a
value, compared to the positive scattering length of deuterium, is of fundamental
importance in neutron reflectometry. It allows the practice of deuterium labelling to
be used, where hydrogenated and deuterated analogues of the same polymer are
produced. Such compounds, although chemically identical, have substantially
differing scattering lengths, giving the contrast that is vital for neutron reflectometry
experiments.

Nucleus
H
D
G

b/10"*A
-0.374
0.667
0.665
0.580
0.937

0

N

Table 2.2.1. Scattering lengths of some common nuclei

The scattering length density of a molecule, pd, is related to the scattering length by:

Equation 2.2.5.

Pd
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Where n is the number density and i the number of nuclei in the molecular system
(or monomer unit in the case of a polymer). Table 2.2.2 gives the sum of scattering
lengths and the scattering length densities for the monomer units and subphases used
in this work:

Monomer unit
H-MMA
D-MMA
H-Q4VP
D-Q4VP
H2O
D2O

Sbi/lO-^A

p / 10-^A-^

1.493
9.821
2.434
7.639
-0.168
1.917

0.902
6.023
1.157
2.991
-0.560
6.347

Table 2.2.2. Sum of scattering lengths and scattering length units of monomer units
and subphases

The differing signs of the scattering length densities of D2O and H2O can be used to
prepare null reflecting water (NRW), a solution with zero scattering length density.
Such a solution is produced by the mixing of a 91.06 : 8.94 mass ratio of H2O : D2O
and acts as a subphase which is 'invisible' to neutrons.

2.2.2.

T H E SCATTERING VECTOR, Q

The scattering of neutrons can be represented in terms of neutron wave vectors in
the following manner:

- ki-k, = Q

Figure 2.2.2. Relationship between wave vectors and Q for neutron scattering

The neutron does not exchange energy during the scattering process and so the
magnitudes of the two vectors ki and kf are identical:

k j = kf = Inj}.

Equation 2.2.6.
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The change in wave vector is defined as Q (the scattering vector) and is expressed
as:

Equation 2.2.7.

Q = ^sin(e/2)

2.2.3.

R E F L E C T I O N AND R E F L E C T I V I T Y P R O F I L E S

Reflection of neutrons from a thin film can be schematically shown as follows:

Air
Polymer film
Liquid
Figure 2.2.3. Reflection of neutrons from a thin film at the air-liquid interface.

Where, in this case, layers 0, 1 and 2 are air, the thin film (which has a thickness d)
and the liquid respectively, n, is the refractive index of a specific layer.
The reflectivity from an interface between two media with refractive indices no and
ni (figure 2.2.1) is given by:

nQsin0Q -n,sin0j

Equation 2.2.8.

noSinGo -i-n,sin0j

The corresponding expression for the thin layer case such (as oudined in figure
2.2.3) is:

R =

Where

i-Qi +ri2exp(2ip)

Equation 2.2.9.

l + ro,r,2exp(2ip)

is the Fresnel coefficient which is defined as:
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n.sin0. -njSinG-r^. = —
•
njSinGj +njiSin0j

Equation 2.2.10.

And p , the optical path length in the film is given by:

Equation 2.2.11.

P = (2VA-)nid,sine

2.2.4. D A T A F I T T I N G T E C H N I Q U E S

Three approaches have been used to fit reflectivity data. These are oudined in turn:

2.2.4.1. T h e Optical Matrix A p p r o a c h

A reflectivity profile can be approximated by a series of layers. A general solution
for the reflectivity relies upon the condition that the wave function of a neutron is
continuous across each boundary. Each layer can be represented by a characteristic
matrix:

cosPi

-(i/Kj)sinpi

iKjSinpj

Where

Equation 2.2.12.
cosPi

= njSinBj.

The total reflectivity in the system given by the sum of all the matrices, M , is:

Equation 2.2.13.

M = [MJ[M2][M3]...[M J

Which results in a 2x2 matrix:

M =

Equation 2.2.14.

And the reflectivity is given by:
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R =

+ M,2KJK, -(M2, +M22)K,

Equation 2.2.15.

( M „ + M,2K3)K, -(M21 + M 2 2 ) K ,

Where the subscripts s and a represent subphase and air respectively.

The most efficient method for calculating reflectivity is that used by Abeles.^^ In this
approach, the optical matrix is defined as:

exp(ip,_,)

riexp(iPi_,)

Equation 2.2.16.

r,exp(-ip._,) exp(-ip,_,)

The resulting matrix is identical to that of equation 2.2.14 and the specular
reflectivity is given by:

R(Q)^M2,M;
M„M„

Equation 2.2.17.

The optical matrix method uses this approach to calculate the reflectivity profile of a
system from a set of inputted parameters. This profile is then compared to the
experimental data and the parameters varied until the generated and experimental
profiles show the best agreement.
One major drawback with this method is that experimental data may be fitted by
more than one set of parameters. However, these ambiguities can usually be
overcome by ruling out the majority of the obtained fits by the use of external
evidence. Once such method is the calculation of the surface concentration of each
component, which should correspond to the quantity of polymer known to have been
spread upon the liquid surface.

A data analysis method that results in fewer ambiguities is the kinematic
approximation method:
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2.2.4.2. T h e K i n e m a t i c Approximation

The kinematic approximation^^ is also a model dependent technique, but subtle
differences in polymer organisation are more apparent, meaning that ambiguities are
less inherent than in the previous method.

Assuming that reflectivity is weak, the kinematic approximation can be defined as:

Equation 2.2.18.

R(Q) = 1^|P(Q)|'

Where p(Q) is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of p(z), where p(z) = Zbini(z)
and:

P(Q)=

Equation 2.2.19.

exp(-iQz)p(z)dz

The total reflectivity of the system can be expressed as:

R(Q)=^ZIbib^h,(Q)
V

Equation 2.2.20.

i j

Where hij(Q) is the partial structure factor.

When i = j , hii(Q), the self partial structure is obtained. This describes the
distribution of each of the components of the system and is given by:

Equation 2.2.21.

h,i ( Q ) = h ( Q ) f

The cross partial structure factor, hy, occurs when i

j . This provides details about

the relative positions of the components to each other and is defined as:

Equation 2.2.22.

hy(Q)= Re[n.(Q)n*(Q)J
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For a three component system (for example a diblock copolymer spread upon a
liquid surface), the scattering length density dependence is given by:

Equation 2.2.23.

p(z) = b^n^ (z) + bgUB(z) + b ^ n ^ (z)

Which, by substitution into equation 2.2.18 gives:

R(Q)-

+ ^A^^^Aw (Q) + bBbwhBw(Q)
Equation 2.2.24.

In the above two equations, the subscripts A and B refer to the blocks of the polymer
and W the subphase..
subphase. Due to the format of the data (R(Q)QVl67r^), equation 2.2.24 is
actually expressed as:

R(Q)

Q^167r^
Q

fblh^^(Q)+b^hBB(Q)+b^h^(Q)+b^b3h^B(Q)^
+ b A b w h ^ w (Q)

+ bBbwhBw

(Q)

Equation 2.2.25.

To utilise such an equation in its full form, a set of six experimental contrasts are
required. These are obtained by the deuteration of various blocks of the copolymer
and using D2O and NRW subphases. The six contrasts required, along with the
partial structure factor to which each contrast primarily contributes are given in table
2.2.3:

Contrast
1
2
3
4
5
6

Block A
D
H
H
D
D
H

Subphase
NRW
NRW
D2O
NRW
D2O
D2O

Block B
H
D
H
D
H
D

Partial Structure Factor
A-A self term
B-B self term
W-W self term
A-B cross term
A-W cross term
B-W cross term

Table 2.2.3. The six contrasts required for the kinematic approximation
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The reflectivity profiles are corrected for values of Q < 0.07A" to take into account
multiple scattering events that limit the application of the kinematic approximation.
The correction, obtained by Crowley^° is given by

1+(1_Q2/Q2)-

R(Q) =

Ro-Rf

Equation 2.2.26.

+R

i-Rf

Where Ro is the experimentally measured reflectivity and Rf and Rk are the exact
and kinematic reflectivities for a perfectly smooth interface between the two bulk
media. Only data obtained on high reflecting subphases (D2O in this case), undergo
such a correction.

To generate the six partial structure factors, these corrected reflectivity curves are
converted into the form R(Q)QVI671^. A matrix of scattering lengths. A , is then set
up (equation 2.2.27).
Each element in the matrix is simply the product of the appropriate scattering
lengths from equation 2.2.24. For example, an is the product of the scattering
lengths relating to hww, namely (from equation 2.2.24) bw^. For this contrast (H-H on
D2O), the scattering length of the subphase is 1.917xlO''^A''^, therefore bw^ = an =
3.675x10"^A"^. The same process is repeated to calculate the remaining elements.

H - H / D 2 O "a„
D - H / D 2 O ^21
H -D/D2O

^31

D - - D / N R W ^41
D - - H / N R W ^51
H - - D / N R W .^61

hAA

\ b

^12

a,3

hAB
a,4

a,5

a,6"

a 22 a 23 a 24 a 25 a 26
a 32 a 33 a 34 a 35 a 36
a 42 a 43 ^44 a 45 a 46
a 52 a 53 a 54 ^55

^56

a 62 a 63 a 64 ^65

^66.

= A

Equation 2.2.27.

A second matrix, Y is constructed from the values of R(Q)QV1671^ obtained for each

contrast at a specific Q value:
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H -H/D2O

Yii

D -H/D2O

y2i

H -D/D2O

y3i
D - - D / N R W y4i
D--H/NRW

Equation 2.2.28.

=Y

H - - D / N R W _y6i_

A • Z = Y where Z is a matrix containing the values of Q^hij:

Q^h^^
AA
Z = Q'hBB

Equation 2.2.29.

Q'hwA

The above matrix, containing the partial structure factors, can simply be calculated
by Z = A * • Y, where A"^ is the inverse of matrix A. This process is repeated for
every Q value for which data is obtained, resulting in a series of matrices Z and
therefore data sets of Q against Q^hij, the partial structure factors to be used in the
data analysis.

Self partial structure factors are fitted by the application of a series of models. As an
example, the simplest of these, the single uniform layer model has a polymer
distribution of:

n(z) = ni

for

0

<z<1

n(z) = 0

for

all other z.

This gives the self partial structure factor:

Equation 2.2.30.

Q^h„(Q) = 4 n , ^ s i n < ^ l
V^ y
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A variety of further models have been utilised in the fitting of neutron reflectometry
data and these are outlined where appropriate in chapter 6.

The cross partial structure factor between the two distributions can be generated by:

Equation 2.2.31.

h,j(Q)=±Re[n.(Q)n*(Q)exp(-iQ6)J

Where 6 is the distance between the origins of the two polymer distributions.
When n(z) is even (which occurs with a symmetrical distribution such as a uniform
of Gaussian model), the Fourier transform n(Q) is real. When n(z) is odd (for an
asymmetrical distribution, such as a hyperbolic tangent model), the Fourier
transform is imaginary.

For two even functions (common in polymer - polymer cross terms), the cross
partial structure factor can be simplified to:

Equation 2.2.32.

hy(Q)=±(hiihy)sin(Q5)

For one even and one odd distribution (usually the case for a polymer - solvent
cross term), the cross term is given by:

Equation 2.2.33.

h^j(Q)=±(h,.hij)cos(Q5)

Again, expressions for specific cross terms will be given where appropriate.

2.2.4.3. Model Independent Fitting

The third data fitting technique, usually used as a supplementary method to the
preceding two, is model independent fitting.^^ This kinematic method expresses the
distributions to be determined as a set of basis functions. Such functions can, in
principle, describe any function and are therefore termed 'model independent'. The
32

process involves two distinct steps, indirect Fourier transform
deconvolution,"^^ which are discussed in turn below:
34
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Indirect Fourier

Transform

The indirect Fourier Transform simultaneously transforms the data into a profile
correlation function, p(z), and an ideal reflectivity curve. p(z) can be written as:

Equation 2.2.34.

p(z) = X a „ B „ ( z )
n=l

When Bn(z) are a series of basis functions (in this case cubic b splines) and an are the
coefficients to be determined. The reflectivity, as a ratio of the Fresnel (ideal)
reflectivity, Rp, can be expressed as:

Equation 2.2.35.

R(Q)/RF(Q) = S a „ B „ (Q)
n=l

where:
Equation 2.2.36.

B „ ( Q ) = 2 J B „ (z)cos(Qz)dz
0

The above expression can be modified to include the instrumental resolution, which
smears the basis function in the expression. The final ideal reflectivity expression
becomes:

jB„(Q)Rp(Q)D((Q),Q)dQ

R((Q))/RF((Q))=

Equation 2.2.37.

n=l

Where D ( ( Q ) , Q ) is the distribution of scattering vector Q probed when the
instrument is at the normal scattering vector, ( Q ) .

Square Root

Deconvolution

Square root deconvolution takes the profile correlation function and produces the
derivative of the scattering profile, dp(z)/dz and the scattering length density profile,
p(z) as output. It is the latter of these which the ultimate aim of this analysis
procedure.
The scattering length density profile can be expressed as:
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Equation 2.2.38.

p(z)=^b.B.{z)
j=i

Where P is the number of functions in the square-root deconvolution. The derivative
of this profile, dp(z)/dz, is:

p

Equation 2.2.39.

dp(z)/dz = ^ b j d B j ( z ) / d z
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2 , 3 . S U R F A C E Q U A S I - E L A S T I C LIGHT SCATTERING ( S Q E L S )

The surface of a liquid is not uniformly flat, but is in fact continually roughened by
random thermal fluctuations. Such fluctuations, approximately 2-3A in magnitude,
are predominantly transverse to the surface and are referred to as capillary waves.
These microscopic waves scatter light and this fact is exploited by the use of surface
quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS) to gain information on the interfacial system.

2 . 3 . 1 . LIGHT S C A T T E R I N G FROM A LIQUID S U R F A C E

If the air-liquid interface is defined as a x-y plane, a two-dimensional wave
propagating in the x-direction results in an interfacial disturbance, ^:

Equation 2.3.1.

§(x,t)=§oexp i(qx-t-a)t)

Where q is the wavenumber of a capillary wave which propagates in the x-direction.
q is related to the wavelength. A, by:

Equation 2.3.2.

q = 27r/A

In equation 2.3.1, CO is the propagation frequency, a complex quantity consisting of a
real term (wave frequency, cOo) and an imaginary term (wave damping, F):

(0 = co„

Equation 2.3.3.

-l-ir

Reflected light

Incident light

Scattered light

Figure 2.3.1. Scattering of light by a capillary wave
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The interfacial perturbation acts in a similar manner to a diffraction grating,
reflecting some of the incident light by an angle 6 0 (figure 2.3.1). For such a small
angle of scatter, the wavenumber can be expressed in terms of 0:

Equation 2.3.4.

q = 2k^sin(5e/2)cose

The vector diagram relating q to ko is given in figure 2.3.2.

Figure 2.3.2. Vector diagram relating the wavenumber, q, to the incident
wavevector, ko, and the scattering vector, kg.

2 . 3 . 2 . LIGHT S C A T T E R I N G F R O M A MONOLAYER C O V E R E D S U R F A C E

The introduction of a monolayer onto a liquid surface introduces up to five modes of
motion to the system. Of these modes, only two, transverse shear and surface
dilation are of relevance to SQELS experiments. These are shown schematically in
figure 2.3.3.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.3.3. Schematic representation of (a) surface dilation and (b) transverse
shear of a film at the air-liquid interface
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2.3.3. S Q E L S

THEORY

2.3.3.1. The Dispersion Equation

The dispersion equation relates the surface modes to the bulk properties of the fluids
and the wavenumber and frequency of the capillary waves. At the air-liquid
interface, the classical dispersion equation for capillary waves^"^ is given by:

D(CO)= [sq^ +icor|(q + m)j[yq^ +icor|(q + m) - co^p/qj-[io)r|(q - m)]"= 0
Equation 2.3.5.

Where y and 8 are the surface tension and dilational modulus of the surface film and
r\ and p are the viscosity and density of the bulk liquid. The viscosity and density of
air are assumed to be zero, m is given by the relationship:

m = -^q^ -i-icop/r|

For Re(m) > 0

Equation 2.3.6.

The dispersion equation has two physically realistic roots, relating to the capillary
and dilational modes of the system. A first order estimation of the frequency of each
of these modes may be obtained. For the capillary waves:

coc = , —

Equation 2.3.7.

+i ^ ^

Whereas for the dilational waves:

Equation 2.3.8.

"D=^(V3+i)

The two surface film moduli in equation 2.3.5 are complex terms and can be
expanded as follows:
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y^y^-hico^y'

Equation 2.3.9.

8 = 8^+1(0^8'

Equation 2.3.10.

The subscript o indicates an elastic term and the prime a viscosity term. The two
viscosity terms, y and

are the transverse shear viscosity and dilational viscosity

respectively.
The capillary waves are predominantly influenced by the surface tension, whereas
the behaviour of the dilational waves is driven by the dilational modulus. However,
the dilational properties

and

do have an effect upon the capillary waves and,

similarly, the transverse shear parameters affect the dilational frequency. Such a
phenomenon is due to coupling between the two modes. The strength of this
coupling, K , can be defined as:

K = ri(q-m)

Equation 2.3.11.

The values of the viscoelastic parameters therefore have a significant effect upon the
frequency and damping of the surface waves. I f yo remains constant and eo is
increased, resonance can occur between the capillary and dilational modes. This
takes place when the frequencies of the two modes are equivalent, i.e. coc = CODSuch a resonance condition occurs when the ratio of the two viscoelastic parameters,
£o/yo - 0 . 1 6 and is often denoted by a maximum in the value of damping (and

sometimes frequency) of the capillary waves.

When the dampings of each mode converge, Eamshaw^^ has reported that the modes
become mixed and the frequencies of the capillary and dilational modes deconverge.
This phenomenon has been found to occur when either a large positive value of
transverse shear viscosity or a large negative value of dilational viscosity is
observed.

2.3.3.2. The Power Spectrum

The relationship between the dispersion equation and the spectrum of scattered light,
P(co), is given by the power spectrum:
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P(CO) = ^ B T J ^
TTCO

icorj(q + m) -I- eq'

Equation 2.3.12.

Where ke is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and D(co) the dispersion
equation (equation 2.3.2).

The power spectrum is approximately Lorentzian in form and is characterised by a
central frequency, cOo, and a line width (full width at half peak height), F.
It is possible to recorded the power spectrum directly, but in the SQELS experiments
carried out here, it is the Fourier transform of the spectrum g(T), rather than the
spectrum itself, which is measured:

Equation 2.3.13.

g ( T ) = FT(P(CO))

To enable the detection of the small frequency shifts resulting from the light
scattering, a technique of heterodyne correlation is used, where the diffracted
reference beams are mixed with scattered light. The difference in the frequency of
the light of the two beams results in a beat pattern and it is this that is detected by
the photomultiplier tube. The correlation function obtained is given by:

GH(T)OC (I^

+1^)2 + 2I,I^g^'^(T)+I,' Ig^'^W-lJ

Equation 2.3.14.

Where Is and Ir are the intensities of the scattered and reference beams respectively,
g^^^T)

and

g*^^\T)

are the field and intensity correlation functions and

T

is the delay

time. To ensure that only heterodyne detection takes place, an experimental Ig/Ir ratio
of approximately 10""^ is used.

2.3.4. DATA FITTING

2.3.4.1. The Dannped Cosine Fit

As previously stated, the power spectrum obtained is only approximately Lorentzian
in shape. The Fourier transform of a true Lorentzian function is:
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Equation 2.3.15.

G ( T ) = B - h Acos(co„T)exp(-rT)

Attempting to fit SQELS data using the above expression^^ results in fits of low
quality, characterised by highly correlated residuals. To obtain a reasonable fitting
function, equation 2.3.15 had to be expanded and it was Earnshaw^^'^^ who
developed the function used:

G ( T ) = B + A COS(CO„T + (])) +

exp(-P W 4 )

+

Cexp(-aT) + Dx^

Equation 2.3.16.

Where A is an amplitude factor, B is the instrumental background, (j) takes into
account non-Lorentzian behaviour (the power spectrum is in fact a skewed
Lorentzian) and the term exp(-pV/4) accounts for instrumental line broadening. The
first point of a correlation function is dropped as it is affected by an exponential
decay due to afterpulsing in the photomultiplier.^^ At very short sample times,
subsequent points are also affected and the term C exp(-aT) accounts for this. DT^
accounts for the presence of other external vibrations, which it is impossible to
eliminate completely. This is normally exhibited as 'droop' in the correlation
function.

2.3.4.2. The Spectral Fit

The spectral fitting procedure is used to obtain values of the four viscoelastic
parameters, y^

8o and e'. To extract these parameters without making any prior

assumptions requires a much more powerful technique than that described above.
Such a method, the spectral fit, involves the generation of a theoretical correlation
function from initial values inputted for the surface parameters. This takes place by
the generation of a theoretical power spectrum, which is Fourier transformed to give
a theoretical correlation function, g(Ti). The theoretical function is then compared
to the experimental correlation function, g(Ti) and non-linear least squares fitted, by
a process of varying the starting parameters and repeating the cycle until the best fit
is obtained. The best fit is characterised by the attainment of the minimum value of
F, defined below:
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F =Z
i=2

)-

Equation 2.3.17.

)]

Where n is the total number of channels (excluding delay channels). The fitted form
of the correlation function is given by the expression:

G ( T ) = B + A X FT(P(CO))+ exp(-p'TV4) + Cexp(-aT) + Dx'

Equation 2.3.18.

2 . 3 . 5 . R E C E N T D E V E L O P M E N T S : C O P O L Y M E R S AT A FLUID - FLUID INTERFACE

Recent theoretical developments'^^ have resulted in a modified theory for a diblock
copolymer at the fluid - fluid interface (figure 2.3.4).

?

Figure 2.3.4. Representation of a diblock copolymer at the (perturbed) fluid - fluid
interface

Perturbation of such a system by the capillary waves is described by the curvature of
the surface, and scaling expressions for the surface viscoelastic moduli have been
obtained using the Alexander - de Gennes model.'^'^^ The four parameters obtained
are y, 8, K and X. In section 2.3.3.1, it is stated that y consists of surface tension, yo
and transverse shear viscosity, / and the components of £ are dilational modulus, Eo
and dilational viscosity,

However, microscopic calculations have established that

y = 0, a significant departure from the initial theory outlined above.
The third term, X, is a coupling constant and is related to the asymmetry of the
polymer brush layer. This can be expanded as a complex term:

'k = X^-i-

Equation 2.3.19.

Finally, K , the bending modulus, can be expressed similarly:
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K =

Equation 2.3.20.

-I- ico^K'

The viscous terms arise from the permeation of solvent through the polymer brush,
which can be treated as a porous medium.

2.3.5.1. Copolymers at the Air - Liquid Interface

The above theory applies to a polymer brush system at a general fluid - fluid
interface. A more specific discussion can be applied to a diblock polymer at an air liquid interface, which can be treated as a 'one-sided brush'. The viscosity and
density of the air can again be assumed to be zero, giving the following dispersion
equation:

D(q,co) = [ r | ( i ) ( q - m ) + i X q j V [sq^ -t-irico(q-I-m)

Equation 2.3.21.

X (y + Kq^) q^ + irico(q -h m) -I- -co^p/q = 0

And the associated power spectrum becomes:

p(co)=:l^Im

ir|Co(q-hm) + 8q

CO

D(a))

Equation 2.3.22.

The bending modulus, K , is only applicable to systems where the surface tension is
ultra-low (approximately zero). This is obviously not the case for a water subphase
where yo ~ 72mNm"\ resulting in the term being negligible for such a system.
The scaling relationships for surface pressure, 11, dilational modulus, 8o, dilational
viscosity,

and the two components of the coupling constant, XQ and V are given

below:

n - al'/'b'/^N^kBT

Equation 2.3.23.

8^ ^ a"/^b'/^N^kgT

Equation 2.3.24.

£ - o'b'riiN'^

Equation 2.3.25.
Equation 2.3.26.

^ o;,'/'b''/'N^kBT
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r - o'jV^\,Nl

Equation 2.3.27.

Where NA is the degree of polymerisation of block A (and statistical step length b)
immersed in the subphase with a grafting density of GQ and rji is the viscosity of the
subphase.

The coupling constant, X, is related to the capillary wavenumber and the brush
length, ho as ^ = qho. For X to exert a significant contribution, its value has to be
approximately 0.1. For the values of q used in SQELS experiments, this would
require ho to be of the order of micrometres, which is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
greater than the experimentally observed values.
Neglecting the terms K and X gives the dispersion equation for a thin film at the airwater interface:

D(q,co)= [r|co(q-m)p +[8q^ -f-ir|Co(q-h m)Jx [y^q^ -l-ir|co(q-l-m)-l--pco^/qJ= 0

Equation 2.3.28.

As expected, the above expression bears a great similarity to the original dispersion
equation (equation 2.3.5), the only differences between the two being due to the lack
of a transverse shear viscosity, y , in the latter expression.
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2 . 4 . B R E W S T E R A N G L E MICROSCOPY ( B A M )

Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) is a recently developed technique"^that allows
direct visualisation of the organisation of a polymer film on an air-liquid interface.
Before the introduction of the technique, such systems were generally studied by
fluorescence microscopy, where a fluorescent amphiphilic molecule is added to the
monolayer. However, such a technique has more than one drawback. Firstly, such
molecules may affect the phase transition which it is being attempted to study. Due
to the low solubility of the fluorescent molecule in both phases, such transitions may
be difficult to study at high surface concentrations. Furthermore, photochemical
transitions in the fluorescent probes may occur, the products from such reactions
acting as impurities in the system.
Due to the direct nature of the process, B A M circumvents these problems, but is not
without its drawbacks. Early apparatus suffered form poor resolution and long image
acquisition times, thus rendering it difficult to observe very small or rapidly moving
monolayer domains. However, recent improvements in experimental design have
resolved most of these difficulties.

2 . 4 . 1 . BACKGROUND THEORY

Brewster angle microscopy exploits the fact that at a specific angle of incidence, no
reflection occurs when p-polarised light is incident upon a liquid interface. The
reflectivity of such light is dependent upon the angle of incidence and is given by
the Fresnel equation:

tan(e^-9r)"
EP =

Equation 2.4.1,

tan(G, + 6 J

Where 6i and 0r are the incident and reflected angles respectively and Er^ and Ei^ are
the amplitudes of the electric field for the p-polarised light.

When p-polarised light is incident upon an interface between two media (figure
2.4.1), Snell's law states that:
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iijSinG. = n2sin0r

E q u a t i o n 2.4.2.

Where ni and 02 are the refractive indices of the two media. When the incident and
reflected waves are perpendicular to each other, 6i + 6r = 90° giving:

njSinGj = n2sin(9O-0i)= n2cos0j

E q u a t i o n 2.4.3.

Therefore:

tanGg = —
n,

E q u a t i o n 2.4.4.

Where 6B is the Brewster angle, where the reflectivity vanishes for p-polarised light.

Air (ni)

Liquid (n2)

F i g u r e 2.4.1. p-polarised light incident upon an air-liquid interface

At the air-water interface, ni = 1.000 and

= 1.333 (at 20°C), giving a Brewster

angle of 53.12°. For the two highest salt concentrations studied (O.IM and I M , see
section 5.5.2.2), the values of n2 are 1.334 and 1.343, giving Brewster angles of
53.14° and 53.32°.
For a real interface, the reflected light goes through a minimum at the Brewster
angle, but does not disappear completely, as the theory suggests. This finite
reflectivity is due to the interfacial properties of the system, the real reflectivity
being governed by three major factors:
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1. Interfacial

thickness

Real interfaces do not follow Fresnel's theoretical stipulation of changing steeply
from ni to n2 at z = 0. The interfacial region is given a refractive index of n(z) ^U]^
n2 and a thickness 1. The reflectivity for the amplitude of a p-polarised wave has
been given by Drude"^^ to be:

Tpp (6B

E q u a t i o n 2.4.5.

ifs (0B )PB

Where TsCOB) is the reflectivity of a Fresnel interface for the amplitude of a wave of
s-polarisation (normal to the interface), i indicates a n/2 increase between the phase
difference of the waves after reflection and

PB=ir^

T-

A, n, - n 2 _^

2. Interfacial

is the ellipticity which is given by:

^dz

E q u a t i o n 2.4.6.

n(z/

Roughness

As stated earlier, thermal fluctuations of a liquid surface result in an interfacial
roughness of approximately 2-3A. This roughness results in a small amount of
reflectivity from the surface.

3. Monolayer

Anisotropy

In some cases, phase in monolayers can be optically anisotropic,"^"^ which can greatly
influence the reflected intensity. If such an optically anisotropic monolayer does not
have a vertical axis z of symmetry, the reflected light is a function of the orientation
of the monolayer in its plane.

2 . 4 . 2 . QUANTITATIVE U S E O F B A M

In addition to the visualisation of a monolayer on a liquid surface, the quantity of
light reflected from the surface can be measured and used to obtain a number of
physical parameters. Three examples of this follow:
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7. Monolayer Thickness^^
The recorded light intensity is dependent upon the thickness and the optical
properties of the film. At the Brewster angle, the relative reflectivity of light, I , is
defined as:

R,

= Cd'

E q u a t i o n 2.4.7.

Where C is a constant, d the film thickness and Rp the p-component of the light,
which is defined as:

^

^

i2b

r^i+ri2Xe"
1 + rQj xrj2 xe 2b'

E q u a t i o n 2.4.8.

b = 27rnjCos0i • {dJ%),

E q u a t i o n 2.4.9.

Where:

n, XCOS0O - U n XCOS0,
—
and
n, XCOSGQ + UQ XCOS0J
XCOS0, - n , xcos02
ri2 =

E q u a t i o n 2.4.10.

E q u a t i o n 2.4.11.

n2 XCOS0, + n , xcos02

Where X is the wavelength of light and Ui and 6i are the refractive index and incident
angle for each layer. The subscripts 0, 1 and 2 refer to air, monolayer and water
respectively.
R is therefore dependent upon d^ and it is this relationship which can be used to
obtain information regarding the film thickness. The camera used is calibrated to
obtain a relationship between grey scale and relative reflectivity. From this, the
relative thickness of the monolayer can be calculated

2. Tilt of Hydrocarbon Chains^^
The tilt angle of hydrocarbon chain of a monolayer can be obtained from Brewster
angle autocorrelation spectroscopy.
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As domains of the monolayer flow through the laser spot, the intensity of the
reflected light fluctuates. The autocorrelation function is given by:

(I(t)l(t + x))
-

^

'

E q u a t i o n 2.4.12.

(I(t))'

Where the quantities in triangular brackets donate time average values. The
correlation function shows a decay as a function of time and the decay height is
given by:

g2(x = 0 ) - g 2 ( x ^ ~ ) = A g 2 = ^

,

'

E q u a t i o n 2.4.13.

(I)

All tilt azimuth directions have the same free energy and therefore Ag2 can be
expressed in terms of an average tilt azimuth direction:

/

Ag2 =

-\2

E q u a t i o n 2.4.14.

_2

Where the bar donates the tilt azimuth average ( A = (l/27r) A ( ^ ) d ^ ) The
reflectivity at the Brewster angle can be expressed as:

I „ ( ^ ) = (AcosV + B + Csin^ + Dsin^cos(^J

E q u a t i o n 2.4.15.

A, B, C and D can be expressed in terms of, -d, the tilt angle. Insertion of equation
2.4.15 into equation 2.4.14 yields a lengthy expression relating Ag2 to

thus

allowing the tilt angle to be determined.

3. Monolayer Line Tension^^
B A M can also be used to study line tension in a monolayer. In the specific example
referenced, the line tension between a liquid expanded (Li) and a liquid condensed
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(L2) phase was studied. The line tension, ^ B , between two such phases can be
expressed as:

M

1 ^

=

(AV,,-AV,2)[W,(A)-W,(B)]

E q u a t i o n 2.4.16.

Where RA and RB are the radii of curvature at two points, A and B , on the domain
border,

AVLI

and

AVL2

are the surface potentials of the two phases and

Wb(A)

and

W b ( B ) are the potential energies at the two points. Therefore, using B A M to measure
the radius of curvature of the domains can result in the line tension being obtained.
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Chapter Three - Experimental Techniques

3 . 1 . S U R F A C E P R E S S U R E ISOTHERIVI MEASUREIVIENTS

A l l surface pressure measurements were carried out on a circular Langmuir trough
( N I M A Technology, Coventry, U K , figure 3.1.1). The trough consists o f a Teflon
base with two movable Teflon barriers, which could be opened and closed to give
areas between 50cm^ and 980cm^. The volume of subphase required to f i l l the
through was approximately 900cm^.

F i g u r e 3.1.1. Circular L a n g m u i r trough ( r e p r o d u c e d with permission of NIMA
T e c h n o l o g y Limited)

The trough was placed on a heavy optical table to reduce the effects of external
vibrations. A l l isotherms were recorded at a subphase temperature of 298K, such
conditions being maintained by circulation of water underneath the trough using a
Haake water circulator.

3 . 1 . 1 . S U R F A C E P R E S S U R E MEASUREMENT

Surface pressure values were read using a Wilhelmy plate, a rectangular piece of
high quality filter paper with dimensions of 10mm x 20mm, obtained directly from
N M A Technology. The plate was connected to a pressure sensor,' consisting of an
electromagnetic coil, the moving arm of which was illuminated by an infrared diode.
This created a shadow, the position of which was adjusted by the apparatus until it
fell equally upon two detectors. The force required to do this was measured by the
current passing through the electromagnetic coil and converted into a reading of
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surface pressure. Calibration of the pressure sensor involved the use of a weighing
pan, a lOOmg weight and the automatic calibration program in the trough software.

3 . 1 . 2 . S A M P L E PREPARATION

For surface pressure isotherm determination, and all the other

experimental

techniques undertaken, polymer solutions with concentrations of approximately
I m g ml"' were utilised. The glassware to be used, usually a 10ml volumetric flask,
was thoroughly cleaned with permanganic

acid. This solution of concentrated

sulphuric acid and potassium permanganate was generally left to stand in the flask
overnight. The flask was then thoroughly rinsed with pure water and left to dry. A
sufficient quantity of polymer was then dissolved in the correct volume of solvent.
For the quaternised block copolymer, a solvent mixture of 20:80 (v/v) methanol and
chloroform (both spectrophotometric grade, Aldrich) was used. Such a mixture was
required because the P M M A block is soluble in chloroform but insoluble in
methanol, while the QP4VP block is soluble only in methanol. The other two
polymer systems studied, P M M A homopolymer and the unquatemised

block

copolymer were dissolved in chloroform. Before use, the solutions were allowed to
stand ovemight to ensure that complete dissolution took place.

3 . 1 . 3 . S u B P H A S E PREPARATION

Pure water was obtained by passing previously doubly distilled water through an
Elgastat U H Q I I water purification system (Elga Technology, High Wycombe, U K ) .
The resulting ultra-high quality water had a resistivity of approximately 18Mn cm.
Subphases of pH3 and pHlO were produced by the addition of a sufficient quantity
of high grade N a O H or H C l (Aldrich) to ultra-high quality water until the p H of the
solution was either raised or lowered to the desired value. p H measurements were
carried out by the use of a Jenway p H meter calibrated using buffer solutions of pH4
and pHlO.
Potassium chloride solutions were prepared by dissolving an appropriate quantity of
AnalaR K C l ( B D H ) in ultra-high quality water.
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3 . 1 . 4 . EXPERIMENTAL P R O C E D U R E

Prior to f i l l i n g with subphase, the trough was thoroughly cleaned by the use of
tissues soaked in chloroform. The trough was then filled with the subphase to be
used and the liquid surface aspirated to remove traces of dust and surface
particulates. I f free of such surface-active agents, water has a surface tension of
approximately 73mN m"^ and the surface was repeatedly cleaned until such a value
was obtained.
A volume of solution of approximately 50|il (accurately known) was spread upon
the surface f r o m a gas-tight Hamilton syringe, and a period of approximately 10-15
minutes was allowed for the solvent to evaporate. The barriers were closed under
computer control at a speed such that the area decrease was 30cm~ minute"*. The
data produced were in the f o r m of surface area against surface pressure. These were
converted into the preferred form of surface concentration against surface pressure
via knowledge of the volume of material spread upon the surface.

3 . 1 . 5 . FILM RELAXATION S T U D I E S

F i l m relaxation studies were carried out by compressing the f i l m to a defined surface
concentration and monitoring the change in surface pressure with time after the
barriers had become stationary.
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3 . 2 . NEUTRON R E F L E C T O M E T R Y

A l l neutron reflectometry experiments were carried out at the ISIS spallation
neutron source at the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Oxfordshire. Two
reflectometers were used, SURF and CRISP. The two instruments are very similar
insofar as set-up and operation are concerned, as is outlined below.
The neutrons were produced by the bombardment of a tantalum target by protons
f r o m a pulsed source. On collision of protons with the target, neutrons spall o f f and
are guided towards the numerous instruments grouped around the target.

3 . 2 . 1 . EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES

In all experiments, the reflectivity, R(Q), was recorded as a function of Q, the
scattering vector. Q is defined as:

471

Equation 3.2.1

Q = —sin0

Where X is the neutron wavelength and 9 is the incident angle.

Both CRISP and SURF are variable wavelength instruments, allowing a range of Q
to be explored at each fixed angle. The accessible range of Q was approximately
0.0275 < A ' < 0.6 on CRISP and 0.0255 < A"^ < 0.7 on SURF, which in both cases
required the use of two incident angles, 0.8° and 1.5°, to explore the whole Q range.
The lower angle was used to explore Q values up to approximately 0.06A"\ whereas
the higher angle was used for Q values above 0.055 A'\ The slight overlap allowed
the two data sets to be combined with minimal error

3.2.2. T H E C R I S P REFLECTOMETER

As an example of one of the reflectometers used, a description of CRISP is given. A
schematic diagram is given below:
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Detector

Chopper

Slit 3
Slit 4

Sample

Monitor

Slit 1 ^

Supermirror

^

Franne Overlap
Mirrors

F i g u r e 3.2.1. S c h e m a t i c representation of the C R I S P Reflectometer

The neutrons arrive f r o m the target with a wide range of energies (and therefore a
wide range o f wavelengths). A n y neutrons with energies outside the range of 0.56.5A (with the instrument set up at 1.5°) are excluded by a beam chopper, positioned
immediately before the instrument. After passing through slit one, the

next

components of CRISP are the frame overlap mirrors, a nickel-coated mirror with a
very large radius of curvature. These mirrors have the effect of rejecting any
neutrons with very long wavelengths (known as 'slow neutrons') which have passed
through the chopper. This ensures that only neutrons f r o m a single pulse impinge
upon the detector at any one time, with no neutrons from previous or succeeding
pulses corrupting the data.

The neutrons then pass through a second slit, are reflected and scattered by the
sample, and pass through the two final slits. The four slits collimate the beam, slits
one and two collimate the incident beam, while slits three and four collimate the
reflected beam. The width of these slits was varied f r o m experiment to experiment,
to optimise the configuration of the instrument. A n example of one set-up used was
slit widths o f 2mm, 1.25mm, 4mm and 4mm for slits one to four respectively at 0.8°
and 4mm, 2.5mm, 3mm and 4mm at 1.5°.

Finally, the beam is incident upon a time-of-flight detector. The reflectivity, defined
as the reflected neutron intensity divided by the incident neutron intensity, was
calculated by instrument control and analysis software.
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3.2.3. T H E S U R F REFLECTOMETER

SURF is a second reflectometer specifically designed for the study of surfaces and
interfaces. It operates on the same principles as CRISP, the main differences
occurring in the physical layout of the apparatus and the fact that a slighdy higher
neutron flux is available than for CRISP.

3 . 2 . 4 . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Sample preparation was carried out as outlined in section 3.1.2. A rectangular
Langmuir trough with two movable barriers was used, this being enclosed in a
Perspex box to prevent perturbance by air currents and reduce hydrogen / deuterium
exchange between D2O and H2O in the subphase. The box had two optical windows,
to allow unhindered passage of the neutron beam, and both the trough and box were
situated on a vibration isolation table.

A laser beam was used for alignment of the sample, mimicking the neutron path.
The height of the sample table was adjusted until the laser beam (and hence the
neutron beam) passed through all the slits and was incident on the centre of the
detector.

Instrumental operation was automatically controlled by a command file, which, in
addition to automatically collecting a pre-determined

quantity of data,

also

controlled the change of incident beam geometry f r o m high to low angle.
Experimental durations were dependent on the samples and subphases used, but
were generally 30-60 minutes (corresponding to 90-180)iA of current) for low angle
runs and 2-3 hours (360-550|iA of current) for high angle runs.

3 . 2 . 5 . DATA A N A L Y S I S

The high angle data set was multiplied by a scaling factor obtained from a
calibration run on D2O. The low angle data was then scaled accordingly to overlap
the high angle data. The two sets were then combined to give a single reflectivity
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curve for each sample, covering the whole Q range. A number of data analysis
methods were employed, as outlined below:

3.2.5.1. Partial Structure Factors: The Kinematic Approximation

Before the kinematic approximation (section 2.2.4.2) could be utilised, further data
manipulation was necessary. Initially, the background was subtracted from each of
the reflectivity curves by the process of averaging the reflectivity values in the
'background region' (Q > 0.4A"^). The data obtained on D2O subphases were
Crowley corrected^ (equation 2.2.25) and then all data converted into the form of
Q ' ^ R ( Q ) against Q , the appropriate f o r m for input into the program PARTIAL3. This
program solves the six simultaneous equations relating the reflectivity to Q (via
partial structure factors), obtained under different control conditions (section
2.2.4.2). Analysis of the resulting partial structure factors is discussed in chapter six.

3.2.5.2. The Optical Matrix Approach

The program P C M U L F was used to f i t the reflectivity profiles (without background
subtraction) via the optical matrix method (section 2.2.4.1). Initially, a one layer f i t
was attempted, inputting parameters of layer thickness, scattering length density and
interfacial roughness. These parameters were varied by the program and the final
values, along with an indication of the goodness of the fit,

were calculated. This

process was repeated until the best (physically realistic) f i t was obtained. I f a one
layer f i t proved to be insufficient, further layers were incorporated into the
procedure as required.

3.2.5.3. Model Independent Fitting

The model independent

fitting method initially required the data files to be

converted f r o m a histogram format and to be background subtracted. The fitting
program, M O D E L I ) , required the inputting of the scattering length density of the
subphase and an estimation of the scattering length density of the polymer layer.
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For each surface concentration studied, three reflectivity profiles were required,
usually the contrasts D - H on N R W , H - D on N R W and H - H on D2O. In each case,
the value of the Lagrangian multiplier, X, was varied until the best f i t to the data was
obtained with care being taken not to use too low a value of X, as this caused the f i t
to be over-parameterised. The scattering length density profiles obtained by this
method could then be used to obtain plots of number density against depth by use of
the program N U M B _ D E N . This required the values of the scattering length of each
component of the system. These plots were in turn converted into plots of volume
fraction by the multiplication of the appropriate segment volumes, namely 2 9 . 9 A ^
molecule"' for water, 139.4A^ molecule"' for P M M A and 267.0A^ molecule"' for
Q P 4 V P . These values were calculated using the expression:

M

p

= — ^

E q u a t i o n 3.2.1

N , N

Where Vg is the segment volume and M w , p and N are the molecular weight, density
and degree of polymerisation of the polymer respectively. In the case of water,
M w / N is replaced by M , the molecular weight of a water molecule.
The final output f r o m the model independent fitting technique gives no information
on the relative positions of each of the components as the origin used to define each
of the scattering length density profiles is arbitrary. To obtain a complete picture of
the system, information on the separations of the three components has to be
obtained f r o m another analysis method, such as the kinematic approximation.
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3 . 3 S U R F A C E Q U A S I - E L A S T I C LIGHT SCATTERING

All surface quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS) experiments were carried out in
Durham, on two sets of light scattering apparatus. The older apparatus used a
lOOmW diode pumped Nd:YAG laser, X = 532nm (Adlas) while the second, more
recently constructed set-up, has a 400mW solid state diode pumped laser (Coherent).

3.3.1.

EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLE

Thermal motion of a liquid results in random fluctuations on the surface, which can
be Fourier decomposed into a set of capillary waves, which in turn can be
characterised by a surface wave number, q, given by:

2n
q =—
A

Equation 3.3.1

Where A is the wavelength of the capillary waves. The range of q that could be
explored with our apparatus was approximately 180 < cm"' < 1000 with the lOOmW
laser and 400 < cm'' < 2500 with the 400mW laser.

3.3.2.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A schematic representation of the surface light scattering apparatus is given in figure
3.3.1. In an attempt to minimise external vibrations, the apparatus was placed on a
heavy optical table and surrounded by Perspex windows, to reduce perturbations
caused by air currents.
The laser light (reflected down the main optical rail via a series of mirrors) was first
incident upon the half wave-plate, which both rotated the plane of polarised light
and attenuated the power of the laser beam. Any remaining horizontally polarised
light was removed by the polariser.
Lenses 1 and 2, in conjunction with the diffraction grating, were adjusted to ensure
that the beam was focussed on the photomultiplier tube and that the main beam and
the diffracted beams (produced by the diffraction grating) coalesced on the liquid
surface. The neutral density filter attenuated the reference beam and a variety of
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such filters were used, most commonly OD = 2, a filter transmitting only 10'^ (1%)
of incident light. A neutral density filter was essential to give an Is/Ir (scattered light
intensity : reflected light intensity) ratio of 10'^ to 10"^, the optimum conditions for
heterodyne correlation to occur.

Mirrors 1 & 2
Photomultiplier
Tube

Half Wave
Plate
Polariser

Pinhole

Lens 1

Diffraction
Grating

—j—

Neutral
Density Filter
Mirrors 4 & 5
Lens 2

Mirror 3

Mirror 6
Trough

Figure 3.3.1. Schematic Representation of SQELS Apparatus.

The incident light was 'periscoped' onto the liquid surface in a Langmuir trough by
mirrors 3 and 4. The trough was again temperature controlled, the exact temperature
of the trough being read by a temperature pen.
After scattering and reflection at the liquid surface, the light was reflected by
another periscope (mirrors 5 and 6) towards the photomultiplier (PM) tube. Upon
arrival at the PM tube, a series of spots were observed, each corresponding to a
different wavenumber, q. The central (and most intense) of these spots corresponded
to the main beam, the remainder of the spots being the diffracted beams with a
contribution from the light scattered by the liquid surface from the main beam. The
spot under study was focussed down the PM tube and the response from the tube
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analysed by a correlator. Two different PM tube / correlator combinations were
used:
1. Malvern - A Malvern PM tube was connected to a Malvern K7025 128 channel
correlator with variable channel width. The correlation function obtained was
displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope and control of the correlator took place
via a 486 PC.
2. Brookhaven - A Brookhaven PM tube was connected to a Pentium PC
containing a Brookhaven 9000AT correlator card and Windows based control
program 9KDLSW.
The latter of these two set-ups had the advantage that the PM tube was of a much
higher sensitivity (maximum count rate of 22Mcps compared to 7Mcps for the
Malvern set-up), allowing much faster collection of the correlation functions with
reduced signal to noise ratios. However, the correlator only allowed the selection of
a finite series of channel widths (lOjis, 5\is, 2\is and l|Lts being the more commonly
used.) A further disadvantage was the limited number of data channels available.
Although 256 channels were available at longer channel widths, this was reduced to
128 channels at 5jis channel widths, 80 at 2|Lis and 40 at l|is.

3.3.3.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Three different sets of experiments were undertaken and each of these are outlined
below.
In all cases, a calibration run was initially required to determine the value of q used
in the experiment. This was carried out by collecting a set of ten correlation
functions on a pure water surface, analysing the data using the program FITS (see
below) and obtaining an average value of the frequency of the capillary waves from
FITSUM. The physical properties (surface tension, viscosity and density) of the
water for the temperature used were inputted into the CANICE program which
solved the dispersion equation and calculated values of capillary wave frequency
and damping as a function of q. The value of q could then be obtained by simply
reading off the value corresponding to the experimentally obtained value of
frequency.
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3.3.3.1. Experiment One - Concentration Studies

To study a range of surface concentrations, one diffraction spot was selected to
define a particular capillary wavenumber, usually q = 265cm''.
Following the calibration procedure outlined above, a polymer film was spread upon
the liquid surface and the solvent was allowed to evaporate. The film was
compressed to a specific surface concentration, and after a wait of 3-5 minutes (to
allow the system to settle), ten correlation functions were recorded. This process was
repeated for each required surface concentration.

3.3.3.2. Experiment Two - Frequency Studies

The second series of experiments studied a film of a fixed surface concentration
using a series of diffraction spots (and therefore a range of q). Each spot was defined
by a calibration run (on a pure water surface) to obtain the q values. Then, the
polymer was spread, compressed to the required surface concentration and data
collected. As previously, ten correlation functions were recorded for each value of q
investigated.

3.3.3.3. Experiment Three - Time Studies

Time dependency studies were used to observe any change in the behaviour of the
film with time. One correlation function was collected per minute over a period of
approximately ten hours. Each correlation function was analysed individually and
the value of the capillary wave damping plotted against time.

3.3.4.

DATA ANALYSIS

3.3.4.1. Damped Cosine Analysis

The frequency and damping of the capillary waves were obtained by damped cosine
analysis (equation 2.3.12) carried out by the use of the programs FITS and
BRKFITS, dependent upon the correlator used. These programs automatically read
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in the raw data along with initial guesses for frequency and damping. Fitting could
be carried out very rapidly.
The ten values of frequency and damping obtained by this fitting procedure were
averaged using the program FITSUM.

3.3.4.2. Spectral Fitting

Values of the four viscoelastic parameters (surface tension, transverse shear
viscosity, dilational modulus and dilational viscosity - equations 2.3.4 and 2.3.5)
were obtained via the use of the programs HERMAN and BRKHERM. From the
inputted parameters, the program generated a theoretical power spectrum which was
Fourier transformed to produce a theoretical correlation function. This was
compared with the experimentally obtained correlation function, the values of the
parameters varied and the above process was repeated until the best fit was obtained.
Attempts were made to fit the data in two ways, firstly fitting all four viscoelastic
parameters and secondly with transverse shear viscosity constrained to zero, fitting
only surface tension, dilational modulus and dilation viscosity. Generally, spectral
fitting was much more time-consuming and much more dependent upon the initial
inputted parameters than the damped cosine analysis. An example of a typical fit,
along with the residuals obtained from the fit, is given in figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3
respectively.
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Figure 3.3.2. Example of a typical correlation function (circles) and spectra fit (line).
Data obtained for PMMA-QP4VP on water, Fs = 0.2mgm ^ q = 269.5cm"'
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Figure 3.3.3. Residuals for the fit shown in figure 3.3.2.
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3 . 4 . B R E W S T E R A N G L E MICROSCOPY

Brewster angle microscopy experiments were carried out at Durham on apparatus
belonging to Dr. Andrew Beeby.

3 . 4 . 1 . EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLE

At the Brewster angle (53.1° for the air-water interface), all light from a vertically
polarised laser is transmitted into the subphase (i.e. none is reflected). When a
monolayer is present on the liquid surface, the properties of the interface change and
a small quantity of the incident light is reflected and recorded by a detector.

3 . 4 . 2 . EXPERIMENTAL S E T - U P

The trough used for Brewster angle microscopy studies was a long, rectangular
(100cm X 14cm) trough (NIMA Technology). A small glass window was cut into the
Teflon base at the point of incidence of the laser beam to reduce scattering from the
base of the trough.
A 8mW He-Ne, X = 632.8nm laser (Melles-Griot) was used. Before being incident
upon the trough, the light passed through a polariser (to ensure that all light was ppolarised) and a beam expander, to increase the diameter of the beam to
approximately 5mm.
After reflection, a COHU 4910 series CCD camera picked up the image. This was
fitted with a zoom lens with a manual focus range of 75-85mm and a resolution of
lOjxm. A magnification range up to x7 was accessible. The image produced by the
camera was displayed in real-time on both a monitor and directly onto a VDU via
the use of the software program Paint Shop Pro. Both the laser and the camera were
mounted on rotation stages (Ealing), to allow adjustments as small as 0.00001° to be
made. The entire set up was situated on a heavy optical table to reduce external
vibrations.
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3.4.3.

EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURE

The trough was initially filled to the brim with liquid, the surface cleaned and a
quantity of liquid removed to allow the image to appear in the centre of the monitor.
The film was deposited on the liquid in the manner described above and sufficient
time was left for the solvent to evaporate.
Compression of the barriers took place at 30cm minute" and a surface pressure
isotherm was automatically recorded. Images were collected at predetermined
surface concentrations by the use of the computer package Paint Shop Pro. The
saved images were initially monochrome, but were converted into colour by the use
of a Pascal program, COLORIT, which measured the intensity of light on each pixel
and allocated one of sixteen colours.
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Chapter Four - Polymer Synthesis & Characterisation

4 . 1 . P R E C U R S O R POLYMERS

Two linear diblock copolymers of methyl methacrylate and 4-vinyl pyridine, one
with a fully hydrogenous, the other with a fully deuterated methyl methacrylate
block (denoted HPMMA-P4VP and DPMMA-P4VP respectively), were synthesised
in Durham by Mr F. T. Kiff,' using the synthetic route of Nugay."
The schematic structures of the two copolymers are shown below:

CD3

- f c H , - C ^ C H , - C H ^
O

OCH3

_^CD,-C4^CH,-CH)-

a

O

0 0 D3

N-

HPMMA-P4VP
Figure

4.1.1.

o

DPMMA-P4VP

Structures of HPMMA-P4VP and DPMMA-P4VP

4 . 1 . 1 . M O L E C U L A R W E I G H T S AND P O L Y D I S P E R S I T Y INDICES

The molecular weights (and polydispersity indices) of the two precursor copolymers
were determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using polystyrene
calibrants. The results obtained are given in table 4.1.1:

Polymer
HPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP
Table

4.1.1.

Mn

Mw

M,/M„

54200
56400

56400
58100

1.04
1.03

Molecular weights of precusor copolymers

4 . 1 . 2 . TACTICITY O F P M M A

In previous work, it has been shown that PMMA samples of differing tacticity
produce vastly differing surface pressure isotherms.^ Determination of the tacticity
of the PMMA block is therefore of great importance.
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In the isotactic form, each asymmetric chain along the polymer backbone exists in
the same steric conformation. Syndiotactic polymers exhibit the opposite
conformation around each succesive asymmetric centre, whereas atactic (or
heterotactic) polymers have a random stereochemistry (see figure 4.1.2).

H

X

T

?

c

c

A

A

X

H

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1.2. Schematic representation of (a) isotacticity and (b) syndiotacticity

The degree of stereoregularity can be calculated by '^C NMR spectroscopy. This
allows the determination of the conformation of pairs or sets of three monomer units
(termed diads and triads respectively). The nomenclature assigned to such sequences
are given below:

Sequence
Isotactic diads
Syndiotactic diads
Isotactic triads
Syndiotactic triads
Atactic triads

Symbol
m
r
mm
rr
mr

Table 4.1.2, Diad and triad sequences
A

NMR spectrum of the PMMA homopolymer used in the synthesis was

obtained (spectrum 1, see appendix), and enlarged (spectrum 2). The spectrum can
be separated into four main regions, 15-20ppm (representing a-methyl shifts), 4445ppm (quaternary carbon shifts), 51-55ppm (CH2 and O-CH3 shifts) and 176179ppm (C=0 shifts). It is the last of these which is the optimum region for
analysing the tacticity of the polymer as it is the most sensitive to the statistical
distribution of neighbouring chain sequences. Assigning pentad sequences to the
peaks in this region,"^ we obtain:
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Shift/ppm
176.50
176.93
177.74
178.04

Sequence(s)
mmmm
rmrr/mmrr + mmrm/rmrm
rrrr
mrrr

Relative Intensity
0
0.177
0.623
0.200

Table 4.1.3. Assignment of sequences in the carbonyl region of the ^^C NMR
spectrum of PMMA
From these data, a syndiotacticity of 91.2% is obtained.

4 . 1 . 3 . P O L Y M E R COMPOSITION

The composition of the diblock copolymers was determined in a number of ways.
An accurate composition determination result is of great importance, as for neutron
reflectivity work to be completely valid, it is important that all four polymers used
should be as identical in composition as possible. Three methods were used to
determine the composition,

NMR spectroscopy, elemental analysis and UV-

visible absorption spectroscopy.

NMR

Spectroscopy

All proton NMR spectra were obtained on a 400MHz Varian machine. The proton
NMR spectra of HPMMA-P4VP solutions in chloroform and DMSO are shown in
spectra 3 and 4 respectively (see appendix). In both cases, the peaks at
approximately 6 = 6.4 and 8.4ppm correspond to the protons of the pyridine ring
(two protons per peak), while the peak at 6 = 3.6ppm is due to the three protons of
the methyl group of the PMMA block. By integrating the areas under these curves
and calculating the area per proton, the composition of the polymer could be
determined. Interestingly, two quite distinct values arose, 17.9% weight (17.0%
molar) P4VP when using chloroform and 24.1% weight (22.9% molar) P4VP in
DMSO. The discrepancy between these two results is probably due to the
insolubility of the P4VP in chloroform, meaning that a number of protons were
undetected by the NMR process. Similar solubility problems were encountered by
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Natansohn,^ who dissolved the polymer in DMSG or benzene, as opposed to
chloroform.

Elemental

Analysis

Samples of both of the copolymers were submitted for elemental analysis. From the
results obtained, the composition of each copolymer could be obtained from the
percentage nitrogen content, because this only occurs in the P4VP block of the
copolymer. The average carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen percentage compositions for
each copolymer and the copolymer compositions calculated from these data, are
given in table 4.1.4:

Polymer
HPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP

%C
63.16 ± 0 . 1 0
58.14 ±0.05

Weight
%H
7.70 ±0.06
7.31 ±0.04

%N
2.68 ±0.07
2.45 ±0.12

Composition (%P4VP)
Weight
Mole
20.1 ± 0 . 5
19.1 ± 0 . 5
18.4 ± 0 . 9
19.1 ± 0 . 9

Table 4.1.4. Results of elemental analyses

UV-Visible

Spectroscopy

The third method of composition determination employed was UV-visible
spectroscopy. In the UV spectrum of the copolymer, an absorption occurs at 358nm
due to the pyridine ring in the P4VP block. By preparing a series of solutions of
P4VP homopolymer of known concentrations, the absorbance as a function of
concentration was obtained (figure 4.1.3).
A least squares fit to the data gives a gradient of 21.88g 1"' (equal to el in the
relationship A = eel, where e is the extinction coefficient and 1 the path length).
Solutions (of known concentration) of the two copolymers were prepared. The
concentration and absorbance of each these solutions and the polymer composition
calculated from these are given in table 4.1.5:

Polymer
HPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP

Solution cone. / g 1"^ Relative absorbance
0.197
0.837
0.196
0.629

% P4VP
19.4
14.7

Table 4.1.5. Results of UV spectroscopy experiments on block copolymer solutions
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Figure 4.1.3. Plot of concentration against relative absorbance for P4VP
homopolymer solutions

Summary
The results obtained for the molar composition of P4VP in each of the diblock
copolymers are summarised below:

NMR in
Polymer
HPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP

CDCI3

17.0 + 0.8
N/A

Experimental Technique
NMR in
Elemental
d-DMSO
Analysis
22.9 ± 0.9
19.1 ± 0 . 5
N/A
19.1 ± 0 . 9

UV-Visible
Spectroscopy
19.4 ± 0 . 9
14.7 ± 0 . 9

Table 4.1.6. Summary of obtained values of polymer composition (molar % P4VP)

As can be seen, the four results obtained for the ratio of the blocks in the copolymer
differ substantially, to an extent greater than the experimental error implicit in any of
the techniques.
The results for HPMMA-P4VP give an average value of 19.6% P4VP over the four
techniques, which corresponds well with that obtained via both elemental analysis
and UV-visible spectroscopy. Due to the inability of

NMR spectroscopy to

provide qualitative information on a deuterated compound, only two values have
been obtained for the DPMMA-P4VP copolymer. These give an average of 17.1%.
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Of the two techniques, it is elemental analysis that is deemed to give the more
reliable result (19.1% P4VP). Similar values of composition are obtained by more
than one technique for the hydrogenous form of the polymer and it is therefore
assumed that the UV-visible spectroscopy result from DPMMA-P4VP is erroneous.
Using the results from elemental analysis, a polymer composition of 19.1% P4VP is
assumed.
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4 . 2 . QUATERNISED COPOLYMERS

To give a sufficient number of contrasts for neutron reflectometry work, four
separate quatemisation reactions were carried out (outlined in table 4.2.1), to
produce the products shown schematically in figure 4.2.1.

Precusor polymer
HPMMA-P4VP
HPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP
DPMMA-P4VP

Reagent
CzHsBr
C2D5Br
CiHsBr
CzDsBr

Product
HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP
HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP
DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP
DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP

Table 4.2.1. Summary of the four quaternisation reactions

CH,
I
_^CH,-C^CH,-CH^

_ ^ C H - C ^ C H - C H ^
O

OCH3

o

O

Br"

HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP

HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP
CD3

OD3
- - C D p — C - 4 - f C Hp—C HAO

OCH^

^ C D , - i ^ C H , - C H 4 -

OCD3

O

OCD3
Br"
C2D5

DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP

DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP

Figure 4.2.1. Structures of the four quaternised block copolymers

Due to the unavailability of DP4VP, a fully deuterated QP4VP block, which would
have provided the maximum contrast with the hydrogenous polymer, could not be
synthesised.
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4.2.1. S Y N T H E S I S

An initial attempt at the quatemisation reaction was carried out by using sulphanone
(tetramethyl sulphone) as a solvent and refluxing the solution with bromoethane.^
After refluxing overnight at 35°C, attempts to recover the polymer (a notoriously
difficult process for amphiphilic systems) were unsuccessful. Attempts to precipitate
the polymer in hexane, methanol, acetone and diethyl ether failed due to their
immisciblity with sulphanone, while suspensions were formed in water, methanol
and DMF.

Ultimately, the reaction was accomplished by use of the following synthetic route:

CH3
_^CH,-i-^CH,-CH4A
O

^ C H , - i - ^ C H , - C H ^
323K

/ A
O

OCH3

OCH3

Figure 4.2.2. Route for the synthesis of HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP

Starting Materials
DMF and bromoethane were dried and degassed by the use of freeze-thaw cycles.
Both were stored on the vacuum line, DMF over 3A molecular sieves and
bromoethane over CaH2.

Syntliesis
Approximately 3g of the unquatemised polymer was placed in a reaction flask fitted
with a Young's tap on a high vacuum line and was dried by heating with a hot air
gun and evacuating overnight. To this was added 30-40cm^ of DMF by vacuum
distillation and the solution was stirred for 3-4 hours to allow the polymer to
dissolve completely. An excess (1.5cm ) of bromoethane was added to the polymer
solution via vacuum distillation and the mixture then stirred overnight in an oil bath
at a temperature of 323K. A pale orange/pink coloured solution resulted.
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A small quantity of AnalaR acetone was added to this mixture and the solution was
poured into 8-10 volumes of n-hexane. The resulting material was redissolved in
acetone (to remove any residual DMF) and reprecipitated into hexane. This process
was repeated until a fine, non-sticky polymer was obtained, whereupon the polymer
was separated from the precipitant by being filtered through a Biichner funnel and
washed with hexane. The product was dried in a vacuum oven and stored in the dark
in a desiccator.

4 . 2 . 2 . CHARACTERISATION

Three techniques were used to determine whether the quatemisation reaction was
successful, namely IR spectroscopy, NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis.

Infra-red

Spectroscopy

IR spectra were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer 1600 machine. As an example of the
spectra obtained, those for the unquatemised HPMMA-P4VP and the quatemised
HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP are shown (spectra 5 and 6 respectively, see appendix).
Complete quatemisation is indicated by the replacement of the pyridine band at
approximately 1600cm"^ by a pyridinium band at around 1640cm'\ This feature was
observed in the spectra for all four quatemised polymers, indicating a successful
reaction in each case.

NMR

Spectroscopy

NMR spectra were obtained for all four polymers dissolved in deuterated DMSO
at a temperature of 95°C, the increase in temperature increasing the definition in the
spectmm. All of the spectra produced indicate that quatemisation has taken place as
can be seen in the example given, the fully hydrogenous polymer HPMMAQ(H)P4VP (spectmm 7, see appendix), the peaks at 5 = 4.6 and 1.6ppm
corresponding to the CH2 and CH3 of the ethyl group on the nitrogen respectively.
Furthermore, the aromatic chemical shifts (at 5 = 6.6 and 8.2 pmm) shift downfield
by approximately 0.8ppm.
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An attempt to obtain ^D NMR spectra of the polymers was also made. Theoretically,
this should have proved a very valuable tool in the characterisation of the polymers
as the small number of deuterium atoms present should have resulted in spectra with
relatively few peaks. Unfortunately, when the process was carried out at room
temperature, the resulting spectra were impossible to interpret due to the width of
some of the peaks, up to 25ppm in one case. Increasing the temperature to 95°C
reduced the broadness slightly, but still no information could be gleaned from the
spectra. The temperature could not be increased much further due to the proximity of
the boiling point of the solvent and uncertainties regarding the thermal stability of
the polymer.

Elemental

Analysis

Samples of each of the four quatemised copolymers were submitted for experimental
analysis. An idea of the completeness of the reaction was obtained from the
percentage of bromine observed. The expected and experimentally obtained
percentages of bromine in each of the polymers are given in the table below:

Polymer
HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP
HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP
DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP
DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP

Theoretical % Bromine
12.66
12.42
11.66
11.57

Observed % Bromine
11.79
12.16
11.60
10.60

Table 4.2.2. Results of elemental analysis of quaternised copolymers

As can be seen, all of the bromine percentages obtained fall slightly (between 0.5%
and 8.7%) short of the expected values. As the IR spectra produced seem to indicate
full quatemisation, the discrepancy may be due to the difficulty of combusting the
polymer. For elemental analysis, the sample must be completely combusted and this
is notoriously difficult with quatemised poly(vinyl pyridine)s.^
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Chapter Five - Surface Pressure Isotherms & Brewster Angle Microscopy

5 . 1 . INTRODUCTION

Properties of monolayers of spread films of PMMA homopolymer, PMMA-P4VP
copolymer and PMMA-QP4VP quatemised copolymer have been investigated by
measurement of compressional surface pressure isotherms using a Langmuir trough.
Subphases of pure water, KCl solutions of varying concentrations and acidic and
alkaline solutions have been used. Film stability, hysteresis and the behaviour of
deuterium analogues of the quatemised copolymer have also been explored. As
stated in chapter three, all isotherms were recorded using a subphase temperature of
298K and a compression rate of 30cm^ minute d

This chapter outlines the results obtained for the polymers spread upon water, KCl
solutions and other subphases. In each case, a discussion of the experimental results
is followed by investigation of the thermodynamic properties of the monolayers
using scaling laws.

5.2. WATER SUBPHASES

5.2.1. PMMA HOMOPOLYMER

Polymer films containing PMMA generally form monolayers of high rigidity at high
surface concentrations. An experimental consequence of this is that at such surface
concentrations (generally greater than 3.0mg m'^), the Wilhelmy plate used to
measure surface pressure was displaced from the vertical position, leading to
erroneous surface pressure readings. This effect could be reduced by the use of the
larger, circular trough with two symmetrically closing barriers (figure 3.1.1) as
opposed to the rectangular trough. For the latter, uniaxial compression exerts an
unequal force on the plate. However, with the round trough, the effect was still
observable at the highest surface concentrations studied, signifying that such data
should be interpreted with caution.

A typical isotherm obtained from a film of PMMA homopolymer spread on a pure
water subphase (in the circular trough) is shown in figure 5.2.1. The reproducibility
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Figure 5.2.1. Surface pressure isotherm for PMMA on water
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Figure 5.2.2. Surface pressure isotherm for PMMA-P4VP on water
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of such an isotherm is high, particularly at lower surface concentrations. In addition
to the displacement of the Wilhelmy plate outlined above, discrepancies at higher
concentrations can be attributed to effects of subphase contamination. Contaminants,
such as dust, are able to nucleate the process of collapse in a monolayer.

The results obtained are characteristic of a liquid condensed film and compare well
to those from previous studies of syndiotactic PMMA.' The surface pressure
remains at zero until a surface concentration of approximately 1 .Omg m"~ is reached,
whereupon a sharp rise is observed. This rise gradually decreases in magnitude and a
maximum surface pressure of approximately 25mN m"' is reached at a concentration
of 2.5mg m"^.

Previous work comparing the behaviour of PMMA of various tacticities^ revealed
significant differences between the isotherms obtained for the syndiotactic and
atactic forms compared to that of the isotactic form. The isotactic form was found to
exhibit the characteristics of a liquid expanded film, whereas both syndiotactic and
atactic PMMA showed liquid condensed film character. Such a difference in
behaviour was attributed to the lateral cohesive forces in the film, due to the dipole
interactions between ester groups in the PMMA. It is speculated that for isotactic
PMMA, these ester groups penetrate into the subphase, reducing in-plane
interactions. For syndiotactic PMMA, the conformation of the polymer precludes
such an occurrence.

5 . 2 . 2 . P M M A - P 4 V P UNQUATERNISED C O P O L Y M E R

Surface pressure isotherms for films of the unquaternised block copolymer, PMMAP4VP were also reproducible at low surface concentrations. A typical isotherm is
shown in figure 5.2.2. As can clearly be seen, the shape is significantly different to
that obtained from the homopolymer, the initial rise in surface pressure occurring at
a substantially lower surface concentration (approximately 0.5mg m") than in the
case of the homopolymer. This rise, initially very gradual, steepens at Fs = 1.2mgm"^
and reaches a plateau value of surface pressure similar to that recorded by the
homopolymer.
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The difference between the two isotherms indicates that the introduction of a P4VP
block has a significant effect upon the behaviour of the system. In an attempt to
glean more information on such a phenomenon, the data for the PMMA-P4VP
polymer was expressed in terms of surface concentration of PMMA, FS^PMMA- A
copolymer composition of 80.9% PMMA (as obtained by elemental analysis - see
section 4.1.3) was used to calculate FS^PMMA- A comparison of this set of data with
the isotherm of the PMMA homopolymer is shown in figure 5.2.3.
The contribution to the surface pressure of the vinyl pyridine block was then
calculated. This was carried out in the rather cmde fashion of simply subtracting the
surface pressure of PMMA at a specific surface concentration from that of the
copolymer (i.e. np4vp = npMMA-P4VP - HPMMA). The data obtained is shown in figure
5.2.4.

The P4VP contribution to surface pressure rises until FS^PMMA = 1 -Omg m~, where it
is suggested that a complete monolayer of PMMA is formed. This calculated surface
pressure then decreases to zero at PMMA surface concentrations of approximately
1.3mg m"^. Here, the two isotherms converge, implying that the influence of the
P4VP group on the total surface pressure drops to zero, the chains being forced
down into the liquid subphase. At higher concentrations, the P4VP block again
appears to have an effect, its contribution to surface pressure rising to 1.6mN m"'.
This may be due to the reorganisation of the chains in the subphase. At the highest
surface concentrations, the two polymers produce isotherms of almost identical
shape. I f these isotherms can, in fact, be assumed to be identical in the region, the
implication is that at such concentrations, the monolayer behaviour is again being
dominated by the PMMA backbone.
To summarise, at low surface concentrations, subtle differences between the two
isotherms are observed, due to the effects of the P4VP block. The PMMA
monolayer then becomes a complete film at FS^PMMA = 1 -Omg m' before a further
contribution to the surface pressure by P4VP is recorded at higher concentrations.
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5 . 2 . 3 . P M M A - Q P 4 V P QuATERNiSED C O P O L Y M E R
5 . 2 . 3 . 1 . Hydrogenous P M M A - Q P 4 V P

Two separate isotherms obtained for the quaternised form of the copolymer spread
on water are shown in figure 5.2.5. The two isotherms appear to be indistinguishable
up to a surface concentration of approximately 2.0mg m' and are highly similar in
shape thereafter, indicating good reproducibility.

The isotherm exhibits an initial rise in surface pressure at a surface concentration of
approximately 1.2mg m"^. From there, the surface pressure increases monotonically,
reaching a maximum value of ca. 35mN m\

higher than that for either of the two

polymers previously studied. In fact, the shape of the isotherm is significantly
different to that of the PMMA-P4VP, implying that the conversion of the P4VP to a
strongly polyelectrolytic chain has a significant effect on monolayer organisation.
To investigate this, the electrostatic contribution to the surface pressure has been
calculated. Previously, Rondelez

defined the electrostatic contribution to the

surface pressure as lie = H Q - IIPMMA, where I I Q is the surface pressure of the
quaternised copolymer (at a specific PMMA surface concentration) and IIPMMA is
the surface pressure of the PMMA homopolymer at the same concentration.
However, this method of calculating He is more likely to give an indication of the
contribution of the hydrophilic block as a whole. To obtain a better indication of the
contribution to surface pressure caused by the quaternisation of the vinyl pyridine
block, we have defined the electrostatic contribution to the surface pressure as He =
H Q - ITuQ. Here, ITUQ is the surface pressure of the unquatemised copolymer. A plot

of He (expressed here as AIT) obtained by both of the methods outlined above is
shown in figure 5.2.6.

The results reported by Rondelez were for a range of low surface concentrations (0.2
to 0.8 mg m" ) with surface pressures less than 0.5mN m' . Such low surface
pressures cannot be compared to those obtained here, the values are almost within
the experimental

uncertainty

of our apparatus. Results

concentrations were not reported by Rondelez.
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In our results, the data obtained, using both definitions of the electrostatic surface
pressure follow similar, albeit subtly distinct trends. In both cases, an unusual trend
is observed. Using our definition of l i e , from an initial PMMA surface concentration
of 0.5mg m'^, the value of l i e initially falls to a negative value. This indicates that
the quatemisation of the vinyl pyridine block has the effect of decreasing the surface
pressure in this range. An explanation for this could be that quatemisation causes the
QP4VP chains to extend further into the subphase than the PV4P chains. This would
mean that less material would be present upon the surface of the liquid at any
specific surface concentration, allowing the films to be compressed to a smaller area
before any interaction between the polymer chains occurs.

The behaviour of the system at higher surface concentrations is more difficult to
explain. The decrease in l i e comes to an end at rs,PMMA ~ l.Omg m"~, corresponding
to the 'take-off concentration of the PMMA-QP4VP isotherm. l i e then rises,
becoming positive at FS^PMMA

1.25mg m"^ and continuing to increase thereafter,

implying that at the highest surface concentrations, it is the QP4VP which dominates
the surface pressure. It is highly unlikely that the QP4VP block resides at the liquid
surface at higher concentrations. However, the change may be due to a change in the
organisation of the PMMA-P4VP. The reluctance of the P4VP chains to extend into
the subphase may manifest itself in some other conformation, enabling the system to
exist at a lower surface pressure than that the quatemised copolymer. I f this is
occurring, a similar phenomenon must occur with the PMMA homopolymer, due to
the highly similar shapes of the two isotherms (figure 5.2.3).

5.2.3.2. Deuterated PMMA-QP4VP

To assess whether the three partially deuterated quatemised copolymers were
suitable for neutron reflectometry studies, surface pressure isotherm were recorded
(figure 5.2.7). Clearly, experimental error notwithstanding, there is good agreement
between the isotherms obtained. It can therefore be concluded that the four polymers
are of similar composition and behave in a similar manner when spread at the airwater interface.
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5.2.3.3. Film Stability

Experiments were undertaken to investigate the stability of films of PMMA-QP4VP
at a range of surface pressures. Knowledge of this behaviour is of importance, as it
enables us to determine the temporal stability of the film. This feature is essential for
both SQELS and neutron reflectometry experiments, where a film may remain
spread upon the liquid surface for periods of hours. It is also important to quantify
such behaviour to allow sufficient time for the film to stabilise before beginning any
physical studies of the system.
The film was compressed to initial surface pressures of 6, 12, 18 and 24mN m"', the
barriers stopped and the surface pressure was recorded as a function of time. Any
decrease in surface pressure is an indication of relaxation taking place in the film.
Figure 5.2.8 shows plots for a range of four surface pressures.

Any decrease in surface pressure observed before 'zero' time is due to the finite
period of time (approximately 30s) which elapses between cessation of barrier
compression and the collection of recording surface pressure data.
In each of the four cases, an initial drop in surface pressure (indicative of film
relaxation) is followed by a flat region. An observation of interest is the sharp drop
in surface pressure of the film compressed to approximately 24mN m"' to below that
of that compressed to 18mN m ^ This large relaxation is a real effect as repeated
experiments reveal an identical phenomenon. The large quantity of noise of the final
set of data is simply due to a high margin of error arising when the barriers are
closed to a small area. In all cases, film stability is achieved after a time period no
greater than 15 minutes.

5.2.3.4. Hysteresis

In an attempt to investigate i f hysteresis occurred in the system, a monolayer of
PMMA-QP4VP was compressed to a surface pressure of 25mN m"'. The barriers
were then stopped, and immediately opened to a surface concentration of 0.5mg m' .
This process was repeated consecutively nine times (figure 5.2.9).
Hysteresis can be seen to occur from the first compression onwards, as the
decompression curve does not follow the same path as the compression curve. Upon
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Figure 5.2.9. Hysteresis occurring in a film of PMMA-QP4VP compressed to a
surface pressure of 25mN m"*
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Figure 5.2.10. Straight line fit extrapolating the initial rise in surface pressure back
to zero (example given is for PMMA-QP4VP on water)
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commencement of decompression, the surface tension drops sharply and only
regains the path followed by the compression curve when surface pressure has
approximately halved (12mN m'^).

Upon repeating the process, a hysteresis curve o f a similar shape is observed for
each

cycle,

although

decompression)

the

separation

is increased.

of

Additionally,

the

two

parts

compression

(compression

and

to a higher surface

concentration is required to achieve the target pressure of 25mN

m\

Such an occurrence may imply that a quantity of polymer is being 'lost' from the
surface (i.e. extending further into the air or subphase or forming multilayers) at
higher concentrations. The f i l m would then require greater compression to achieve
the same surface pressure. However, all of the isotherms regain the same path at
lower surface concentrations, implying that in this regime, the organisation of the
polymer is similar in every case.
The observed hysteresis is not due to barrier leakage, as this would manifest itself as
a difference in pressure at all surface concentrations. Furthermore, the 'take-off
point of the isotherm would occur at increasing apparent surface concentrations.

5.2.4.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ISOTHERMS

Further information on the polymer systems can be obtained by the application of
scaling laws (outlined in chapter 2). Such expressions have been derived for
homopolymer monolayers and therefore the validity of extending their application to
diblock copolymers, especially those where one of the blocks extends into the
subphase, is uncertain. However, beneficial information can still be obtained i f it is
borne in mind that there may be some error in the absolute values of the data
obtained.

5.2.4.1. Limiting S u r f a c e A r e a P e r IVIonomer Unit

One quantity which is frequently used in the characterisation of surface pressure
isotherms is the limiting area per monomer unit, apmuum. It is possible to obtain the
limiting surface concentration simply by extrapolating the initial rise in surface
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concentration back to zero surface pressure (as an example, see figure 5.2.10). The
value of ampuiim may then be determined by a trivial calculation.
The results obtained for the three polymers spread on water are shown in table 5.2.1:

Polymer
PMMA
PMMA-P4VP
PMMA-QP4VP

1.02
1.01
1.27

apmuiim /
16.3
16.6
14.0

Table 5.2.1. Values of limiting concentration and area per monomer unit for
polymer monolayers on water

These data, along with the observations made in section 5.2.3.1, suggest that the
QP4VP block extends into the water subphase, with only the P M M A residing on the
liquid surface. The monolayer can therefore be compressed to a greater extent before
segment interaction occurs.

5.2.4.2. S c a l i n g L a w E x p o n e n t s

In the semi-dilute regime, the scaling law relationship between surface pressure, 11,
and surface concentration, Fs, is given by:"^

Equation 5.2.1.

n - F^'^'^'^-^^

I f the data obtained is used to produce a double logarithmic plot, a linear portion is
observed for the section of the isotherm corresponding to the semi-dilute regime.
The slope of this region has a value of 2v/(2v-l), and application of a linear least
squares fitting technique therefore allows the value of v to be obtained.

As examples, the plots for P M M A - Q P 4 V P on water are given. Figure 5.2.11 shows
the whole double logarithmic plot and figure 5.2.12 details the linear portion in the
semi-dilute region of the isotherm, along with the least squares f i t obtained.
The values of the slopes and scaling exponents obtained f r o m such plots are given in
table 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.2.11. Double logarithmic plot for PMMA-QP4VP
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Polymer

Slope

PMMA
PMMA-P4VP
PMMA-QP4VP

19.29
5.70
15.87

V
0.53
0.61
0.53

Table 5.2.2. Values of the slope of the linear portion of the double logarithmic plots
and V, the scaling exponent for polymer monolayers on water

The relationship between the gradient of the slope, s, and the excluded volume
parameter, v , is given in figure 5.2.13. For higher values of s, the value of v
extracted is insensitive to changes in s. A n example of this is the data obtained for
P M M A and PMMA-QP4VP, which have values of s differing by 18%, but the same
values of v (to two significant figures). Greater variation of v with s is observed for
lower values of s.
Accepting the generally recognised values of v = 0.57 for a polymer in the theta
state and v = 0.75 for a polymer in thermodynamically good solvent conditions,^
both P M M A and the quaternised copolymer exists in less than theta states. The
value of scaling exponent for P M M A (v = 0.53) is identical to that found by
Rondelez. The unquatemised copolymer has values of v indicating that it exists in
an intermediate state, between theta and good conditions.

5.2.4.3. P h a s e T r a n s i t i o n Points

The points where linearity is lost on the log-log plots correspond to transitions from
the dilute to the semi-dilute regions and f r o m the semi-dilute to the concentrated
regions (section 2.1.3). These two values, denoted by F* and F*' respectively, are
extractable (albeit with limited accuracy) f r o m such plots and are given in table
5.2.3 below:

Polymer
PMMA
PMMA-P4VP
PMMA-QP4VP

F / mg m
1.00
0.68
1.15

F

/ mg m
1.07
0.97
1.32

Table 5.2.3. Surface concentrations of the phase transitions for polymers spread on
water.
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These data agree well when compared to the transitions observed from the raw data
in the isotherms. It can be seen that PMMA-QP4VP undergoes transitions at higher
polymer surface concentrations than P M M A , which in turn has its transitions at
higher concentrations than P M M A - P 4 V P .

5.2.4.4. Dilational Moduli

B y utilising the relationship;

^ dn
s„ = F,
s

Equation 5.2.2.

it is also possible to obtain values of dilational modulus f r o m surface pressure
isotherms. Such values of 80 were obtained by fitting a polynomial expression to the
isotherm, differentiating this (to obtain values of dFl/dFs and multiplying by the
surface concentration. The results for the system used in SQELS experiments,
P M M A - Q P 4 V P are shown in figure 5.2.14.
A t surface concentrations below I m g m"^, the value of dilational modulus can be
assumed to be zero, the slightly positive values shown being due to the noise on the
surface pressure data. The dilational modulus then rises to a very high value (around
7 0 m N m"^) before falling back to zero. Any values of 8o obtained at higher
concentrations can be ignored, as to the sHghtly negative slope of the isotherm leads
to erroneous results.
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5,3. POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION SUBPHASES

In addition to the previously reported experiments upon water, a series of isotherms
were recorded on solutions of potassium chloride. These results are preceded by
measurement of the surface tension of such solutions.

5.3.1. S U R F A C E TENSIONS O F POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS

Surface tension measurements were made via the use of a tensiometer and a
Wilhelmy plate. Data were obtained for a range of subphases f r o m water to I M K C l
solution. The results are shown in figure 5.3.1.

Each data point is the average of ten individual readings and the errors indicated are
the standard deviation of mean calculated f r o m these values. A l l runs were carried
out at 295K. The two lines on the plot are data obtained f r o m literature.
Weissenbom^ (solid line) obtained data for a variety of inorganic electrolyte
solutions by use of the maximum bubble pressure method. In that work, only values
of Ay/Ac (change in surface tension with concentration) are given. To plot these data
on an absolute scale, the surface tension of pure water is taken f r o m reference 7. The
dashed

line, which follows an almost identical path, is obtained from the

aforementioned literature source.^
Although there is significant scatter on the experimental data, it is clear that an
increase in salt concentration corresponds to an increase in surface tension. Such an
increase is said to be due to a negative surface excess concentration of solute. A
similar phenomenon is exhibited for the majority of electrolytes, although a small
number (e.g. H C l , HNO3 and HCIO4) show a decrease in surface tension with
concentration.

5.3.2. P M M A HOMOPOLYMER

To determine i f subphase salt concentration had any effect on a monolayer of
hydrophobic P M M A , isotherms were recorded on salt subphases of O.IM and I M
K C l . The results are shown in figure 5.3.2. A t low surface concentrations, the
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Figure 5.3.1. Surface tension of potassium chloride solutions (circles: experimental
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isotherms overlay very well, with almost identical ' t a k e - o f f concentrations and
initial gradients of slope. Although the isotherms diverge at higher surface
concentrations, this is assumed to be due to effects caused by any small amounts of
impurities in the subphase. It can therefore be assumed that the salt concentration of
the subphase has no effect on the organisation of the P M M A f i l m at the air-liquid
interface.

5.3.3. P M M A - P 4 V P

UNQUATERNISED COPOLYMER

Isotherms obtained f r o m the unquatemised copolymer spread on a series of salt
solutions are shown in figure 5.3.3.
In this case, it is clear that the monolayer behaviour is dependent upon subphase salt
concentration. Such data is highly reproducible. A t surface concentrations lower
than 1.5mgm"^, the isotherms obtained on both the lowest salt concentration
subphase (10" M ) and water are similar. A subtle change in the isotherm is observed
when the salt concentration of the subphase is increased further. The resulting two
isotherms (on 0.3M and l . O M K C l solution) initially follow similar trends, both
distinct f r o m that for water and lO'^M K C l . However, the isotherm on I M salt
solution reaches a plateau at a low surface pressure. The data falls into two groups,
each with a similar initial gradient and it can be assumed that a transition occurs at
intermediate salt concentration. These isotherms are numerically analysed in the
following section.
For any specific surface concentration below 1.5mg m" , the surface pressure of the
f i l m spread on 0.3M or I M K C l is greater than that of the f i l m spread on water or
10"^M K C l . The lower surface pressure implies that there is less polymer upon the
liquid surface, due to the vinyl pyridine chains extending further into the subphase at
lower salt concentrations. As even the unquatemised form of the polymer used here
is a weak polyelectrolyte, this result follows polyelectrolyte theory (section 2.1.4.2).
Such a theory relies on the electrostatic potential decaying with increased salt
concentration, which allows the chains to congregate near to the liquid surface. A t
low salt concentrations however, the charges on the polymer are not screened,
results in the brush adopting a more stretched configuration.
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5.3.4. PI\/II\/IA-QP4VP Q U A T E R N I S E D C O P O L Y M E R

In an attempt to ascertain information on the behaviour of the polyelectrolyte block,
isotherms of P M M A - Q P 4 V P were recorded on a number of subphases, exploring a
range of K C I concentrations over several orders of magnitude (figure 5.3.4).

Again, a distinct pattern is observed. Addition of small quantities of salt (lO '^M,
lO'^M and O . I M K C I ) to the subphase sees the isotherm 'shift' along the x-axis,
moving the 'take-off surface concentration f r o m ca. 1.2mg m'^ to ca. 1.5mg m ". As
the salt concentration increases further (to 0.3M, 0.5M and l.OM KCI), the
isotherms 'shift' again, this time in the opposite direction, moving to a take-off
surface concentration of ca. 1.35mg m" . The initial gradients of the isotherms
appear to be similar.
As for the results obtained for the unquaternised polymer, it is suggested that the
inclusion of a small quantity of K C I in the subphase causes the QP4VP block to
adopt a stretched brush formation, extending deep into the subphase. Such a
conformation is retained until the salt concentration is increased to 0.3M K C I ,
whereupon the surface pressure rises, indicating coiling of the polyelectrolyte block,
a greater proportion of which resides in the near-surface region. This hypothesis is
confirmed to some extent by the results obtained f r o m neutron reflectometry
experiments (see chapter six).

A n attempt was then made to calculate the electrostatic contribution to the overall
surface tension exhibited by the quatemised copolymer. This was undertaken in two
ways. Firstly, the expression Ttg = H Q - ITPMMA of Rondelez was used. Experiments
using a f i l m of P M M A on salt solutions (section 5.3.2) reveal that the f i l m behaviour
is unaffected by any change in K C I concentration. This is exemplified by the low
surface concentrations (which reveal the most detail) where all values of surface
pressure are identical. It is only at higher values of surface concentration where the
isotherms begin to deviate. As a result of this, the surface tension of P M M A used in
the calculation are those obtained on water. As before, the surface pressure data are
plotted against the P M M A contribution to surface concentration. The results, giving
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a crude indication of the contribution of the QP4VP block to the overall surface
pressure, are shown in figure 5.3.5.
The data falls into three distinct sets. Firsdy, the results obtained for a water
subphase appear to be unique. No change in lie is observed until a P M M A surface
concentration of approximately l.Omg m"^ is reached. A t this point, the P M M A
isotherm begins to rise, and this manifests itself as a slight decrease in lie. A t higher
surface concentrations, l l g attains large, posidve values.

The other data fall into two groups. Both of these exhibit similar trends, the absolute
values of YIQ being dependent upon the surface concentration where the surface
pressure of the quatemised copolymer begins to rise.
The

calculated

values

of lie generally

decrease

between

PMMA

surface

concentrations of l.Omg m ' and 1.3mg m" , whereupon the quatemised polymer
surface pressure (and therefore the value of lie) begins to rise. The data for subphase
concentrations of lO '^M K C I to O.IM K C I show a lengthier decrease in He f r o m 1.0
< Ts^PMMA < 1.3mg m"^ than those of 0.3M to I M KCI. The drop in Tie at higher
surface concentrations observed for 0.3M K C I is an artefact of the low plateau
surface pressure recorded for the quatemised copolymer. Although presumably due
to subphase contamination, this low surface pressure was observed persistently. A t
P M M A surface concentrations of 1.3mg m'^, the rise in npMMA-QP4vp is greater than
that of ITpMMA, thus causing the value of lie to rise and follow a similar path to the
remainder o f the data.
For

all salt concentrations (except 0.3M), the values of lie approach zero at the

highest surface concentrations. This leads to the assumpdon that, at these surface
concentrations, the behaviour of the monolayer is again dominated by P M M A .

As with the results obtained on water subphases, similar data have been obtained by
Rondelez. It was reported that with polymers of similar molecular weights, disdnct
relationships between Tie and FS^PMMA were revealed. The data obtained for water
subphases showed a linear reladonship between the two parameters, reaching Tie =
0.5mN m"^ at rs,pMMA = 0.6mg m'^. The data for salt soludons subphases of lO'^^M,
lO'^M and O . I M K C I also showed increases in Tie with Fs PMMA^ although in these
cases, the rise was not monotonic. The rise in Tie decreased with increasing subphase
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concentration, down to an increase of approximately 0.15mN m"' for the highest salt
concentration studied, O.IM.
As previously stated, no informadon was given regarding the behaviour of the
system at P M M A surface concentradons above l.Omg m~. Consequendy no direct
comparison with the present data set is possible. However, similarities with this
work are found with the work of Henderson, where similar data can be extracted
f r o m isotherms of P M M A - Q P 4 V P and P M M A spread on water. In this work, the
values of Tie are inidally slighdy negative. A t higher concentradons, TIPMMA-QP4VP
rises rapidly, resuldng in positive values of Tie.

As

described earlier, the second method of calculating the contribudon of

quaternisation to the surface pressure of PMMA-QP4VP is to use the expression He
= TIQ

- TIuQ. The plots of

FS,PMMA

against Tig obtained in this manner are illustrated

in figure 5.3.6 for various salt soludon subphases. It was assumed that the isotherms
obtained for P M M A - P 4 V P were in some cases independent of subphase salt
concentradon (see figure 5.3.3). Although a seemingly cmde assumption, the data
for the unquatemised polymer do follow quite definite trends, allowing this method
to be used as a valid first approximadon.
To undertake the calculations, the data obtained for PMMA-P4VP on 10"^M K C I
was subtracted f r o m that for the quaternised polymer on lO'^^M, 10"^M and O.IM
KCI.

Data for P M M A - P 4 V P on 0.3M KCI was used for the quatemised polymer on

0.3M

and 0.5M K C I , whereas water and I M mns were used exclusively for the

quaternised polymer data on the corresponding subphases.

In general, the results obtained are of a similar form to those obtained above, where
the original definidon of Tie is udlised. In both cases, an inidal decrease in Tie with
increasing

FS,PMMA

is followed by an increase to posidve values. Again, the data falls

into three disdnct groups, namely water, subphases of lO'^M to O . I M K C I and
subphases of 0.3M to I M K C I . However, using this definidon of Tie, the
discrepancies between the two latter sets of data are less pronounced.
Due

to the 'take-off point of the P M M A - P 4 V P isotherms on 0.3M and I M K C I

occurring at lower surface concentradons, values of Tie for subphases of higher salt
concentradons become more negative. The plots for salt concentradons of 0.3M,
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0.5M and I M K C I diverge at higher surface concentrations, due to the low value of
surface pressure recorded for the quatemised copolymer on 0.3M K C I .
The data for the lowest three salt concentradons follow very similar paths, reflecdng
the uniformity of the isotherms. The data recorded on water is again totally unique.
Tie decreasing up to P M M A surface concentrations of l.Omg m'^, before rising
sharply to attain large, posidve values.

5.3.5.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS O F ISOTHERMS

The results obtained for the two copolymer systems spread on salt soludon were
analysed as described in secdon 5.2.4. The results, along with a brief discussion are
presented here, beginning with the limidng area per monomer unit.

Polymer
PMMA-P4VP

PMMA-QP4VP

Subphase
water
10"^M K C I
0.3M K C I
IMKCl
water
10"^M K C I
lO'^M K C I
O.IM KCI
0.3M K C I
0.5M K C I
IMKCl

Fs,iim/ mg m'^
0.95
0.90
0.92
0.87
1.27
1.54
1.57
1.54
1.35
1.37
1.37

apmuiim/A^
17.7
18.6
18.2
19.3
14.0
11.5
11.3
11.5
13.1
12.9
12.9

Table 5.3.1. Values of limiting concentration and area per monomer until for
polymer monolayers on potassium chlonde solutions

The data (table 5.3.1) appears to confirm the trends observed f r o m the shape of the
isotherms, with significant differences in the values obtained. The PMMA-P4VP
experiments performed using both water and salt soludons resulted in a larger
limidng area per monomer unit than those of PMMA-QP4VP. Again, it is suggested
that this is due to deeper penetradon of the charged QP4VP chains into the subphase
reladve to those of P M M A - P 4 V P , thus depledng a quandty of material from the
liquid surface. For the quaternised copolymer, the data form three disdnct groups.
The f i l m on water has the highest limiting area per monomer unit, 14.0A~, whereas
the isotherms on salt soludons have values of approximately 11.4A^ (lO '^M to O.IM
KCI) or 13.0 A^ (0.3M to I M K C I ) . The differences of the values within each of
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these sets of data is due to the difficulty of locating the exact start and end of the
linear region of the isotherm.

The scaling law exponents obtained f r o m the semi-dilute region of the isotherms are
given in table 5.3.2. For each reported polymer sample, the scaling exponent appears
to be independent of subphase. On a water subphase, PMMA-P4VP (0.60 < v <
0.65) is in a state intermediate of theta and good solvency conditions, whereas the
quatemised copolymer (0.53 < v < 0.56) is in state of poorer solvency.

Polymer

Subphase

Slope

V

PMMA-P4VP

Water
10"^M K C l
0.3M K C l
IMKCl
water
10"^M K C l
lO'^M K C l
O.lMKCl
0.3M K C l
0.5M K C l
IMKCl

4.35
4.72
5.77
5.40
15.87
16.04
18.45
19.39
12.30
9.36
14.07

0.65
0.63
0.60
0.61
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.54
0.56
0.54

PMMA-QP4VP

Table 5.3.2. Values of the slope of the linear portion of the double logarithmic plots
and V, the scaling exponent for polymer monolayers on potassium chloride
solutions

Polymer
PMMA-P4VP

PMMA-QP4VP

r / mg m

Subphase
water
lO'^M K C l
0.3M K C l
IMKCl
water
10 % K C l
lO'^M K C l
O.lMKCl
0.3M K C l
0.5M K C l
IMKCl

0.89
0.75
0.91
0.89
1.15
1.44
1.44
1.45
1.39
1.48
1.35

r

/ mg m"^
1.24
1.23
1.15
1.26
1.32
1.66
1.65
1.61
1.51
1.62
1.49

Table 5.3.3. Values of the surface concentrations of the phase transitions for
polymer monolayers on potassium chloride solutions
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The phase transition points are given in table 5.3.3. A similar trend is obtained as for
the limiting area per monomer unit, as the phase transition concentrations for the
unquaternised polymer are less than those for the quaternised polymer. For the
quaternised polymer, the f i l m spread on water has phase transitions at the lowest
surface concentrations, followed by subphases of I M K C l , 0.3M K C l and the
remainder of the salt solutions.
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5 . 4 . ACIDIC AND A L K A L I N E S U B P H A S E S

Isotherms were also obtained on acidic (pH 3) and alkaline solutions (pH 10)
subphases. The results obtained f r o m these experiments are reported in this section
and are compared with the isotherms obtained on pure water (pH approximately
5.5).

5 . 4 . 1 . P M M A HOMOPOLYMER

Typical isotherms obtained on each of the subphases are shown in figure 5.4.1. At
low surface concentrations, the isotherms appear to be independent of subphase, as
all 'take-off concentrations and initial gradients of the isotherms are similar. At
higher surface concentrations, the isotherms diverge somewhat, although the overall
trends for Fs > 2.0mg m ' are remarkably similar. This latter observation tends to
imply that P M M A behaves similarly on all the subphases investigated, any
discrepancies arising f r o m factors such as subphase contamination. It can therefore
be concluded that a monolayer of P M M A behaves in a similar manner, independent
ofpH.

5 . 4 . 2 . P M M A - P 4 V P UNQUATERNISED C O P O L Y M E R

Isotherms of the unquaternised copolymer are shown in figure 5.4.2. A distinct trend
is observed. As the p H o f the subphase increases, the length of the initial, shallow
rise in surface pressure and the value of the final plateau surface pressure decreases.
The magnitude of these differences between the isotherms, and the fact that such
differences occur at low surface concentrations, implies that this cannot be ascribed
to contamination. Implicitly, a change in behaviour of the monolayer is occurring.
The surface pressure at any specific low value of surface concentration decreases
with decreasing p H . A decrease in n can be symptomatic of a decrease in the
quantity of material being present in the surface region of the system. It is suggested
that this is indicative of the P4VP chain existing in a more stretched conformation,
due to an attraction between the electron cloud around the pyridine ring and the
hydrogen ions in solution. In addition to this, the effect may be at least partially due
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Figure 5.4.2. Surface pressure isotherms of PMMA-P4VP recorded on subphases
of differing pH
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to the nitrogen on the pyridine ring, which acts as a weak base, and can therefore
complex with protons in subphases of low p H .

5.4.3. P M M A - Q P 4 V P QUATERNISED COPOLYMER

The isotherms obtained for the quatemised copolymer system are shown in figure
5.4.3. Although there appears to be a slight variation in 'take-off concentration with
p H (pH3 > pHlO > water) and a more significant dissimilarity between the plateau
surface pressures (water > pHlO > pH3), the initial gradients of the isotherms are
similar, tending to imply that the behaviour of the system is similar on all subphases.
It may appear peculiar that only a slight difference is observed between the
isotherms produced by this polymer, whereas a significant variation is recorded with
the unquatemised copolymer. However, the ionic strengths of the acid and alkali
solutions are 10'^ and lO'^mol k g w h i c h in both cases are rather low. Results
presented in section 5.3.4 show that there is little change in the characteristics of the
isotherm at very low subphase salt concentration and these two sets of results
therefore agree well.

5.4.4. MATHEMATICAL A N A L Y S I S O F ISOTHERMS

Analysis of the isotherms again took place as outlined in section 5.2.4. The results
on water are included for comparison.

Polymer

Subphase

PMMA

pH3
water
pHlO
pH3
water
pHlO
pH3
water
pHlO

PMMA-P4VP

PMMA-QP4VP

rs,iim / mg m'^
1.00
1.02
0.95
1.16
1.01
0.89
1.33
1.27
1.30

apmuiim/
16.6
16.3
17.5
14.5
16.6
18.8
13.3
14.0
13.6

Table 5.4.1. Values of limiting concentration and area per monomer unit for

polymer monolayers on subphases of differing pH
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Figure 5.4.3. Surface pressure isotherms of PMMA-QP4VP measured on
subphases of differing pH.
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The values of limiting area per monomer unit obtained are given in table 5.4.1. The
only major difference between subphases is found with PMMA-P4VP, where the
values of limiting area follow the discussion in section 5.3.4. The values for P M M A QP4VP are all quite similar, even allowing for the slight 'shift' in the isotherm
observed on an acidic subphase.

The scaling law exponents obtained form the semi-dilute regime are given in table
5.4.2:

Polymer

Subphase

Slope

V

PMMA

pH3
Water
pHlO
pH3
Water
pHlO
pH3
Water
pHlO

26.87
19.29
11.58
4.49
5.70
5.45
17.71
15.87
14.57

0.52
0.53
0.55
0.64
0.61
0.61
0.53
0.53
0.54

PMMA-P4VP

PMMA-QP4VP

Table 5.4.2. Values of the slope of the linear portion of the double logarithmic plots
and v, the scaling exponent for polymer monolayers on subphases of differing pH

As expected f r o m the shape of the isotherms, the results generally concur with those
obtained on a water subphase. The values obtained for P M M A and PMMA-QP4VP
fall within a narrow range (v = 0.52 to 0.55), whereas the PMMA-P4VP system
again exhibits higher values, suggesting that it exists in an intermediate state
between theta and good solvent conditions.

Polymer

Subphase

r / mg m

PMMA

pH3
Water
pHlO
pH3
Water
pHlO
pH3
Water
pHlO

1.00
1.00
0.98
0.71
0.68
0.69
1.27
1.15
1.32

PMMA-P4VP

HPMMA-QP4VP

r

/ mg m
1.06
1.07
1.06
0.95
0.97
0.91
1.41
1.32
1.42

Table 5.4.3. Surface concentrations of the phase transitions for polymer
monolayers on subphases of differing pH
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The phase transition points are given in table 5.4.3. Here, the transitions occur at
different concentrations for each polymer. There is little difference between the
transitions points for polymers on water and those on acidic or alkaline solutions.
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5 . 5 . B R E W S T E R A N G L E MICROSCOPY

Brewster angle microscopy ( B A M ) was used in an attempt to obtain a direct
visualisation of the polymer organisation at the air-liquid interface. Firstly, it was
attempted to determine whether the polymer existed as a uniform f i l m , or a series of
'islands' floating on the liquid surface. Information regarding the thickness of the
polymer films was also desired. Recently, experiments to determine f i l m thicknesses
of monolayers have been performed.^ However, such a method is not feasible on the
apparatus used here.
B A M images were recorded whilst compressing a f i l m at a constant rate. These
'snapshot' images of the f i l m were taken at regular intervals, a sample of which are
presented in the discussion below. The systems studied were PMMA-QP4VP on
water, O . I M and I M K C l solutions, and the P M M A homopolymer on water. As
outlined in section 3.4.2, the imagines were coloured on a scale from black
(minimum light intensity) through to white (maximum light intensity). For
convenience, the f u l l colour scale is reproduced with each figure.

5.5.1. P M M A HOMOPOLYMER

A selection o f images obtained for the P M M A homopolymer on a water subphase
are given in figure 5.5.1. It is immediately evident that the images provide little
information on the surface organisation as no structure in the f i l m can be visualised.
The maximum light intensity of each image lies in a central circular region,
corresponding to the area of the detector illuminated by the laser. The concentric
circles in each of the images are simply interference rings.

Images (a) and (b) relate to polymer surface concentrations of 0.5 and l.Omg m"^,
both of which occur on the initial, flat section of the isotherm. These images are
quite similar in character and imply that there is little change in the f i l m thickness in
this region. It then follows that the f u l l surface coverage does not occur at these low
concentrations, as compression of the f i l m seems to bring the polymer chains closer
together, rather than increasing the thickness of material on the surface. The
concentration range Fg = 1.0- 1.5 m g c o r r e s p o n d s to the initial rise in surface
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Increasing light intensity

Figure 5.5.1. Brewster Angle Microscopy images (and colour scale) for PMMA on
water. Images depict polymer surface concentrations of (a) O.Smg m"^ (b) 1 .Omg m'^
(c) 1.5mg m"^ (d) 2.0mg m"^ (e) 2.5mg m"^ (f) 7.2mg m'^. All images are x2
magnification. Tfie scale is sfiown on (a)
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pressure of the isotherm, which relates to some interaction between the polymer
chains. A significant increase in light intensity is recorded at 1.5mg m'". Thereafter,
there are no further abrupt changes in the images, although there is a constant light
intensity increase in this high concentration range, perhaps corresponding to an
increase in f i l m thickness. Image ( f ) was recorded at the highest surface
concentration explored, 7.2mg m'^. The thick diagonal band across the image
consists of ridges formed as the f i l m buckles due to overcompression.

5.5.2. PI\/II\/IA-QP4VP QuATERNiSED COPOLYMER

5.5.2.1. Water S u b p h a s e

Six images are presented f o r the quatemised polymer (figure 5.5.2), showing the
surface at a range of polymer concentrations between 1.0 and 4.0mg m"^. The
intensity o f light recorded increases quite slowly at low concentrations (images (a)
and (b)). A much more abrupt change occurs at a surface concentration of ca. 2.0mg
m"

(images (c) to (e)). This surface concentration is of no special significance,

occurring approximately half way up the initial rise in surface pressure. It is
suggested that such an increase in light intensity is due to the f i l m becoming thicker
at such surface concentrations. This is discussed further in chapter six.
As discussed earlier, care has to be taken when interpreting data at high surface
concentrations. A good illustration of this is given in figure 5.5.3 which shows an
image recorded on water at a surface concentration of 3.5mg m" . Here, f i l m collapse
appears to have already occurred (presumably due to a surface contaminant) and a
'lump' of polymer exists on the liquid surface. The polymer f i l m is therefore not
monolayer in the instance.

5.5.2.2. S a l t S o l u t i o n S u b p h a s e s

Images f r o m B A M experiments on subphases of O.IM K C l solution are shown in
figure 5.5.4. For the concentration range shown, l.Omg m"^ to 2.5mg m"^, the
recorded

light

intensity

appears

to

increase

quite

constantly

with

surface

concentration. A t no stage of the compression does there appear to be an abmpt
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

• I
Increasing light intensity

Figure 5.5.2. Brewster Angle Microscopy images (and colour scale) for PMMAQP4VP on water. Images depict polymer surface concentrations of (a) O.Smg m"^
(b) 1 .Omg m'^ (c) 1.5mg m'^ (d) 2.0mg m'^ (e) 2.5mg m'^ (f) 7.2mg m'^. All images
are x2 magnification, the scale is shown on (a)
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Figure 5.5.3. Example of monolayer collapse. Brewster Angle Microscopy image
for PMMA-0P4VP on water, polymer surface concentration = 3.5mg m'^ x2
magnification

(a)

(b)

(c)

mi

• I
Increasing light intensity

Figure 5.5.4. Brewster Angle Microscopy images (and colour scale) for PMMAQP4VP on 0.1 M KCl solution. Images depict polymer surface concentrations of (a)
l.Omg m"^ (b) 1.5mg m'^ (c) 2.0mg m"^ (d) 2.5mg m"^. All images are x2
magnification, the scale is shown on (a)
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change in behaviour. The small area of high intensity on the extreme right hand side
of image 5.5.4(b) is a speck on dust on the liquid surface.
Figure 5.5.5 illustrates images for PMMA-QP4VP on I M K C l solution. Here, there
initially appears to be little change in the recorded light intensity. Between 2.0 and
2.5mg m"^ (images (c) and (d)) however, the intensity increases dramatically.
Thereafter, a smaller increase is again observed.
In an attempt to gain further information, images (figure 5.5.6) were measured for
the same system at the maximum magnification available with the apparatus (x7).
This gave images of ca. 0.8mm width. Those presented here are typical of those
obtained at this magnification. The low light ensured that no useful observations
could be made. This was also the case with high magnification observations for
other subphases.

One phenomenon observable in the presented images is the overall greater light
intensity measured for the higher concentration salt solution. As the two sets of data
were obtained consecutively, such an effect is not an artefact of the experimental
set-up, nor does it necessarily imply the existence a thicker f i l m on I M K C l
solution. Rather, it is due to the differing refractive indices of the subphases.

The refractive indices for water, O.IM K C l solution and I M K C l solution (at 20°C)
are 1.333, 1.334 and 1.343 respectively and using the relationship below, the
Brewster angle for each system can be calculated. These are given in table 5.5.1:

Equation 5.5.1

tanOg =

Interface
A i r - water
A i r - O . I M K C l solution
A i r - I M K C l solution

Brewster angle
53.12°
53.14°
53.32°

Table 5.5.1. Values of the Brewster angle for a range of air-liquid systems
A l l of the above images were obtained with the instrument fixed at 51.12°. The
observed increase in light intensity is therefore merely a result of the increased
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.5.5. Brewster Angle Microscopy images for PMMA-QP4VP on 1M KCl
solution. Images depict polymer surface concentrations of (a) 1 .Omg m'^ (b) 2.0mg
m'^ (c) 2.5mg m'^ (d) S.Omg m'^ at x2 magnification, scale shown on (a)

(a)

(b)

Increasing light intensity
Figure 5.5.6. Brewster Angle Microscopy images (and colour scale) for PMMAQP4VP on 1M KCl solution. Images depict polymer surface concentrations of (a)
2.Omg m'^ (b) S.Omg m'^. All images are x7 magnification, the scale is shown on (a)
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quantity of light reflected f r o m the surface at angles slightly removed from the
Brewster angle.

5.5.3. DISCUSSION

From the results obtained, it is difficult to form any f i r m conclusions regarding the
organisation of the system. Three possible explanations for this are:

1.

The monolayer exists as a uniform f i l m on the liquid surface. This is probably
the case at high

surface concentrations. However, results f r o m SQELS

experiments (chapter 7), imply that the f i l m exists as islands at low surface
concentrations. This cannot be visualised directly by B A M , although, as alluded
to in section 5.5.1, the observation that light intensity remains approximately
constant at low surface concentrations implies incomplete surface coverage.

2.

A n y structure in the f i l m exists on a scale too small to be observed by this
technique. Details as small 10|Ltm and 50jLim should be observable at the highest
and lowest magnifications respectively and any domains on the surface would
therefore have to be smaller than this to be unobservable. As previously stated,
other details (such as dust and monolayer collapse) can be observed, so the
resolution of the instrument may not be sufficient to reveal any finer surface
structure.

3. The polymer f i l m has a refractive index equal to that of the subphase, thus
rendering it 'invisible' to this technique. The refractive index of PMMA^° (at
20°C) is 1.490. No data is obtainable for the quatemised poly(4-vinyl pyridine)
block, but it can be safely assumed that the refractive index is greater than that of
water. I f this is the case, the block copolymer w i l l have a refractive index
distinct f r o m that of the subphase and therefore should be observable by
Brewster angle microscopy.

However, i f the polyelectrolyte chains exist in a highly stretched conformation,
for example in solutions of low salt concentration, the value of dn/dc, the
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refractive index increment, will be small. The refractive index of the polymer in
subphase would therefore be similar to that of the subphase, resulting in the
QP4VP chains being 'invisible' to BAM. The opposite effect would occur for a
coiled QP4VP conformation, namely nQP4vp ^ Hwater, allowing the surface
structure to be visualised by BAM.
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5.6. CONCLUSIONS

Surface pressure isotherms have been measured for three polymer systems, using
subphases of water and salt, acidic and alkaline solutions.

On water, the surface pressure isotherms for the two neutral polymers are distinct at
low surface concentrations, but show similar characteristics as the quantity of
polymer increases. From this, the PMMA backbone is assumed to dominate the
polymer structure at higher surface concentrations. The quatemised copolymer
produces a significantly different isotherm, from which it can be implied that the
hydrophilic QP4VP block extends into the liquid subphase. Qualitative analysis of
such isotherms has been used to obtain a number of physical parameters of each
system, which show good agreement with those in the literature.
Surface pressure isotherms measured for the deuterium-containing polymers
indicated that these materials are suitable for use in neutron reflectometry
experiments, providing a sufficient length of time is allowed for film relaxation to
take place.

Studies of KCl solutions over a range of concentrations confirm that surface tension
increases monotonically with salt concentration. Isotherms recorded on KCl solution
subphases show differing characteristics as salt concentration is varied. From these
isotherms, it is deduced that the polyelectrolyte chains become less stretched with
increasing salt concentration.

Isotherms recorded on subphases of pH 3 and pH 10 reveal that only one of the
polymers studied, the unquatemised PMMA-P4VP, undergoes a significant change
of organisation on solutions of differing acidity. A film of the quatemised polymer
produced highly similar isotherms on solutions of such low ionic strengths. These
results are similar for those observed on subphases of very low salt concentration.
Finally, the PMMA homopolymer isotherms appears to be independent of pH.

Brewster angle microscopy experiments failed to yield the detailed structural
information that was initially hoped for. However, by analysing the images obtained,
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it could be surmised that the polymer film is initially non-uniform across the liquid
surface, before forming a complete layer, the thickness of which increases at higher
surface concentrations.
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Chapter Six - Neutron Reflectometry

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Neutron reflectometry has been used to study the organisation of spread films of the
quatemised diblock copolymer, PMMA-QP4VP at the air - water and air - KCl
solution interfaces.

For films spread on water, six surface concentrations have been studied, covering
the full range of surface pressure variation in the isotherm (figure 5.2.1). At the air KCl solution interface, a range of three subphase salt concentrations have been
examined, all at the highest surface concentration explored, 3.0mg m'^. These results
are presented in section 6.4.

Data analysis has predominantly used the kinematic approximation which, in
addition to being sensitive to subtle changes in the organisation, gives a full
description of the organisation of the polymer at the interface. Optical matrix and
model independent fitting techniques have also been utilised.

This chapter begins with a resume of the experimental procedure undertaken. The
results obtained are then presented and discussed. In both cases, the raw reflectivity
data are given, followed by the results of the various fitting processes and their
interpretation. To avoid repetition, a full description of the data analysis techniques
will only be given in the first of the two discussions.
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6.2. EXPERIMENTAL

In chapter four, the use of selective deuteration resulted in the synthesis of one fully
hydrogenous and three partially deuterated forms of PMMA-QP4VP. Spreading
films of these polymers upon D2O as well as NRW allowed a full set of six contrasts
to be obtained at each surface concentration studied.

The surface concentrations and subphases for which such a full set of contrasts were
obtained are given in table 6.2.1, along with the reflectometer on which the data was
recorded.

Fs / mg m'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.2
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Subphase
water
water
water
water
water
water
10"^M KCl solution
O . l M K C l solution
I M KCl solution

Reflectometer
SURF
SURF
CRISP
SURF
SURF
SURF
SURF
SURF
SURF

Table 6.2.1. Systems studied (and reflectometer used) in neutron refiectometry
experiments
Full kinematic approximation analysis of all the data obtained was possible, with the
exception of surface concentrations of 2.2 and 2.5mg m" on water. Incorrect
instrumental alignment prevented such analysis in these cases and this will be
discussed in section 6.3.6.
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6.3. WATER SUBPHASE
6.3.1. REFLECTIVITY DATA

Examples of the reflectivity curves obtained at surface concentrations of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
and 3.0mg m" are given in figures 6.3.1 to 6.3.6. A general discussion of the
characteristics pertinent to all of the profiles will initially be given.

In all cases, the reflectivity is observed to fall off sharply with increasing scattering
vector, Q (section 2.2.1), reaching the incoherent background at Q = 0.20 - 0.25A"'
(for D2O subphases) and Q

O.IOA'^ (for NRW subphases). The higher background

reflectivity observed for the 2.0mg m'^ data set is an artefact of the reflectometer
used, CRISP, which has a poorer resolution, and therefore higher background
reflectivity than SURF, on which the remaining data was recorded. It is also
observed that the background occurs at a higher reflectivity for a NRW subphase
than for D2O. Such background reflectivity can be over three times greater for NRW
compared to that for D2O and largely arises from the high incoherent scattering
cross-section of the hydrogen nuclei found in NRW.

The surface concentration dependence on reflectivity is shown in figures 6.3.1 to
6.3.4. The reflectivity profile for the fully hydrogenous polymer, HPMMAQ(H)P4VP is given in figure 6.3.1, along with an expanded region at intermediate
values of Q (figure 6.3.2). Data obtained on a clean D2O surface are included for
comparison.
Throughout the Q range (most noticeable in the region highlighted in figure 6.3.2),
the addition of the hydrogenous film to the subphase is seen to depress the
reflectivity. These data fall into two categories: The profiles recorded for surface
concentrations of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0mg m' appear to be relatively coincident, whereas
increasing the polymer surface concentration to 3.0mg m' results in a further
depression in reflectivity. Such an overall decrease in reflectivity is indicative of a
reduction in the deuterium content of the near-surface region. This is consistent with
the increasing quantity of hydrogenous polymer spread upon the subphase.
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Figure 6.3.1. Reflectivity profiles for HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O
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Figure 6.3.2. Expansion of the Q range 0.10 < Q/A'^ < 0.20 in figure 6.3.1
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Figure 6.3.3. Reflectivity profiles for DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW
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Two sets of reflectivity curves obtained on NRW are presented, DPMMAQ(D)P4VP on NRW (figure 6.3.3) and HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW (figure 6.3.4).
For both sets of data, the reflectivity increases with increasing surface concentration,
consistent with the increased quantity of deuterated material present. This also
explains the higher reflectivity recorded for the fully deuterated (in comparison to
the partially deuterated) species. The deuterated Q(D)P4VP block contains an
average of only 450 deuterium nuclei per polymer chain, compared to 3520 per
DPMMA chain (and therefore 3970 for the fully deuterated system). Such data for
HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP is therefore highly scattered with relatively large errors. A
further feature of the reflectivity profiles (especially those of low surface
concentration) is the occurrence of a minimum occurring at Q ~ 0.1 A ^ It has been
suggested that this is due to inelastic scattering, although experiments to investigate
this phenomenon further failed to yield any definite conclusion.^

To compare the reflectivity curves obtained by the differing polymers, data obtained
at a surface concentration of 3.0mg m"^ is presented for all runs on D2O (figure
6.3.5) and NRW (figure 6.3.6). The reflectivity curves on D2O lie both above (D-H)
and below (H-H and H-D) the curve recorded for clean D2O. This is again indicative
of the quantity of deuterated material present at the air-water interface. A film of the
polymer containing a DPMMA block has a large scattering length density, which
has the effect of increasing reflectivity at the interface. However, this result is
surprising, as the calculated scattering length density of the polymer is less than that
of D2O. Conversely, the polymers with HPMMA blocks decrease reflectivity. For
HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP, the behaviour of the HPMMA block of dominates that of the
DP4VP block, resulting in the reduced reflectivity observed for this system. The
observation that the H-H and H-D curves overlay almost perfectly is again an
indication of the fact that the DP4VP block contributes very little to the overall
reflectivity. This is also outlined by the curves on NRW (figure 6.3.6). Here, the
reflectivity observed for D-H and D-D is substantially greater than that of H-D, the
discrepancy being up to an order and a half of magnitude at the lowest Q explored.
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6.3.2. DISCUSSION

The experimental data presented in figure 6.3.1 show that the addition of a
hydrogenous polymer layer to a D2O subphase has the effect of depressing
reflectivity. Such an effect results from both the reduction in scattering length
density and the overall broadening of the interfacial region. However, the
reflectivity does not decrease uniformly with decreasing scattering length density,
the important parameter being the difference between the scattering length densities
of the bare and the film-covered surfaces. The reflectivity can be expressed in the
following terms:

R(Q) = ^ ( A P ' -4p,(Ap-pJsinXQd/2))

Equation 6.3.1

Where Ap is the difference in scattering length density of air and the subphase
(6.35x10-°A-^ in the case of air - D2O, approximately zero in the case of air - NRW).
pd and d are the scattering length density and thickness of the surface layer
respectively. This equation can be simplified for the case when Q = n/d:

R(Q) = ^ ( 2 p d - Ap)'

Equation 6.3.2

From equation 6.3.2, it is clear that the minimum reflectivity occurs when the term
in parentheses is as small as possible. For a D2O subphase, this occurs when pd =
3.175xl0'^A"^ (half the scattering length density of D2O). Figure 6.3.7 shows a series
of simulated reflectivity profiles (with no incoherent background) for films of
thickness 20A (approximately the thickness of a PMMA monolayer^ at the surface
concentration studied here) and varying scattering length densities spread on D2O. It
can clearly be seen that reflectivity decreases to a minimum when pd = 3.175x10'^
A"^. Due to the symmetry inherent in the above expression, a further increase in pd
causes reflectivity to increase. A film of pd = 4.175x10- A" gives an identical
simulated profile to one of pd = 2.175x10- A" and, likewise, a film of pd =
5.175x10'^A"^ gives an identical profile to one of pd = 1.175x10"^A-^
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lines, see legend)
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It is observed that the reflectivity only passes through a minimum, rather than
becoming zero, with a film of pd = 3.175xlO'^A'^. This non-zero reflectivity is due
to the kinematic approximation being (as the name suggests) only an approximation
and not giving a precise description of the system. Using the expression Q = 7i/d,
such a minimum is predicted to occur at Q = 0.157A"^ (when d = 20A). This is
confirmed by the simulated data.

The simulated reflectivity profiles obtained for the above films when a background
reflectivity of 2.2x10"^ (typical in the reflectivity measurements performed) is
included are shown in figure 6.3.8. A similar pattern is again observed, reflectivity
being depressed with increased scattering length density up to a value of pd =
3.175xlO'^A'^. A minimum in reflectivity is again observable at Q = 0.157A ^
Simulations showing the effect of the incorporation of a layer with scattering length
density greater than that of D2O are given in figure 6.3.9. The reflectivity is shown
to increase with scattering length, and, in every case, the reflectivity reported is
greater than that of clean D2O.
The effect of changing layer thickness is examined by the simulation shown in
figure 6.3.10, profiles for films of a fixed scattering length density (pd = 4xl0"^A"'^)
with thicknesses between 10 and 50A being presented. An initial increase in film
thickness is found to cause a reduction in the reflectivity, since pair <

pd < pD20-

With

thicker films, a minimum in reflectivity is observed and, for the film of 50A
thickness, two minima are observed in the Q range shown. Simulations of
reflectivity profiles for the same interfacial conditions, with the addition of a
background reflectivity of 2.2x10"^, are shown in figure 6.3.11. Again, a minimum is
observed in the reflectivity profiles given by all but the thinnest films, such a
minimum shifting to lower Q with increasing thickness. Multiple minima are again
observed with the thickest films.
The above simulations can be used to explain the phenomena observed in the
reflectivity profiles. For the H-H polymer on D2O (figures 6.3.1 and 6.3.2),
reflectivity decreases (albeit non-uniformly) with increasing surface concentration.
Such a decrease must therefore be a result of the interfacial film becoming thicker,
having higher scattering length density, or a combination of these factors. The most
substantial change in the structure of the PMMA block occurs between 2.0 and
3.0mgm"^.
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The effect shown in figure 6.3.5, where a film of D-H exhibits an increased
reflectivity from that of clean D2O, is harder to explain. From figure 6.3.9, it
intuitively seems that such a rise should be caused by an increase in scattering length
density. However, both blocks of the copolymer have scattering length densities less
than that of D2O.

Films spread on NRW behave in a manner distinct from those on D2O, due to the
scattering length of air and the subphase both being zero. This renders the term Ap
in equations 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 also equal to zero, resulting in the reflectivity scaling
more directly with scattering length density. This is shown by figure 6.3.12, where
reflectivity simulations of films of thickness 20A with varying scattering length
densities are given. Unlike the simulations on D2O, reflectivity increases with
scattering length density and all three profiles are of identical shapes, offset from
one another along the reflectivity axis. Reflectivity profiles for the same films
incorporating a typical background reflectivity of 5.5x10"^ are presented in figure
6.3.13.
Figure 6.3.14 shows the trend observed with films of a fixed scattering length
density (4x10" A" ) and variable thickness on NRW. At low Q, reflectivity increases
with film thickness whereas at higher Q, a series of minima are again observed, the
quantity of such minima increasing with film thickness. Again, the effect of
incorporating a background reflectivity is shown (figure 6.3.15) and similar trends to
those in figure 6.3.14 are observed.

Figure 6.3.3 compares the reflectivity profiles for four of the surface concentrations
studied. A l l the profiles are of similar shapes and, comparing these to the
simulations, it appears that the film thickness remains approximately constant, while
the scattering length density increases.
This apparent constant film thickness over the region 1.0 < F s < 2.0mg m" seems to
contradict results reported in chapter five. There, it was suggested that both surface
pressure isotherm measurements and Brewster angle microscopy reveal an
increasing film thickness in this region. However, the observation from the neutron
reflectometry data only implies that there is little change in the thickness of the
PMMA block. An increase in overall film thickness is more likely to be due to the
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QP4VP chains extending into the liquid subphase. The reflectivity signal from these
chains is dominated by that from the larger, surface-resident PMMA block. A better
indication of the conformation of the QP4VP blocks may be obtained from the H-D
on NRW contrast (figure 6.3.4). Here, the data, although very scattered, do seem to
follow different shaped curves, implying a change in thickness of the QP4VP block
and confirming the above hypothesis.
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6.3.3. P A R T I A L S T R U C T U R E F A C T O R A N A L Y S I S : T H E K I N E M A T I C A P P R O X I M A T I O N

Analysis of neutron reflectometry data has taken place predominantly by use of the
kinematic approximation^ (section

2.2.4.2).

In this section, the results obtained for

the polymer surface concentrations of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0mg m"^ are presented.
Each of the six partial structure factors is discussed in turn:

6.3.3.1. T h e PMMA Self Partial S t r u c t u r e Factor

The self partial structure factors obtained for the PMMA block of the copolymer are
shown in figure 6.3.16. As expected, all the partial structure factors have values
greater than zero, the property arising from the relationship between the partial
structure factor and the number density of a species, n:

Equation 6.3.3.

hii(Q)=|nH(Q)|'

A l l of the partial structure factors show an initial increase in Q^h with increasing Q,
the gradient of this rise increasing with surface concentration. The partial structure
factors all reach a maximum in Q^h, the value of Q at which the maximum occurs
decreases with increasing surface concentration, from Q ~ 0.24A"^ for Fs = l.Omg m'
to Q = 0.16A" for Eg = 3.0mg m" . The values of Q h are subject to large errors at
high Q and an investigation into the extent of such errors has been undertaken for
some of the work on salt solutions (section 6.4.3.1).

A number of models have been utilised to fit the partial structure factors. Initially,
only simple models such as the single uniform layer, single Gaussian layer, and
single parabolic layer were used. A more complex model, a uniform layer with a
parabolic decay ('uniform-parabolic') was later utilised. The expressions for a single
uniform layer are given by equation 2.2.3 and those for a single Gaussian layers
have been previously reported."^ For the uniform-parabolic model, a typical profile is
given in figure 6.3.17 and the density profile is given by:
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for z < -di - d2 and z > 0
nj(z) = ni

for -di < z < 0

ni(z) = n; 1

(^-dJ

for - d i - d2 < z < -di

Equation 6.3.4.

The Fourier transform of ni(z) is:

(Q) - ^ - ^ e x p ( i Q d , ) + - i ^ e x p ( i Q d , ) - ^ e x p [ i Q ( d . + d,)]
Q
Q
2n2

exp[iQ(dj + d 2 )
Equation 6.3.5.

Giving the partial structure factor expression:

Q2h..(Q)=2nf +nl -2n^n^
1

+ 2niCos(Qdi)(n2 - n i ) +

j8n^(l + Q'd^)+[cos(Qd2)+Qd2sin(Qd2)][4n,n2Q'd^ - 4 n ^ Q M ' - 8 n ;

Q^d' |+4nin2Q'd2[cos(Qd,)-cos(Q(di + d2))-Qd2sin(Q(d, + d 2 ) ) - l '
Equation 6.3.6.

In the above expressions, di and di are the layer thicknesses and ni and n2 the
number densities of the uniform and parabolic layers respectively. The partial
structure factor expression for a single parabolic layer can be obtained by
substituting ni = 0 into equations 6.3.4 to 6.3.6.
All four layer models appear to give adequate fits to the data. For comparison,
examples of the fits obtained for the surface concentration of 3.0mg m"^ are given in
figure 6.3.18 and the parameters extracted from such fits are given in table 6.3.1.

From figure 6.3.18, it can be seen that there is little to distinguish the fits obtained.
In fact, all fits are seen to be of good quality when the errors on the data points are
considered (see section 6.4.3.1). For low values of Q (< 0.07A *), the data are best
fitted by a single Gaussian layer model. In this region, the single uniform and single
parabolic layer models give values of Q h which are slightly too low, whereas the
uniform-parabolic model gives values which are too large. However, both the data
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range 0.10 < Q / A"^ < 0.15 and the maximum in the partial structure factor at Q =
0.16A'^ are both best defined by a uniform-parabolic layer model. This is
unsurprising considering the flexibility of the model, which has the ability to
encompass the single layer models.

(a) Fs = 1 .Omg m
Model
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform
Unif - Para

di/A
14.5 ± 0 . 8
10.8 ± 0 . 2
16.4 ± 0 . 8
14.4 ± 0 . 9

ni /10 ^ A ^
3.85 ±0.19
3.35 ±0.04
2.93 ± 0 . 1 3
3.41 ± 0 . 1 5

d2/A
46.5 ± 6.5

02/10 ' A '
0.35 ±0.15

( b ) r s = 1.5mg m'^
Model
di/A
Gaussian
12.0 ± 0 . 4
Parabolic
9.1 ± 0 . 2
Uniform
13.9 ± 0 . 8
Unif - Para
11.2± 1.9

ni /10-^ A-^
6.31 ± 0 . 1 4
5.50 ± 0.06
4.73 ±0.10
5.70 ±0.80

d2/A
30.7 ± 4 . 7

02/10 ' A '
0.47 ±0.15

(c) Fs - 2.0mg m'^
Model
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform
Unif - Para

di/A
15.9 ± 0 . 3
12.0 ± 0 . 2
18.2 ± 0 . 3
17.1 ± 0 . 6

ni / 10-^ A ^
6.64 ± 0.04
5.79 ±0.04
5.01 ±0.04
5.24 ±0.10

d2/A
14.0 ± 3 . 6

n2/10 ' A '
0.35 ±0.12

(d) Fs = 3.0mg m'^
Model
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform
Unif - Para

di/A
19.6 ± 0 . 2
14.0 ± 0 . 2
20.9 ± 0.2
19.6 ± 0 . 5

ni /10 ^ A ^
7.48 ± 0.05
6.64 ± 0.06
5.83 ±0.05
6.25 ± 0.08

d2/A
30.5 ± 2.9

02/10' A '
0.72 ± 0 . 1 0

Table 6.3.1. Parameters of fits to the PMMA self partial structure factors

The profiles obtained from the fitted parameters are plotted in figures 6.3.19a-d. It is
immediately clear than in all cases, the profiles obtained are highly similar. The
obvious exception to this is the uniform-parabolic model, where the uniform layer is
thicker and of lower density than that obtained by the single uniform layer model
(with no parabolic tail). The parabolic 'tail' is of extremely small number density
and extends substantially into the subphase.
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Due to the similarity of the fits, it is very difficult to distinguish which describes the
system most adequately. To assist in this, two methods are used. Firstly, the
('goodness' of fit) parameters are compared. Secondly, the surface concentration of
PMMA can be calculated from the parameters obtained from the fitting procedure.

Model
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform
Unif - Para

l.Omg m"^
1.05x10"
1.05x10"
1.05x10-"
9.66x10-^2

Table 6.3.2. Values of

1.5mg m'^
7.78x10''^
8.79x10-^2
8.16x10-^2
4.48x10-^2

2.0mg m"^
2.27x10""
2.35x10-"
2.88x10""
1.96x10"

3.0mg m"^
3.36x10"
4.37x10""
4.85x10-"
1.64x10""

for fits to PMMA self partial structure factors

Table 6.3.2 gives the values of % obtained for fits over such a range. The values
obtained for the uniform-parabolic layer model are, in every case, lower than those
for any of the single layer models. However, these values are not directly
comparable with those from the other three models, due to the varying number of
parameters being 'floated' during the course of a fit. For the three single layer
models, only two parameters (thickness and number density) are fitted, whereas for
the uniform-parabolic model, there are two thicknesses and densities, giving four
parameters in total. This results in a closer (but not necessarily more realistic) fit of
the data.
The Gaussian, parabolic and uniform layer models are now compared. At the lowest
surface concentration, these models result in a fit of equal quality, the
being

identical

to three

values

significant figures. However, at higher surface

concentrations the results are quite distinct, a Gaussian distribution clearly best
describing the data.

As previously stated, a further check on the accuracy of any fit obtained can be
given by calculating the surface concentration of PMMA from the parameters
obtained by the fitting procedure.

The expressions used to calculate PMMA surface concentration, Fs^PMMA, for each of
the layer models are:
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lO'^Mnjdj

Single uniform layer:

Equation 6.3.7.
Equation 6.3.8.
Equation 6.3.9.
Equation 6.3.10.

s.PMMA

Single Gaussian layer:

Single parabolic layer:

Uniform - parabolic layer:

10''Mn,diV7r
s,PMMA

2N\
4xlO''Mn,d;

s.PMMA

s,PMMA

3N.
10''
N

2
M l

, ^

+-"2^2

Where M is the molecular weight of a monomer unit and n and d are the number
density and thickness of the layers.
The PMMA surface concentrations calculated from these expressions are given in
table 6.3.3, along with the predicted values (calculated assuming a polymer
composition of 80.9% PMMA, obtained from elemental analysis), and the
discrepancy between these two values.

Model
Predicted
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform
Uniform-parabolic

Polymer surface concentration / mg m"^
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
PM VIA surface concentration / mg m"^
0.81
1.21
1.62
2.43
0.88 (8.8%)
1.21 (0.1%)
1.69 (4.6%)
2.35 (2.9%)
0.87 (8.0%)
1.20(1.2%)
1.67 (3.2%)
2.24 (7.5%)
0.87 (7.3%)
1.19(2.4%)
1.66 (2.6%)
2.20 (9.3%)
1.08 (27.2%)
1.34(10.1%)
1.68 (4.1%)
2.48 (2.2%)

Table 6.3.3. Calculated PMMA surface concentrations (with percentage errors from
the theoretical values) for fits of the PMMA partial structure factor

At the two lowest surface concentrations, the closest correlation between the
calculated and theoretical PMMA surface concentrations is given by the three single
layer models, which report very similar values. The uniform-parabolic model
significantly overestimates the quantity of polymer on the liquid surface and
therefore the validity of such a f i t is highly questionable. At 2.0mg m" , all four
models yield approximately the same result and at the highest concentration, the
Gaussian and uniform-parabolic models provide the closest value to the theoretical.
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Of interest are the values of PMMA surface concentration which are greater than the
theoretical value, the effect being greatest at the lowest surface concentration, where
all three single layer models overestimate the PMMA surface concentration by
approximately 8%. It has previously been reported^ that polymer has been 'lost'
when spread upon a liquid surface, but in this case the opposite effect is occurring,
in fact, matter is effectively being gained!

At the highest surface concentration, the values obtained by the three single layer
models indicate that some polymer is missing from the surface, although the
discrepancy is not large and could be said to be within experimental error. Any real
effect is suggested to be due to some of the PMMA being forced away from the
liquid surface and coiling into either the air or the subphase. As PMMA is
hydrophobic, it is highly unlikely that the chains penetrate or dissolve into the
subphase to any significant extent.

From consideration of the above results, a single Gaussian layer appears to give the
best f i t to the PMMA partial structure factors. This, and other single layer models
give fits of adequate quality and it is therefore not necessary to use more complex
models. Although these multi-layer expressions do give slightly better fits to the
data, this is simply because of over-parameterisation of the system. The uniformparabolic layer described above has a parabolic tail of very low number density,
implying that such fits are tending towards a single layer model. Furthermore, a
number of the surface concentrations extracted from such fits are erroneous,
indicating the model does not describe the polymer distribution accurately. Further
models, for example double uniform, triple uniform and double Gaussian layers^
have also been used in an attempt to fit the PMMA partial structure factor. Again,
the improvement of fit obtained was insufficient to justify the incorporation of the
extra layer or layers.

The data is therefore best described by a single layer model and, of the expressions
used, the single Gaussian model gives the best fit to data. In addition, such a model
is more physically realistic than, for example, the single uniform layer. A Gaussian
distribution has been adopted to describe the organisation of the PMMA block.
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6.3.3.2. T h e Q P 4 V P Self Partial Structure Factor

The self partial structure factors obtained for the hydrophilic block of the
copolymer, QP4VP, are given in figure 6.3.20. It is immediately obvious that the
data are highly scattered, this being a direct result of the low reflectivity produced
by the contrast of HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW (figure 6.3.6). For this reason, the
data are only presented up to Q = 0.15A'\ as at higher Q, the reflectivity is
inseparable from the background.
The data for the surface concentration of 3.Omg m"^ shows a definite trend,
increasing to a maximum (albeit very small) value of Q^h at Q = 0.08A ^ The partial
structure factors of the lowest three concentrations are highly scattered and it is
difficult to discern any definite trend.
Because of this scatter, fitting the QP4VP self partial structure factors poses more
problems than that of the PMMA terms discussed above. Initially, the single layer
models discussed above were used to fit the data. Following this, more complex
models were examined which again reduced the x values of the fits obtained, but
did not necessarily result in better fits. Such data is liable to be fitted by any model
with a large number of variables and therefore to avoid unnecessary complication, it
was decided to limit these fits to the three single layer models used previously. An
example of the fits obtainable is given in figure 6.3.21. Here, the QP4VP self partial
structure factors for Fs = 3.Omg m" are given, overlayed with the fits obtained by
single uniform, Gaussian and parabolic layers. The parameters extracted from such
fits are given in table 6.3.4.

(a) Fs = 1 .Omg m'
Model
di/A

Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform

23.5 + 2.0
17.4 ± 1.5
35.2 ± 1.9

(c) Fs = 2.0mg m"^
Model
di/A

Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform

27.4 ± 3 . 3
30.7 ± 2.2
31.3±3.2

(b)Fs = 1.5mg m-2
ni / lO"* A-^
8.9910.24
7.88 ± 0 . 3 3
6.07 ±0.19

Model

di/A

ni /10-^ A-^

Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform

28.6 ± 2 . 6
19.0 ± 0 . 9
29.7 ± 2.7

7.03 ±0.36
6.49 ±0.17
5.65 ± 0.26

(d) Fs = 3.0mg m"^
Model
di/A

ni /10-^ A ^
6.94 ± 0.43
6.39 ± 0.37
5.28 ± 0.32

Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform

23.5 ± 2 . 1
27.7 ± 1.2
41.8 ± 1.6

ni / 1 0 ^ A ^

8.88 ±0.23
8.40 ±0.23
7.37 ± 0.20

Table 6.3.4. Parameters of fits to the QP4VP self partial structure factors
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As with the P M M A self partial structure factors, the fits are virtually
indistinguishable by eye and other factors need to be considered to determine which
model is the most appropriate. This can again be done by comparing the % values
obtained f r o m the fits (table 6.3.5). Although the % values obtained at any specific
surface concentration are very similar, i n every case it is the parabolic model which
reports the lowest value of y^.

Model
Gaussian
Parabolic
Uniform

l.Omg m*^
1.500x10"
1.499x10"
1.536x10"

Table 6.3.5. Values of

l.Smg m"
3.775x10""
3.763x10-"
3.864x10"

2.0mg m"^
1.751x10-"
1.309x10"
1.512x10-"

3.0mg m'^
2.613x10-''
2.324x10-''
2.402x10-"

for fits to QP4VP self partial structure factors

It is therefore this model which is adopted to describe the conformation of the
QP4VP block. A further factor promoting the choice of the parabolic model is that it
is such a model that is obtained f r o m the scaling theories of Milner, Witten and
Cates^ for uncharged polymers and Misra^ and others for polyelectrolyte brushes.
The comparison of these results with such theories is presented in section 6.3.3.8.

Surface concentrations of QP4VP can be obtained f r o m equation 6.3.9. However,
due to the polyelectrolyte chains extending deep (up to 30A) into the subphase, the
results may be subject to considerable error. Nevertheless, the data obtained are
presented in table 6.3.6.

Predicted
Calculated

Polymer surface concentration / mg m'^
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
Q P 4 V P surface concentration / mg m"^
0.19
0.29
0.38
0.57
0.42(121%)
0.38 (34%)
0.60 (58%)
0.75 (32%)

Table 6.3.6. Calculated QP4VP surface concentrations (with percentage errors

from the theoretical values) for fits of the QP4VP partial structure factor obtained
using a single parabolic layer model
Clearly, the calculated surface concentrations compare very poorly indeed to the
theoretical values obtained using knowledge of the polymer composition. The
surface concentration calculated f r o m reflectivity data does increase as the spread
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surface concentration increases, but in all cases, the value f r o m reflectivity is vastly
overestimated. The most accurate value is that at the highest surface concentration.
The errors are due (at least partly) to the weak reflectivity recorded for the QP4VP
block and the errors inherent therein. As surface concentration increases, the noise
on the data decreases, manifesting itself as a more accurate value of surface
concentration.

Calculating the surface concentrations f r o m the other layer models used shows the
same phenomena of vastly overestimated surface concentration values, with the
discrepancies being slightly greater than those for the parabolic model. This implies
that the difference between the predicted and calculated values is due to an effect
more fundamental than the use of an incorrect model.

From the quality of the fits to the data and the calculated surface concentrations, it is
therefore concluded that the QP4VP data is best fitted with a single parabolic layer
model. W i t h increasing surface concentration, the QP4VP chain extends into the
subphase, whereas the number density of the layer shows a slight, but unsystematic
change.

6.3.3.3. T h e Water Self Partial Structure F a c t o r

The self partial structure factors obtained for water are presented in figure 6.3.22,
where it is clear that unusual behaviour is exhibited. As Q approaches zero, the
water partial structure factor should tend towards a value of Q^h = l.lxlO'^A'^, the
square root of the bulk density of water (0.0332A"^). Since Q is inversely related to
penetration depth, Q = 0 should correspond to infinite depth, i.e. bulk water. The
water partial structure factors obtained for the lowest two surface concentrations
appear to approach this value at low Q. However, the remaining two sets of data
show a significant deviation f r o m this expected behaviour. The data for these
concentrations (2.0 and 3.0mg m'^) extrapolate to Q^h values of ca. 0.7x10'^ and
1.7x10' A ' respectively at Q = 0. Clearly, this highly surprising result does not
follow the expected behaviour.
A further unexpected observation is the downturn in two of the data sets which
occurs at low Q. The effect is most noticeable in the 2.0mg m ' data, but also arises,
to a lesser extent, in the l.Omg m'^ data set. Such an effect has been reported
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previously, predominately with systems containing PEO,^''^'" but also in
monolayers of P M M A . ' ^ ' " These sets of results were obtained using a wide range of
polymer systems and therefore the effect does not seem to be system dependent.
Furthermore, the introduction of a monolayer (especially one which is insoluble)
upon a liquid surface should in no way affect the bulk properties of the liquid. One
possibility is that the phenomenon is in some way due to small inaccuracies in the
instrumental set-up when undertaking the experiments. I f the detector were slightly
misaligned, the value of Q measured would be either slightly greater or less than the
actual value. This would not prevent data analysis taking place, but would result is
the values extracted f r o m such fitting procedures being unreliable.

Data fitting of the water self partial structure factors again takes place by the use of
layer models, the two simplest models used are a single uniform water layer and a
hyperbolic tangent (tanh) layer. The former of these is a step-wise function, whereas
the latter gives a smoother transition of number density f r o m air to bulk liquid.
Examples of typical profiles obtained f r o m each of the functions are given in figure
6.3.23. The number density of a uniform water layer is given by:

n^(z)=0

forz<-dwi/2

n^(z)=n^i

for-dwi/2 < z < dwi/2

n^(z)=n^o

forz>dwi/2

Equation 6.3.11.

Where dwi is the thickness of the water layer and Uwi and Uwo are the number
densities o f the water layer and bulk water respectively. The partial structure factor
is expressed as:

Equation 6.3.12.

+ 4nw,(n^i - n ^ o ) sin'

Q^K(Q)=

V 2

,

The number density profile of a tanh layer is given by:

nw(z)=n

0.5 + 0.5tanh

wO
_

f z ]

Equation 6.3.13.

.^1
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Where a is the thickness of the layer. The partial structure factor is therefore:

OTCQ

cosech'

OTCQ

Equation 6.3.14.

As previously stated, the 1.0 and 1.5mg m'^ data exhibit classical behaviour at low Q
and fits have been attempted with uniform and tanh layer models (figures 6.3.24 and
6.3.25), the values obtained being given in table 6.3.7.

T a n h model
Ts 1 mg m"^
1.0
1.5

a/A
5.4 ± 0 . 2
4.2 ± 0.23

Uniform water layer model
dwi/A
uwi / 1 0 ^ A-^
9.2 ± 1.0
1.66 ± 0 . 0 4
5.99x10-^
23.4 ± 1.0
3.06 ± 0.02
4.76x10"^

6.21x10"^
1.41x10"^

Table 6.3.7. Parameters of fits obtained for the water self partial structure factor, Eg
= 1.0 and 1.5mg m"^.
The fits obtained f r o m both models reproduce the data to a similar extent. However,
the tanh model is the more physical realistic description of the surface water
distribution as the uniform model includes an abrupt step in number density.
Because the P M M A is described by a single Gaussian function, the number density
of the water layer clearly does not change so abrupdy. The water distribution is
better represented by a model with a smoother transition of number density from
that of air to that of bulk water. It is therefore a tanh model that is adopted here.

Next, it is attempted to resolve the dilemma of the unusual behaviour exhibited by
the partial structure factors of the two highest surface concentrations. To confirm
that the behaviour exhibited by the 3.0mg m ' partial structure factor is indeed real,
an alternative approach to calculating the partial structure factors is undertaken.
Assuming that the reflectivity recorded for HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O contrast is
solely due to the D2O, the water self partial structure factor can be approximated by:

Q'h-

R(Q)Q^

Equation 6.3.15

167r'b'
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Figure 6.3.26 compares the partial structure factor generated by equation 6.3.15 with
that obtained by the standard method. The two sets of data follow similar trends,
although the exact values differ somewhat, this being due to the approximation
made regarding the contributing factors to the reflectivity. Both sets of data rise to
values o f Q^h significantly greater than l.lxlO'^A"^, implying that the partial
structure factor does in fact represent the real behaviour o f the system.

A variety of more complex models were used in an attempt to f i t the two partial
structure factors. One such model was a double uniform water layer, the number
density o f which is given by:

nw(z)=0

f o r z < -dwi/2

wl

for - dwi/2 < z < dwi/2

nw(z)=n

w2

for dwi/2 < z < dw2 + dwi/2

n^(z)=n

wO

for z > dw2+ dwi/2

Equation 6.3.16.

W h i c h leads to a self partial structure factor of:

Q ,

= n ^ , + (n ^, - n ^ 2 ) ( n , 2 - n w o ) ' + 2n

(n^2 - n ) c o s ( Q d ^ , )

+ 2(n^, - n , 2 ) ( n ^ 2 -nwo)cos(Qd^2)+2n^,(n^o

-n,2)cos(Q(d^2

Equation 6.3.17.

The application of the above expression to the two data sets yields good quality fits,
that f o r Fs = 2.0mg m'^ being shown i n figure 6.3.27. The parameters yielded from
such fits are given in table 6.3.8.

Fs / mg m'^
2.0

dwi/A

n ^ i /10-^ A ^

14.8 ± 1.0

2.95 ± 0.05

60.1 ± 6 . 1

3.20 ± 0 . 0 5

3.0

14.4 ± 1.3

2.75 ± 0.04

42.0 ± 5 . 1

3.56 ± 0 . 0 4

dw2/A

n w 2 / 1 0 ' A"^

Table 6.3.8. Parameters of fits obtained for the water self partial structure factors
using a double uniform layer model
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The number density profiles obtained f r o m these data are presented in figure 6.3.28.
The parameters for Fs = 2.0mg m" appear to be quite reasonable, layer one being of
high number density, followed by a second, thicker layer with a number density
slighdy below that of bulk water. For the Fs = 3.0mg m"^ data however, an unusual
phenomenon is exhibited. The first layer has a thickness and number density similar
to the corresponding layer in the 2.0mg m"^ system. However, the number density of
layer two is reported to be 0.0356A"^, slightly (7%) greater than that of bulk water,
0.0332A"^. Such a layer of water with increased number density is physically
unrealistic. A similar layer has also been observed when attempting to f i t the data set
with other models, namely a triple uniform water layer and a uniform layer with an
exponential tail. These both give good quality fits (see figure 6.3.29 for an example
of the latter), except at the lowest values of Q. This phenomenon is probably an
artefact of this specific data set, due to its unusual behaviour at low Q. Nevertheless,
the fact that the value of number density is close to that of bulk water, along with a
similar dense layer being reported by a number of layer models, implies that such a
f i t is realistic. The double uniform layer seems to be an appropriate description of
the near surface water layers for these high surface concentrations of the spread
copolymers.

A further attempt to f i t the data was made following the method of Peace^ who fitted
the raw reflectivity data via the optical matrix approach and included very large
values of interfacial roughness. The parameters returned f r o m such a f i t were then
used to describe the organisation of the water layer at the liquid interface. However,
when the method was attempted here, it was found that the data could best be fitted
using values of interfacial roughness of 2-5A, significantly smaller than the 60-70A
reported in the aforementioned work.

The water self partial structure factors, although exhibiting unusual behaviour, have
therefore been fitted by application of one of two simple layer models. The two
lowest surface concentrations have been described by a tanh distribution, whereas
the two higher concentrations are best represented by a double uniform layer model.
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To summarise the results obtained for the three self partial structure factors, the
P M M A and QP4VP blocks of the polymer can be best be defined by the use of
Gaussian and parabolic profiles respectively. Such layers, as expected, show
changing characteristics with increasing polymer surface concentration, generally
increasing in number density and thickness with increasing surface concentration.

Analysis of the self partial structure factors only gives details of the composition of
each of the components in the system. To determine their relative positions, analysis
of the cross partial structure factors is needed.

6.3.3.4. T h e PMMA

- Water C r o s s Partial Structure F a c t o r

Cross partial structure factors can be fitted to obtain the value of 5, the separadon of
the two components o f the system. Such a fitdng procedure can i n some cases rely
upon the parameters extracted f r o m the fits of the self partial structure factors and
this therefore requires these fits to be of adequate quality.

For the simplest systems, the cross partial structure factor is given by a simple
trigonometric expression. For two perfectly even systems (e.g. single parabolic,
single uniform or single Gaussian layers), the expression is:

Equation 6.3.18.

hij(Q)=±(hiihjj)'''cos(Q6)

Whereas for one perfectly even and one perfectly odd (e.g. tanh) distribution, the
expression becomes:

Equation 6.3.19.

hij(Q)=±(h,hjj)'^'sin(Q6)

For more complex models, such as the double uniform water layer udlised in the
previous section, more complex expressions have to be derived. Each of the three
cross partial structure factors is now discussed in turn, beginning with that between
P M M A and water.
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The PMMA-water cross partial structure factors are shown in figure 6.3.30. Each
partial structure factor consists of negative values of Q h. Attempts to reproduce the
partial structure factors were initially made for the 1.0 and 1.5mg m" data using
equation 6.3.19, relating an even and odd distribudon. Such an expression is
appropriate i n this case where we have a Gaussian polymer layer and a tanh water
layer. The two appropriate experimental self partial structure factors were used in
the process and good representations were obtained in both cases, resulting in layer
separation of 5 = 3 and 5A respectively. A n example of such a funcdon, for Fs =
1.5mg m ' , is given in figure 6.3.31.

For the two higher surface concentrations, where the water self partial structure
factors has been fitted using a double uniform layer model, an alternative approach
was initially taken. The following expression for the cross term between a Gaussian
polymer layer and a double uniform water layer was generated:

n^jSm

Q % = f < n,di

i ( d , , -26)Ql+(n^, _ n ^ J s i n f l ( d , , - 2 5 ) Q +

VTTCXP

16
(-nwo+nw2)sin - ( d , ,

+ 2(d^2+S))Q

Equation 6.3.20.

Where the subscripts 1, w l , w2 and wO represent polymer, water layer 1, water layer
2 and bulk water respectively.

Attempts to f i t the above expression were made using the values of n and d obtained
f r o m the self partial structure fits and varying only the layer separadon, 6. However,
only poor quality fits were obtainable using this method, with large values of 6 = 13
and 25A being returned f o r Fs = 2.0 and 3.0mg m" respecdvely (see figure 6.3.32
for an example).
As this approach was clearly unsuccessful, it was then attempted to use the method
outlined above, using equation 6.3.19 and effectively assuming the double uniform
water layer to be an odd function. Although this is not completely rigorous, the
partial structure factors generated by the use of this expression give very good
representations of the data, resuldng in values of 6 of 6 and 7 A for Fs = 2.0 and
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Figure 6.3.30. PMMA - water cross partial structure factors
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3.0mg m"2 respecdvely (see figure 6.3.33 for an example). Although the first method
used should, in theory, give the more accurate description for the partial structure
factor, it is clear that a better representadon is obtained with the simpler expression.
In both of these higher surface concentradons, the double uniform water layer has a
second layer with a number density extremely close to that of bulk water. Such a
dilute layer is not determinable by equation 6.3.20, resulting in the water distribudon
effectively being described by a single uniform water layer, which in turn is
approximated to an odd function. Consequendy, the P M M A - water self partial
structure can be best fitted by the use of equation 6.3.19 and the outputted
parameters are given in table 6.3.9.

Fs / mg m"^
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

SpMMA-Water / A

3±
5±
6±
7±

1
1
1
1

Table 6.3.9. Separations obtained for the PMMA - water cross partial structure
factors
6.3.3.5. T h e PMi\/IA - Q P 4 V P C r o s s Partial Structure Factor

The cross partial structure factors obtained for the two polymer blocks are given in
figure 6.3.34. As both of the polymers blocks can be described by even functions,
the data are simulated using equation 6.3.18. Due to large uncertainties inherent in
the data, these simulations overlay the experimental data less well than those in the
previous section. Figure 6.3.35 shows the l.Omg m"^ experimental data, with partial
structure factors generated with 6 = 7A and 15A overlayed. The 15A data overlays
the low Q region well, but is highly inaccurate at representing the layer at higher Q.

Fs

/

mg m"^
1.0

5pMMA-0P4VP / A

7+1

1.5

8± 1

2.0
3.0

9± 1
14 ± 2

Table 6.3.10. Separations obtained for the PMMA - QP4VP cross partial structure
factors
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The data with 5 = 7A gives a better representation of the partial structure factor over
the whole Q range. The results obtained for the remaining three surface
concentrations are given in table 6.3.10.

6.3.3.6. T h e Q P 4 V P - Water C r o s s Partial Structure Factor

The QP4VP - water cross partial structure factors are shown in figure 6.3.36. As the
two highest surface concentrations have used a double uniform water layer to fit the
self partial structure factor, the same approach as in section 6.3.3.4 is taken.
Equation 6.3.19 is used to fit the data, rather than the expression generated from the
two self partial structure factors.
The results obtained are severely affected by the quality of the data. For a surface
concentration of l.Omg m' (figure 6.3.37), the data lies approximately horizontally
around Q^h = 0. The best representation of the data is shown in the figure, with a
separation of 5 = l A . Although such a plot does not overlay the data, the overall
trend exhibited is followed well, much more so than for any higher value of 6. A
similar occurrence is found for the highest surface concentration, where a value of 5
= VA is returned. The data for surface concentrations of 1.5 and 2.0mg m"'^ are best
described by 6 = 2 and 3A respectively and in both cases, the data is reproduced
quite accurately. A summary of these data is given in table 6.3.11.

Ts / mg m"^

SoP4VP-Water / A

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

1±1
2± 1
3± 1
7± 1

Table 6.3.11. Separations obtained for the QP4VP - water cross partial structure
factors

6.3.3.7. S u m m a r y & D i s c u s s i o n

A complete partial structure analysis has been undertaken for four surface
concentrations of PMMA-QP4VP on water. The data obtained from the self and
cross partial structure factors are presented in tables 6.3.12 and 6.3.13 respectively.
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Due to the nature of the fitting procedure, the separations presented above yield no
information regarding the position of the blocks in real space. To construct a number
density profile, it is therefore necessary to make certain assumptions. Firstly, an
arbitrary zero has to be defined, which is usually taken to be the centre of the water
distribution. Secondly, the relative positions of each of the polymer blocks with
respect to the water layer have to be determined. As the PMMA block is
hydrophobic in nature, it is assumed that centre of its distribution lies above the
water layer. Conversely, the hydrophobic QP4VP block is assumed to exist below
the water.

PMMA self PSF
(Single Gaussian layer)
di/A
ni /10-^ A-^
14.5 ± 0 . 8
3.85 ± 0 . 1 9
12.0 ± 0 . 4
6.31 ±0.14
6.64 ± 0.04
15.9 ± 0 . 3
7.48
± 0.05
19.6 ± 0 . 2

Ts / mg m'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

QP4VP self PSF
(Single parabolic layer)
di/A
ni /10-^ A ^
7.88 ±0.33
17.4 ± 1.5
19.0 ± 0 . 9
6.49 ±0.17
30.7 ± 2.2
6.39 ±0.37
27.7 ± 1.2
8.40 ±0.23

Table 6.3.12a. Summary of the polymer self partial structure factors for films of
PMMA-QP4VP spread on water

Ts 1 mg m'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

Tanh Layer
a/A
5.4 ± 0.2
4.2 ± 0 . 3

Double uniform water layer
ni /10-^ A-^
d2/A
n2/10-^A^

di/A

14.8 ± 1.0
14.4 ± 1.3

2.95 ± 0.05
2.75 ± 0.04

60.1 ± 6 . 1
42.0 ± 5 . 1

3.20 ± 0.05
3.56 ±0.04

Table 6.3.12b. Summary of the water self partial structure factors for films of
PMMA-QP4VP spread on water

Ts / mg m'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

SpMMA-Water / A

3±
5±
6±
7±

1
1
1
1

SpMMA-0P4VP / A

SoP4VP-Water / A

7± 1
8± 1
9±1
14 ± 2

1±1
2± 1
3± 1
7± 1

Table 6.3.13. Summary of the cross partial structure factors for films of PMMAQP4VP spread on water

These assumptions are supported by the data in table 6.3.13, where it can be seen
that 6pMMA-QP4VP ~

SpMMA-water + 5QP4VP-Water,
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indeed exist in the order PMMA, water, QP4VP (from air to liquid). In the cases
where the above equation is an approximation as opposed to an equality, the two
separations used are 6pMMA-water and 6PMMA-QP4VP, due to the smaller errors associated
the data. With the above information, it is possible to compile number density
profiles, which are shown in figures 6.3.38a-d. In all four cases, the number
densities of the two polymer blocks have been multiplied by a factor of four, solely
to increase the clarity of the plot.

Evidently, the PMMA block exhibits increasing number density and the QP4VP
block becomes increasingly stretched into the subphase as surface concentration
increases. Furthermore, a portion of the polyelectrolyte block appears to be in the air
phase at the highest surface concentrations. By integrating the areas underneath the
curves in figures 6.3.38, it is found that 8.6%, 25.7% and 14.9% of the QP4VP block
exists in the air at Fg = 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0mg m'^ respectively. At the lowest surface
connection (l.Omg m'^), the QP4VP is submerged completely. This existence of
QP4VP in the air phase is suggested to be due to the over-packing of the liquid
surface. As some of the PMMA chains are forced out of the surface region and into
the air, at least some of the QP4VP block of the copolymer will also be forced
upwards, resulting in the effect observed above.
A further interesting observation is that the two polymer blocks overlap to a large
extent at all surface concentrations, although the extent of such mixing does seem to
decrease slightly with increasing concentration. This implies that there is a area
around the middle of the interfacial region where all three components of the system
are present. The polymer does therefore not exist as a truly hydrophobic hydrophilic system with the PMMA entirely on the subphase and the polyelectrolyte
block wholly submerged.
At low surface concentrations, the water layer is best described by a tanh function,
providing a smooth transition between air and bulk water density. At higher
concentrations, a double step function is used, which results in a layer of higher
number density for the 3.0mg m' system.
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6.3.3.8. C o m p a r i s o n to B r u s h T h e o r y

The scaling theory discussed in section 2.1.4 states that a polymer brush should
stretch with increasing grafting density, minimising the free energy of the system.
For the polymer system used here, the QP4VP chains can be assumed to be pseudo
brush-like in nature, with the grafting surface being the air-liquid interface. The
grafting density is in this case directly related to the surface concentration of
polymer.
Alexander^"^ and de Gennes^^ have developed a scaling expression where the height
of a polymer brush, H, is related to the grafting density, a:

Equation 6.3,21.

H = Nao'

Where N is the number of monomer units in a chain, a the statistical step length and
z the scaling exponent, reported to have the value 1/3. An attempt to reproduce this
result was made by rearranging the above expression to obtain:

log(H/N) = log a -H z log o

Equation 6.3.22.

A plot of log (H/N) against log a will therefore yield z as the gradient of the slope.
Before this can be done however, the grafting density has to be calculated from the
QP4VP component of surface concentration,

10"^^ r
^

^

rs,QP4vp,

by use of the expression:

N
S.QP4VP

Equation 6.3.23.

A

M

Where M is the mass (in amu) of a monomer unit and a the number of polymer
chains per A^. The values of a calculated from this expression are given in table
6.3.14, along with the obtained polymer brush heights.

Using an average value of N = 90 monomer units per polymer chain, the data are
plotted in figure 6.3.39. When taking into account the uncertainties of the values of
brush height obtained, especially in the case of Fs = 2.Omg m"^, a reasonable least
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Figure 6.3.39. Plot of log (H/N) against log (a) overlayed with a least squares fit
(line) to calculate the scaling factor z in equation 6.3.21.
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squares f i t is achieved. The slope of the gradient extracted form such a plot is z =
0.503 and the intercept of the plot occurs at y = 0.385, giving a very small statistical
step length of a = 2.4A.

Fs / mg m"^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

a / chains A'^
6.61x10'
9.91x10"^
1.32x10"^
1.98x10-^

H/A
17±2
19± 1
31 ± 2
27 ± 1

Table 6.3.14. Values of grafting density and brush height

The value of z is significantly greater than that of 1/3 found in the scaling
expressions of Alexander and de Gennes. The polyelectrolyte scaling theory of
Misra^ found that the values of the scaling parameter deviated from this i f the
polymer brush was charged. However, in this case, the value for z was found to
decrease.

Clearly, a discrepancy exists between the calculated value of z and those predicted
by theoretical studies. The main reason for such a discrepancy may be that the
Alexander - de Gennes theory assumes that all of the brush ends are the same
distance form the surface. This is clearly not the case here, as a parabolic
distribution has been used to f i t the QP4VP block. In addition, the length of the
polyelectrolyte chains, which are small (20-30A) compared to those used in
theoretical studies. This effect has been found in a recent experimental study,
where the scaling law has been followed for polyelectrolyte brushes with a length of
ca. lOOA. For shorter brushes, there is a significant deviation form theory. Another
contributory factor could be the bulky pyridinium rings on the polyelectrolyte chains
meaning that brushes do not exhibit the ideal behaviour assumed by theory.

In a further comparison with theory, the layer thicknesses can be compared to the
following expression generated by Milner, Witten and Cates:^

' i ^ l ( 0 . 5 - x ) " N a - a 5/3

Equation 6.3.24.

n
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This theory results in a parabolic profile being obtained for the polymer brush, an
identical outcome to that of the partial structure analysis discussed previously. In
equation 6.3.24, % is an interaction parameter between the polymer and the solvent,
a is again the statistical step length which for the purposes of this study is allotted

o

the value obtained from the plot in figure 6.3.39, namely a = 2.4A.
Figure 6.3.40 shows a plot of QP4VP surface concentration against layer thickness.
The lines are data generated from equation 6.3.24 using values of x = 0.40, 0.45 and
0.48. It can clearly be seen that none of these values reproduce quantitatively the
experimental data to any extent; in fact the only way in which this can be achieved is
to use very high values of the interaction parameter, namely % > 0.499.
Neither of the above theoretical models therefore give an exact description of the
behaviour of the polymer at the air-liquid interface. However, the polyelectrolyte
brush clearly does stretch with increasing grafting density, it is only the
quantification of such an expression which the theory fails to establish.
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6.3.4.

O P T I C A L IVIATRIX A N A L Y S I S

Attempts to fit the entire set of reflectivity curves (six for each surface concentration
studied) using the optical matrix approach proved to be unsuccessful, predominantly
due to the low reflectivity and large errors encountered for the Q(D)P4VP data.
However, useful data could be obtained for other copolymer - subphase
combinations. The results obtained are presented in this section and compared with
those obtained from the kinematic approximation.

6.3.4.1. DPIVIiVIA-Q(H)P4VP on N R W

The reflectivity of DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on NRW was analysed to obtain
information on the structure of the PMMA block of the polymer. Initially, a single
layer fit was attempted. This gave an adequate fit to the data, indeed it was found
that the introduction of further layer into the system in no way improved the quality
of the fit. A typical fit (for Fs = l.Omg m'^) is given in figure 6.3.41 and the data
obtained is presented in table 6.3.15.

Fs / mg m"^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

di/A
15.6 ± 1.0
15.5 ± 1.3
15.9 ± 1.2
19.3 ± 0 . 8

Pi /10-^ A"^
2.96 ± 0.09
4.34 ± 0.24
5.45 ± 0.25
6.47 ± 0.36

Table 6.3.15. Parameters obtained from single layer fits of DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on
NRW

Initially, there is little change of layer thickness, d, with increasing surface
concentration, although an increase in layer thickness is observed at the highest
surface concentration. The scattering length density of the layer, p, increases, with
an unusual result observed the highest concentration where the value obtained is
greater than that of bulk PMMA. This is discussed below.

If we assume that PMMA is the sole contributor to the reflectivity of the system, the
surface concentration of polymer (in mg m'^) can be calculated, using the
expressions below:
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Figure 6.3.41. Single layer fit (line) to reflectivity curve of DPMMA-Q(H)PMMA on
N R W . F s = l.Omg m'^
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and

Equation 6.3.25.

10'°n.M.d
F„

Equation 6.3.26.

=
N!!

Where (j)! is the volume fraction, ni the number density and Mi the weight of a
monomer unit of a component of the system. The values of (j)! and

FS,PMMA

are given

in table 6.3.16:

Fs,PMMA

Fs / mg m'^
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

0.49
0.72
0.90
1.07

Calculated
0.85
1.24
1.60
2.31

Predicted
0.81
1.21
1.62
2.43

Error
4.7%
2.4%
1.4%
5.1%

Table 6.3.16. Volume fractions and surface concentrations of PMMA obtained from
optical matrix analysis

Similar trends in the calculated surface concentration are observed as those obtained
by the kinematic approximation analysis. The calculated value of FS,PMMA is initially
greater than that of the theoretical value before dropping below the theoretical
values at higher surface concentration. One point of note is the unrealistically high
value of (t)i > 1 obtained for Fs = 3.Omg m'^, this being a corollary of the high value
of scattering length density obtained. Such an outcome is similar to the phenomenon
observed for the 3.Omg m" data set using the kinematic approximation. In that case,
the water is represented by a layer with a large number density, the equivalent effect
to that reported here.

Further analysis of the data uses a Guinier plot,^ originally developed for smallangle scattering.'^ When the media on either side of the interface are of identical
scattering length (as is the case here with air and NRW), the following
approximation is valid:

Equation 6.3.27.

R(Q)Q' = 167rWexp(-QV)
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Where R(Q) is the background subtracted reflectivity, m the scattering mass per unit
area of the thin film and a the standard deviation of rate of change of scattering
length density. A plot of ln(R(Q)Q^) against
(figure 6.4.42) therefore yields a
straight line with a gradient of -a^ and intercept ln(167rW), enabling the values of a
and m to be calculated (table 6.3.17).

Slope
-37.8
-32.3
-23.3
-54.4

Fs / mgm'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

Intercept
-14.9
-14.2
-13.7
-12.9

G / chains A"^
6.15
5.68
4.83
7.38

m/lO'A'
46.5
66.6
83.9
123.8

Table 6.3.17. Slope and intercept of Guinier plots, along with the extracted values
of a and m

The values of m obtained can be compared with the product of the scattering length
density and film thickness obtained from the single layer optical matrix fits (see
table 6.3.18). Clearly, the two data analysis techniques yield highly similar results
for all surface concentrations studied, giving reassurance of the validity of the fits
obtained.

Fs / mgm'^

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

m/lO-^A-^
46.5
66.6
83.9
123.8

pd/lO-^A-^
46.1
67.2
86.6
125.3

Table 6.3.18. Comparison of values of m obtained from a Guinier plot with pd from
the optical matrix approach

6.3.4.2. HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP o n D2O

If it is assumed that all the reflectivity for the HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O contrast
arises from the subphase, the fitting of such a profile allows an idea of the
conformation of the near-surface water layer to be obtained. Again, a single layer fit
was found to be adequate, the example shown (figure 6.3.43) being for Fs = 1.0 mg
m" . The parameters extracted from such fits are given in table 6.3.19:
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Figure 6.3.43. Single layer fit (line) to reflectivity curve of HPMMA-Q(H)PMMA on
D2O. Fs = 1 .Omg m'^
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Figure 6.3.44. Scattering length density of surface water layer derived from single
layer fits of reflectivity profiles for HPMMA-Q(H)PMMA on D2O
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Fs / mg m"^

1.0
1.5
2.0

di/A
8.9 ± 0 . 8
11.8 ± 0 . 9
14.5 ± 1.3

Pi /10-^ A-^
2.96 ± 0.05
4.99 ±0.21
4.66 ± 0.26

Table 6.3.19. Parameters obtained from single layer fits of DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on
D2O

No adequate fit to the 3.Omg m" data was achievable, even with the addition of a
second and third layer to the system. This observation follows the findings of the
kinematic approximation, where the 3.0mg m" water self partial structure factor
could not be fitted without the inclusion of a layer of number density greater than
that of water itself.
The above data is plotted in figure 6.3.44 as scattering length density against depth.
Here, it is notable that the thickness of the near surface water layer increases with
surface concentration. The scattering length density of such a layer generally
increases from half that of bulk water for l.Omg m"^ to larger values at higher
polymer surface concentrations. Such results are comparable to those obtained by
the kinematic approximation, where the two lowest concentrations are represented
by a smooth tanh function and the 2.0mg m"^ data represented by a step function.

Attempts to fit other data by the optical matrix approach proved to be unsuccessful,
especially the contrast HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW, which was unable to be fitted
due to the minimum in the reflectivity curve. In an attempt to compensate for this
and to gain information on the conformation of the QP4VP block of the system, it
was then attempted to fit the HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on D2O contrast. The data could
apparently be fitted highly accurately with either two or three layer model fits.
However, it was found that the layer furthest away from the interface consistently
reported a value of p > 6.35x10" A ' , higher than that of bulk D2O and physically
unrealistic.
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6.3.5. M O D E L INDEPENDENT FITTING

The third technique used to analyse neutron reflectometry data is the model
independent fitting technique. As outlined in section 3.2.5.3, the technique relies
upon the selection of an appropriate value of the Lagrangian multiplier, X, to f i t the
data. The effects of varying such a parameter are shown in figures 6.3.45 to 6.3.47,
the example presented being for the contrast DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on N R W at a
polymer surface concentration of 3.0mg m'^.
Figure 6.3.45 shows the raw reflectivity curve and the fits obtained by varying X. As
the value of X is decreased, a better f i t to the data is achieved, the fits for X= 1x10"^
and X = 1x10"^ being almost identical. The fits to the data in the form of R(Q)Q'^
against Q are also compared (figure 6.3.46). Again, the same phenomenon is
observed, the quality of the f i t improving with decreasing X. The scattering length
density profiles obtained by each of the above fits are shown i n figure 6.3.47. These
profiles give an indication of the structure of the P M M A block, which is the
dominant contributor to the reflectivity in the contrast shown here.
In the example given above, the best representations of the data are clearly given by
X= 1x10"^ and A, = 1x10"^, and is the former of these which is chosen as the 'best' f i t
in this case. This is primarily because the use of ^ = 1x10'^ appears to f i t the data
overly accurately. This is best exemplified in figure 6.3.46 when the f i t for this value
of X passes through the centre of almost every data point. A t higher values of Q, the
data is subject to large errors (hence the size of the error bars on the points) and it is
therefore unrealistic to expect a f i t of such high quality to be reasonably obtained.

The process of selecting the most appropriate value of X is repeated for each contrast
used and for each surface concentration studied. This results in a series of data sets
of scattering length density distribution as a function of distance f r o m surface and,
f r o m these, volume fraction profiles may be obtained. As an example, the profile for
the lowest surface concentration, l.Omg m ' , is shown in figure 6.3.48. A n important
point to note is that no layer separations are included in this data, the profiles of each
of the three components all being positioned at the same origin.
To obtain a more complete profile of the interfacial region of the system, a series of
layer separations are added. This is achieved by fixing one of the components of the
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system and varying the separations of the other two f r o m this until the most realistic
profile is obtained. A good indication of such an occurrence is given when the total
volume fraction of the three components is equal to unity over the whole interfacial
region. The outcome o f this procedure is shown in figures 6.3.49a-d, which give the
final volume fraction profiles obtained for each of the surface concentrations
studied.

In all cases, the basic shapes of the profiles are highly similar. The P M M A block is
represented by a single layer of gradually increasing volume fraction and thickness.
The water layer is described by a tanh-like function, which gradually rises from a
volume fraction of zero to that of unity, corresponding to bulk water. The results for
the QP4VP block are once again problematic due to the low reflectivity recorded.
For all surface concentrations studied, it can clearly be seen that no real information
on the block is obtainable. A n oscillatory volume fraction profile is observed,
indicating that the signal cannot be extracted f r o m the noise in the system. There is
some evidence that one layer of QP4VP exists in the same region as the end of the
P M M A layer, although this is highly debatable.

Notwithstanding this lack of information on the QP4VP block of the system, the
results generally confirm those attained by the kinematic approximation and optical
matrix approaches. The profiles for the P M M A and water components of the system
bear great similarities to those obtained previously. The anomalous result of an
'overdense' water layer is again recorded for the 3.0mg m"^ system, the volume
fraction of the water layer at one stage being greater than unity. A l l three fitting
techniques therefore yield similarly unexpected results. This implies that either some
unusual behaviour occurs at this highest surface concentration, or that the data set is
in some way erroneous.
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6.3.6. F U R T H E R DATA

In addition to the four polymer surface concentrations on water whose results are
presented and analysed above, an additional series of experiments were also
undertaken. These studied surface concentrations of 2.2 and 2.5mg m"^, along with a
repeat o f the 1.5mg m"^ data.
For reasons eventually assigned to problems with instrumental set-up and alignment,
the data obtained f r o m these experiments is unreliable. This is best outlined by the
low Q region of the reflectivity data f o r the DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on N R W contrast,
and the P M M A partial structure factor resulting f r o m this (figures 6.3.50 and 6.3.51
respectively). The discrepancies between the two sets of data can clearly be seen,
most noticeably in the non-overlap o f the two sets of data at 1.5mg m'^.
Furthermore, the reflectivity data for Fs = 2.2mg m"^ overlaps somewhat the original
data f o r Fs = 2.0mg m"^. For each of the sets of data discussed here, the recorded
reflectivity is lower than expected. To rectify this situation, it was attempted to
'correct' all the raw reflectivity data by the introduction of a scaling factor
calculated f r o m the difference in reflectivity of the two sets of 1.5mg m" data.
Assuming that the original data were correct and the repeated data subject to
instrumental artefacts, the following scaling factors were calculated and used to
correct the more recent sets of data:

Contrast
H - H on D2O
D - H on D2O
H-D on D2O
D - D on N R W
D - H on N R W
H - D on N R W

Scaling Factor
1.147
1.144
1.175
1.510
1.568
1.519

T a b l e 6.3.20. P a r a m e t e r s o b t a i n e d f r o m single layer fits of D P M M A - Q ( H ) P 4 V P on

D2O
The effects that this process had on the reflectivity data are shown in the corrected
reflectivity and partial structure factor data (figures 6.3.52 and 6.3.53 respectively).
B y eye, the data now appears to follow the trends expected, there being good
agreement between the two sets of 1.5mg m'^ data. Furthermore, the 2.2 and 2.5mg
m'^ data sets lie between those of 2.0 and 3.0mg m"^. However, attempts to f i t this
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modified data by any o f the three techniques used above was either to prove
unsuccessful or to yield unrealistic results. This was especially true for the
component of the system most sensitive to small changes in reflectivity, the QP4VP
block.

Further attempts to salvage some information f r o m the data were carried out by
changing either the scaling factors or the values of background reflectivity to be
subtracted f r o m the data sets. Although this did result in some improvements, there
was no real justification for either of the methods used.
It was therefore concluded that without the use of an excessive number of
unjustifiable assumptions or by changing specific parameters in a non-systematic
fashion, no reliable information could be extracted form these data sets, and further
analysis was abandoned.
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6.3.7. SUMMARY

The results obtained f r o m the application of neutron reflectometry to study the
organisation of P M M A - Q P 4 V P at the air-water interface are summarised briefly
below:
1. The kinematic approximation best described the P M M A and QP4VP blocks as
single Gaussian and single parabolic layers respectively.
2. The water self partial structure factors exhibited unusual behaviour at higher
surface concentrations and such a distribution was best defined as either a tanh
or a double uniform layer function. However, one of the latter models included a
layer of unusually high number density.
3. B y obtaining the separations between these layers f r o m analysis of the cross
partial structure factors, a series of number density profiles were generated.
4. From these, the most significant changes observed with increasing polymer
surface concentration are the increase in number density of the P M M A block
and the increase in thickness of the QP4VP block.
5. Model independent fitting gave highly similar results to those obtained by the
kinematic approximation, the distribution of the P M M A and water layers
showing the highest correlation with those obtained f r o m the kinematic
approximation. Unfortunately, the uncertainties inherent in the experimental data
prevented information regarding the distribution of the QP4VP being obtained.
The incorporation of arbitrary layer separations to these results allowed the
production of volume fraction profiles.
6. The only data analysis method to prove unsuccessful was the optical matrix
approach, where problems encountered in fitting a number of the reflectivity
curves rendered it impossible to obtain a complete description of the copolymer
at the interface.
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6 . 4 POTASSIUM C H L O R I D E SOLUTION S U B P H A S E S

Neutron reflectometry was also used to study films of the PMMA-QP4VP polymer
on subphases of lO'^M, O . I M and I M potassium chloride solutions. The surface
concentration of such films was, in all cases, 3.0mg m'^. Each data analysis
technique was described in f u l l in section 6.3 and this section therefore concentrates
predominately on the results obtained f r o m such analysis methods.

6.4.1. REFLECTIVITY DATA

As for the experiments on water, a f u l l set of six contrasts were recorded for each
salt solution. As an example of the data obtained, a comparison of the reflectivity
profiles for H P M M A - Q ( H ) P 4 V P on salt solutions of D2O and DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP
on salt solutions of N R W are given. Generally, the characteristics of the reflectivity
profiles are highly similar to those obtained for films of the same polymer
concentration spread on a water subphase (section 6.3.1).
Figure 6.4.1 shows the data obtained for HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O. A region of
the curve at intermediate Q range (0.10 < Q / A * < 0.20) is enlarged in figure 6.4.2.
A t low Q, the introduction of salt into the subphase seems to somewhat depress the
measured reflectivity. A different behaviour is exhibited at higher Q, where the f i l m
spread on a subphase of O . I M K C l yields the highest reflectivity. However, such an
effect occurs near the onset of background and therefore may not be due to
reflectivity alone. The remaining three

subphases report similar values of

reflectivity, although reflectivity is depressed to the greatest extent by the lowest salt
concentration subphase (lO'^M KCl).
Similar behaviour is exhibited by a f i l m of DPMMA-Q(D)P4VP spread upon N R W
(figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4). Again, the data for the O . I M K C l solution shows the
highest reflectivity. In this case however, the lowest reflectivity is recorded by I M
K C l . The two remaining sets of data, on subphases of water and O . I M K C l are
highly similar.
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6.4.2.

DISCUSSION

The difference in reflectivities between the data obtained on water and that on salt
solutions is shown in figure 6.4.2. Such a difference corresponds to a change in the
properties of both the polymer f i l m and the water layer. The effect is minimal for the
I M subphase, but more significant for the lower salt concentrations. By comparing
the experimental data to the simulations in figures 6.3.8 and 6.3.11, an idea of the
nature of such a change can be obtained. It appears when spread upon a solution of
O . I M K C I solution, the interfacial f i l m is thinner and of a higher scattering length
density than when spread on water. The opposite effect is observed on the lowest
salt concentration. Again, as the P M M A block is by far the dominant contributor to
the reflectometry, such information does not necessarily imply that the QP4VP
block of the polymer w i l l behave in a similar manner.

Figure 6.4.4 shows that there is insignificant change in the polymer organisation
when spread on 10"^M K C I solution compared to on water. This behaviour is
intuitively expected with the introduction of such a small quantity of salt. By
comparing the data with figure 6.3.13, it appears that the scattering length density of
the f i l m is greatest when spread upon I M K C I and least when on 10""^M K C I . The
shapes of the reflectivity profiles show little change, indicating that the f i l m
thickness (or rather the thickness of the P M M A block) remains approximately
constant.

6.4.3.

PARTIAL STRUCTURE FACTOR ANALYSIS

As for the water subphase, the data for the six contrasts permitted application of the
kinematic approximation to determine the organisation of the polymer at the
interface. Data fitting was identical with that in section 6.3.3.

6.4.3.1. Error Quantification

To give an indication of the reliability of the partial structure factor data, an
knowledge of the errors on each of the data points was required. As the program
used to generate the partial structure factors did not return uncertainties, the errors
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were calculated manually. One salt concentration, O.IM, was selected for study and
the errors on three data points were calculated for each of the six partial structure
factors. The points selected, at Q = 0.0261, 0.0802 and 0.161 A'\ were chosen to
give an indication of the errors at low, intermediate and high values of Q. The
results obtained are given numerically (as the percentage error of the value of Q h)
in table 6.4.1 and represented as graphically as error bars on the partial structure
factors in figure 6.4.5.

Partial Structure Factor
P M M A self
QP4VP self
water self
P M M A - water cross
P M M A - QP4VP cross
QP4VP - water cross

Q = 0.0261A'
2.6%
14.3%
3.1%
16.6%
11.5%
85.5%

Q = 0.0802A'
2.6%
19.9%
5.3%
4.8%
13.5%
72.4%

Q = 0.167A^
11.6%
134.4%
61.5%
17.9%
254.5%
161.0%

T a b l e 6.4.1. Partial structure factor errors

A number of conclusions may be drawn form the above data. Firstly, as expected,
the data at the lowest two Q values contain substantially smaller errors than those at
Q = 0.167A. These larger errors are a result of the lower reflectivity recorded in this
near-background region. A similar rationalisation is given for the observation that
the largest errors are reported for those structure factors incorporating QP4VP.
Finally, the self partial structure factor data are, in the majority of cases, more
reliable that than of the cross terms, because the latter result f r o m combining two
data sets each incorporating their own errors.

A t low Q, the majority of the partial structure factors contain only small errors. A t
higher Q, these errors become more substantial, especially for those partial structure
factors including QP4VP. In these cases, the errors can exceed the data values even
at intermediate Q. These inaccuracies in the data have to be taken into account when
fitting procedures attempted.

6.4.3.2. Self Partial Structure Factors

The polymer self partial structure factors were fitted with a variety of layer models.
As f o r the experiments on water, the P M M A self partial structure factor was again
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best described by a single Gaussian layer model. The data for the QP4VP self term
were again highly scattered, but adequate fits were attainable by use of a single
parabolic model. Examples of such fits are given in figure 6.4.6 and 6.4.7 and the
outputted parameters are presented in table 6.4.2.

Subphase
lO ' M KCl
O.lMKCl
IMKCl

PMMA self PSF
(Single Gaussian layer)
di/A
ni / 1 0 ^ A ^
19.7 ± 0 . 3
7.43 ± 0.07
19.1 ± 0 . 2
8.66 ± 0.06
18.9 ± 0 . 3
7 88 ± 0.09

QP4VP self PSF
(Single parabolic layer)
di/A
ni /10-^ A '
32.3 ± 1.4
0.68 ± 0.02
23.4 ± 0 . 5
1.46 ±0.02
22.6 ± 0.3
1.56 ±0.02

Table 6.4.2. Summary of the polymer self partial structure factors for films of
PMMA-QP4VP spread on KCl solution subphases.

Clearly, the PMMA self partial structure factor exhibits an unusually high number
density on O.IM KCl solution (with regard to that of water). Little difference is
observed between the layer thickness on the three subphases. The QP4VP block
shows a decrease in thickness with increasing salt concentration, whereas the
number density of such layers increase. The polymer surface concentrations
calculated from such fits are given in table 6.4.3:

10"^M
Model
Predicted
Gaussian
Predicted
Parabolic

Subphase K C l concentration
O.IM

l.OM
—

PMMA surface concentration / mg m'
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.34 (3.3%)
2.65 (9.1%)
2.39(1.7%)
QP4VP surface concentration / mg m"^
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.65 (13%)
1.02 (77%)
1.04 (82%)

Table 6.4.3. Calculated polymer surface concentration values (with percentage
errors form the theoretical values) from partial structure factor fits

The calculated values of rs,PMMA show quite good correlation with the those
predicted. The greatest discrepancy is found for the O.IM subphase, which is the
only salt concentration to yield a surface concentration higher than the predicted
value. As for the runs on water, the calculated values of rs,QP4vp are substantially
greater than the theoretical values, presumably due to errors caused by the QP4VP
chains being submerged in the subphase and the poor quality of the data.
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Figure 6.4.6. PMMA self partial structure factor (circles) with single Gaussian layer
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The water partial structure factors again exhibit unusual behaviour and are shown in
figure 6.4.8, along with attempted fits of the data using a tanh model. The partial
structure factors for lO'^M and I M KCl solution subphases are represented to an
adequate extent by such a layer model and these fits are adopted here. This is clearly
not the case for the data recorded on O.IM KCl. Further layer models were then
attempted and, as was the case with the water subphases, a double uniform layer
model was found to give a very good representation of the data. This fit is shown in
figure 6.4.9 and although a second water layer with a number density greater than
that of bulk water was again found, the fit was adopted here. A summary of the fits
obtained is given in table 6.4.4.

Subphase
10"^M KCl
O.lMKCl
IMKCl

Tanh Layer
o/A
7.8 ± 0 . 3

Double uniform water layer
ni / 1 0 ' A ^
di/A
n2/10 ^ A ^

di/A
17.7 ± 1.6

0.59 ± 0.49

28.9 ± 9 . 8

3.74 ±0.29

5.2 ± 0 . 1

Table 6.4.4. Summary of the separations obtained from the water self partial
structure factors for films of PMMA-QP4VP spread on KCl solution subphases.

6.4.3.3. C r o s s Partial S t r u c t u r e F a c t o r s

Fitting of cross partial structure factors was accomplished using the same procedures
described in section 6.3.3. The polymer-polymer cross terms were simulated using
equation 6.3.18 and the water-polymer cross terms by using equation 6.3.19. Again,
these expressions provided better quality fits than the expressions generated from
the self term formulae, even in the case of the double uniform water layer model,
which is approximated to an odd function. A summary of the cross partial structure
factors is given in table 6.4.5.

Subphase
lO ' M KCl
O.lMKCl
IMKCl

SpMMA-Water / A
9± 1
8± 1
7± 1

SpMMA-0P4VP / A
15±2
6±1
4± 1

5oP4VP-Water / A
10±2
2±1
3± 1

Table 6.4.5. Summary of the separations obtained from the cross partial structure
factors for films of PMMA-QP4VP spread on KCl solution subphases.
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0

KCI cone. / mol
10"^
0.1
1.0

Brush height / A
32.3 ± 1.4
23.4 ± 0 . 5
22.6 ± 0 . 3

Table 6.4.6. Polyelectrolyte brush heights

Although only three data points are available (table 6.4.6), a straight line plot is
obtained, a linear least squares fits of which gives a gradient of -0.055 and an
intercept of 1.34, i.e. h ~

Cs'°^^^.

Although the sign of this scaling factor is correct,

there is clearly a large discrepancy between the experimentally obtained and
theoretical values. The reasons for such a discrepancy are difficult to determine,
although as discussed in section 6.3.3.8, the discrepancy could arise from the
polyelectrolyte brush length being too small to follow the predicted behaviour. A
further possible cause is the existence of a surface depletion layer which may render
the salt concentration of the region of the polymer chains different to that of the bulk
solution, thus affecting the above calculation. This is explored by comparison with
data in the literature^^ (table 6.4.7).

K C I concentration
/ mol 1-^
0.1
1.0

Surface deficiency

Debye length / A

Brush height / A

9.8
3.0

23.4
22.6

/ iLimol m"^

-0.035
-0.380

Table 6.4.7. Values of surface deficiency and Debye length for KOI solutions

Two

points from this table are of importance. Firstly, the values of surface

deficiency for these KCI concentrations are quite small. Any surface depletion layer
will therefore also be small and have a negligible effect upon any calculations.
Secondly, the Debye lengths of the solutions are less than the QP4VP brush lengths,
signifying that the polymer brush extends well into the bulk solution.
Counterion condensation theory^^ developed by Manning^^ could also be a
contributory factor. A fraction of the counterions may be located in the same region
as the polyelectrolyte chains, having the effect of reducing the effect charge on the
brushes. This will have the effect of complicating the system, which can no longer
be reduced to a simple Debye-Hiickel screening.
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In an attempt to recalculate the scaling factor, the brush height was redefined as the
distance from the 'end' of the PMMA layer (at half height of the Gaussian
distribution) to the end of the parabolic QP4VP distribution. This could be
calculated simply by the summation of dQP4vp and 6PMMA-QP4VP. Such a calculation
gives 'brush heights' of 47.3, 29.4 and 26.6A for 10"^M, O.IM and I M subphases
respectively, resulting in a scaling factor of -0.09. Although this value is closer to
theory than that above, there remains a large discrepancy.

6 . 4 . 4 . O P T I C A L MATRIX A N A L Y S I S

The increased reflectivity recorded due to the high polymer surface concentration
(3.0mg m" ), meant that it was possible to obtain fits for the all of the six contrasts,
including

HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW. By fitting three of these, one

corresponding to each component of the system, it was attempted to obtain a
complete description of the polymer at the interface. Each of these three contrasts
are discussed in turn:

6 . 4 . 4 . 1 . D P M M A - Q ( H ) P 4 V P on

NRW

The reflectivity curves for DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on NRW could be fitted to a
sufficient extent by the use of a single layer. However, much better fits could be
obtained by the introduction of a second layer, albeit with an extremely small
scattering length density. An example of such a fit is given in figure 6.4.12, with the
resulting parameters presented in table 6.4.8.

Subphase
lO ' M KCI
O.IM KCI
IMKCl

di/A
19.3 ± 1.4
18.9 ± 1 . 3
19.5 ± 1.3

Pi /10-^ A-^
6.15 ±0.36
6.89 ±0.35
6.13 ±0.40

d2/A
15.0 ± 1.2
10.5 ± 0 . 7
24.3 ± 1.5

P2/10-^ A--

9.91 ±2.09
5.40 ± 1.20
8.12± 1.13

Table 6.4.8. Parameters obtained from double layer fits of DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on
NRW. Ts = 3.0mg m"^

The fits obtained to data on lO'^M and I M KCI solutions are highly similar. The
most unusual result is again obtained with O.IM KCI, where the first polymer layer
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Figure 6.4.12. Double layer fit (line) to reflectivity curve of DPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on
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as found to have a high scattering length density, greater than that of D2O or
PMMA.
Again, assuming that the PMMA block is the sole contributor to the measured
reflectivity, the use of equations 6.3.25 and 6.3.26 allows the volume fraction and
surface concentration of PMMA to be calculated. In such calculations, the scattering
length density of the second layer is assumed to be negligible. The results obtained
are given in table 6.4.9.

rs,PMMA

Subphase
10"^M KCI
O.IM KCI
l.OMKCl

1.02
1.15
1.02

Calculated
2.19
2.40
2.20

Predicted
2.43
2.43
2.43

Error
9.9%
1.2%
9.5%

Table 6.4.9. Volume fractions and surface concentrations of PMMA obtained from
optical matrix analysis

As for the results from partial structure factor analysis, the calculated value of
rs,pMMA

is greatest for a subphase of O.IM KCI solution, although here the result is

slightly less than the theoretical value. The remaining results report lower values of
surface concentration, which has previously been explained by the polymer being
partially disrobed from the liquid surface. Here, a second, dilute layer of PMMA is
observed to stretch into the subphase. Due to the extension of the QP4VP chains into
the salt solution subphases, it is suggested that a small quantity of the PMMA is
being 'pulled' into the liquid, thus creating this second layer of very low scattering
length density.

6.4.4.2. HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP o n N R W

The reflectivity curves for HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW were fitted in an attempt
to obtain a description of the form of the QP4VP block. All of the profiles could be
adequately fitted by a single layer model, an example being given in figure 6.4.13.
The incorporation of further layers did not improve the quality of the fits. The
parameters extracted are given in table 6.4.10.
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Subphase
10"^M KCI
O.IM KCI
IMKCl

di/A
32.8 ± 1.6
33.6 ± 1.7
32.3 ± 1.6

Pi /10-^ A'^
5.62 ±0.65
5.53 ±0.72
4.80 ± 0.69

Table 6.4.10. Parameters obtained from double layer fits of HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on
NRW. Ts = S.Omg m '

This fitting technique returns similar layer thickness on all three salt subphases, a
different result to that obtained using the kinematic approximation, where the
QP4VP block decreases in length with increasing salt concentration. This is
discussed below.

6.4.4.3. HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O

The contrasts of HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on D2O were best represented by double layer
models. An example of such a fit is given in figure 6.4.14 and the parameters given
in table 6.4.11.

Subphase
10"^M KCI
O.IM KCI
IMKCl

di/A
12.6± 1.1
18.8 ± 1.2
10.3 ± 0 . 7

Pi/10-^

3.04 ±0.20
2.97 ±0.21
3.30 ±0.18

d2/A
21.2± 1.6
19.9 ± 2 . 0
20.7 ± 1.5

P2/10-^ A-^

5.56 ±0.20
7.64 ±0.31
5.82 ±0.27

Table 6.4.11. Parameters obtained from double layer fits of HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP on
D2O. Ts = S.Omg m'^

The data for the lowest and highest salt concentrations are very similar. An initial
layer of intermediate scattering length density is followed by a second, with a
scattering length density slightly less that than of D2O. The O.IM data again returns
the anomalous result that the second layer has a very high scattering length density.
This is a similar result to that returned by the kinematic approximation, where the
data can only be fitted by the inclusion of a model that includes a number density
greater than that of bulk water.
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6.4.4.4. D i s c u s s i o n

The high values of scattering length density recorded for the fits of both DPMMAQ(H)P4VP and HPMMA-Q(D)P4VP on NRW mean that it is impossible to produce
a volume fraction block profile from the parameters outputted here. Any attempts at
such a procedure result in volume fractions greater than unity being recorded. An
alternative way to represent the organisation of the system at the interface is to take
a similar approach to that in the model independent fitting technique (section 6.3.5)
and plot the scattering length density profiles with arbitrary separations. To do this,
it has to be assumed that the only factor contributing to the reflectivity of each of the
contrasts is from the deuterated component. I f this is indeed the case, the contrasts
D-H/NRW, H-D/NRW and H-H/D2O are used to represent the PMMA, QP4VP and
water layers respectively.
The results obtained in this manner are presented in figures 6.4.15a-c. The layer
separations used in the production of these plots are those obtained from the
kinematic approximation analysis (table 6.3.13), the centre of the first water layer
being defined as zero depth.
The profiles obtained from the kinematic approximation and this approach (figures
6.4.10 and 6.4.15 respectively) show great similarities. The PMMA blocks show
similar characteristics, although those from the optical matrix analysis incorporate a
second layer of very small scattering length. The water layers are also highly
comparable. The lowest and highest salt concentration subphases show relatively
smooth water profiles (similar to the tanh profiles returned by the kinematic
approximation), while the O.IM concentration again exhibits a layer of high
scattering length density at around 20A depth.
The structure of the QP4VP block initially seems to differ between the two sets of
analyses, the optical matrix approach appearing to give a block with thickness
independent of salt concentration. However, closer examination of the data reveals
that there does appear to be a decrease in the length of the polyelectrolyte chain with
increasing subphase salt concentration. The extension of the chains beyond the first
layer of the PMMA block is calculated to give an indication of the length of the
P4VP chain where no other polymer is present. The values obtained are
approximately 27A, 20A and 19A for subphases of 10"^M, O.IM and I M KCI
respectively. The length of the QP4VP block calculated in this manner does
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therefore clearly decrease with increasing salt concentration, although again, the
decrease is not of the extent predicted by scaling theory.

6.4.5.

MODEL

INDEPENDENT FITTING

Model independent fitting analysis was performed in an identical manner as outlined
in section 6.3.5. Plots of volume fraction against distance were produced for each
salt subphase studied and these are presented in figures 6.4.16a-c. As in figures
6.3.47, zero depth has arbitrarily been defined as the upper boundary of the PMMA
block and the layer separations have been determined on a 'trial-and-error' basis.
Again, the model independent fitting technique fails to give a feasible description of
the organisation of the QP4VP block, an oscillatory volume fraction profile being
obtained. However, in all cases there does appear to be a small and poorly defined
single layer of QP4VP present as a 'tail' at the end of the PMMA block. This gives a
similar picture to that obtained by the other two analysis methods.
The portrayals of the water and PMMA components also concur well with those
obtained by alternative methods. The plots for the lowest and highest salt
concentrations are again highly similar, whereas the polymer on O.IM KCl solution
reports unusually high volume fractions for both the water and PMMA.

6.4.6

SUMMARY

Neutron reflectometry data obtained for films of PMMA-QP4VP spread upon
potassium chloride solutions has been analysed by the kinematic approximation,
optical matrix and model independent fitting techniques. From each of these, it was
possible to produce a profile displaying the distributions of the three components of
the system and their relative positions to one another. A l l three profiles obtained
were found to show great similarities.
In all cases, the PMMA block shows little change with subphase concentration,
although such a layer appears denser on O.IM KCl solution. The QP4VP block was
found to decrease in length as subphase salt concentration increases. This, along
with the fact that the PMMA-QPVP layer separation decreases, indicates that the
QP4VP chains become more 'coiled' on salt solutions of higher concentrations. The
water distribution on lO'^M and I M KCl subphases can best be described by a
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smooth function (such as a tanh layer in the kinematic approximation), whereas that
on O.IM KCI shows unusual characteristics. A l l of the data analysis techniques
reveal that a small layer of water with a density greater than that of bulk water exists
at a region approximately 20A deeper into the subphase than the end of the PMMA
block. No plausible explanation can be given for such a physically unrealistic
observation unless it is assumed that this, and the unusually high PMMA density
obtained on the same subphase, is due to errors in the data caused by instrumental
misalignment.
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6.5. CONCLUSIONS

Neutron reflectometry has been used to provide details on the conformation of the
copolymer at the air-liquid interface. The results obtained on subphases of water and
potassium chloride solutions are summarised briefly in sections 6.3.7 and 6.4.6
respectively.
In general, it was found that the results obtained were comparable to the appropriate
scaling theory. Although these models could not be reproduced quantitatively, the
data produced exhibited the correct overall trends. Specific features of the results
obtained can be explained by comparison with surface pressure data (chapter five),
as is discussed below.

The observation that a quantity of PMMA is 'lost' at higher surface concentrations
has been assigned to the coiling and looping of the chains away from the interface.
These results can be compared with the surface pressure isotherm of PMMA (figure
5.2.1) , where the surface pressure is constant for

FS.PMMA

> 2.4mg m'^. This

corresponds to a copolymer surface concentration of F s = 3.0mg m' , the
concentration where substantial 'loss' of PMMA is recorded. This implies that at
this point, the liquid surface is fully packed, and the introduction of any further
PMMA can only be incorporated into either the air or liquid phases.
As previously stated, the PMMA block exhibits little change in conformation when
spread on subphases of varying salt concentration. This result is unsurprising when
compared to the surface pressure isotherms of PMMA on salt solutions (figure
5.3.2) , which are also independent of subphase.
The changes in conformation of the QP4VP block can also be explained. Neutron
reflectometry results show that increasing polymer surface concentration causes the
vinyl pyridine chains to extend into the subphase. The same conclusion was drawn
from surface pressure data in section 5.2.3.1.
Results from the kinematic approximation analysis of neutron reflectometry data
reveal that the QP4VP chains extend further into the subphase when spread on
lO'^M KCI solution than when spread on water. A further increase in subphase salt
concentration causes the chain length to decrease. These results can be at least
partially explained by comparison with figure 5.3.4. Here, from the 'take-off
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concentrations of the isotherms, it was deduced that the above phenomenon was
indeed occurring as the extension of the chains into the subphase removes material
from the surface region. The only difference between the two sets of results is that
neutron reflectometry reveals the most significant coiling of the chains to occur
between 10" M and O.IM KCI, whereas surface pressure isotherms show this to be
between O.IM and 0.3M. However, despite this minor discrepancy, it is clear that
there is a strong correlation between the results obtained by neutron reflectometry
and those by the measurement of surface pressure.
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CHAPTER S E V E N
S U R F A C E Q U A S I - E L A S T I C LIGHT SCATTERING

Chapter Seven - Surface Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering

7.1. INTRODUCTION

The use of surface quasi-elastic light-scattering (SQELS) to determine the
viscoelastic behaviour of spread films of PMMA-QP4VP at the air-liquid interface
is discussed in this chapter.

The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the spectral fitting procedure used to
extract the viscoelastic parameters.' Following this, the results obtained will be
presented and discussed, beginning with those for films spread on water subphases.
Three series of experiments have been undertaken, namely surface concentration
variation, frequency and time dependence studies and these are presented and
discussed in turn. For varying surface concentration and frequency studies, the data
has been analysed by the use of both damped cosine and spectral fits. For the study
of the temporal evolution of capillary waves, data analysis involved the use of the
damped cosine fit, extracting only parameters of capillary wave frequency and
damping. For clarity, the experimental results for each study are presented in full,
before their discussion takes place. A similar procedure is followed in section 7.4,
where data obtained for film spread on solutions of potassium chloride are presented
and discussed. The results for the two sets of subphases are then compared.
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7.2. DATA FITTING

The use of the spectral fitting technique (section 2.3.4.2) for SQELS data has been
the source of much discussion in the literature.
In a number of studies, Yu^'"^'^'^ analysed surface light scattering data assuming that
y = 0, and that the dynamic value of surface tension was equal to the static value (as
measured using a Wilhelmy plate). The justification given for these assumptions was
that this method led to the reporting of consistent values of EQ and e'.
The development of a direct spectral analysis method by Eamshaw^ allowed the
extraction of all four surface properties direcdy from light scattering data, without
any a priori assumptions. This technique superseded that developed by Yu and has
been used in the analysis of SQELS data in the majority of literature published
throughout the last decade. A more recent development in the theory of polymers at
fluid-fluid interfaces was the work of Buzza,^ which reported the addition of two
new parameters to the dispersion equation, namely a bending modulus, K, and a
coupling constant, X. However, due to the small polymer brush height of the
polymer and the high surface tension at a typical air-liquid interface, these two terms
can be neglected. A more important consequence for data fitting is the assertion that
y = 0, implying that only three viscoelastic moduli are now needed to describe the
behaviour of the liquid surface. Published work of experimental data analysed by
this technique has recently started to appear.^ The observation that y = 0 was also
found experimentally for a mixed surfactant-oil monolayer^ before the publication of
the above theoretical work.

To determine whether or not the value of y should be constrained to zero, a series of
experiments were undertaken for a spread film of PMMA-QP4VP on subphases of
water and O.IM and I M KCI solutions. The data used in the example given here
being that on I M KCI solution.
In these experiments, a specific polymer surface concentration (in this case
0.7mg m") was selected and a series of experiments undertaken at different values
of q. The data was fitted using the damped cosine analysis, yielding two sets of
results, capillary wave frequency and damping against q. One of the q values (in this
example q = 266cm"') was selected and the viscoelastic parameters extracted via the
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Spectral fitting technique. Two methods were use to do this: (a) fitting all four
parameters and (b) constraining y = 0 and fitting the remaining three parameters. In
both cases no further constraints (e.g. forcing values to be positive) were employed.
The viscoelastic parameters extracted in each case are given in table 7.2.1:

Parameter
Yo / mN m"'
y / mN s m'^
£o / mN m'^
E ' / mN s m"'

Method (a)
75.68
-4.073x10"^
6.15
1.282x10'^

Method (b)
73.73
0
1.96
4.739x10-^

Table 7.2.1. Viscoelastic parameters for PMi\/IA-QP4VP on 1M KCI solution, Fs =
0.7mg m"^, q = 266cm"\ Values obtained by fitting (a) four parameters (b) three
parameters

These values were then inserted into the dispersion equation to generate a theoretical
plot of both capillary wave frequency and damping against q. These are shown,
along with the experimental data, in figures 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. In both cases, it is
immediately clear that the experimentally obtained values of capillary wave
frequency and damping are best reproduced by the line corresponding to the data
fitting procedure where only three parameters are floated (i.e. where transverse shear
viscosity is constrained to zero). One factor that does have to be taken into account
is that the viscoelastic moduli are frequency dependent. The result of this can be best
seen in figure 7.2.1, where the experimental data slightly diverge from the
theoretically generated data at higher wavenumbers. Nevertheless, it is clear
(especially from figure 7.2.2) that the experimental data are best reproduced when

y = o.
This result, along with the overall quality of the fits obtained using this method gave
a clear indication that this method of data analysis was the most appropriate in this
case. An identical result was found for subphases of water and O.IM KCI solution
and a process of constraining y = 0 was therefore adopted for all data analysis.
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7.3 WATER SUBPHASE

The results obtained from SQELS experiments for spread films of PMMA-QP4VP
on water subphases are presented in this secdon. Three series of experiments were
undertaken. Initially, a wavenumber of q = 270cm"' was selected and the behaviour
of the surface waves studied as a function of polymer surface concentradon. The
values of capillary wave frequency and damping obtained from damped cosine
fitdng of the data are presented, along with the viscoelastic parameters extracted
from direct spectral analysis and the discussion of these results.

The surface concentration scan is followed by a frequency dependence study of the
wave properties. In these experiments, one fixed polymer surface concentration is
selected and q varied. The results of both direct spectral analysis techniques are
again presented and discussed.

Finally, in an attempt to determine whether the polymer monolayer exists as a
uniform film or as a series of 'islands' on the liquid surface, time dependence
studies have been undertaken. Correlation functions were recorded over a period of
dme for the same film and phenomenologically analysed. This yields values of
capillary wave frequency and damping, from which it is possible to obtain
information regarding both the homogeneity and the stability of the film.
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7.3.1.

CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE STUDIES

7.3.1.1. R e s u l t s : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y & D a m p i n g

The variation of capillary wave frequency with polymer surface concentration is
shown in figure 7.3.1. The data presented is a combination of two sets of
experiments carried out over a year apart, using two different correlator and
photomultiplier tube systems (see secdon 3.3.2). The data follow highly similar
trends, which gives a good indication of the reproducibility of the experiments and
implies that the results obtained are independent of instrumentation.

The capillary wave frequency maintains a value equivalent to that of pure water {ca.
3.7xlO'^cm'^ at this wavenumber) up to Ts ~ 0.7mg m"^. At surface concentradons
above this, the frequency decreases approximately monotonically, this decrease
continuing undl the highest surface concentration explored. This decrease in
frequency can be analysed mathematically by the application of a least squares fit to
the concentration range 0.7 <
0
1 1

Fg

/ mg m'^ < 3.5. This yields a value of dcOo/dPs =

-4184m mg" s' , which will be compared with the values obtained on potassium
chloride soludons in secdon 7.4.1.
The capillary wave damping (figure 7.3.2) displays a more characteristic variadon
with surface concentration. From a value equivalent to that of pure water, damping
increases slowly up to F s = 0.5mg m'"^ and then much more rapidly, attaining a
maximum at a surface concentration of 0.8mg m"^. The value of damping at this
concentration is approximately twice that of pure water. At higher surface
concentrations, damping decreases, although there is some evidence of a second,
much smaller maximum at Fs = 1.5mg m" .

7.3.1.2. R e s u l t s : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

As demonstrated in section 7.2, the data from these experiments can be best fitted
using three viscoelasdc parameters, surface tension, Yoi diladonal modulus, Zq and
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dilational viscosity, z\ The dependence on each of these with surface concentration
is outlined in turn:

Surface Tension
The variation of dynamic surface tension with polymer surface concentration is
shown by the circles in figure 7.3.3. A highly similar dependence to that in figure
7.3.1 is exhibited, surface tension remaining constant at its original value until Fs ~
0.7mg m' . This similarity arises from equation 2.3.7, which shows that damping is
directly related to surface tension.
The data is also compared with the static surface tension obtained from surface
pressure data measured using a Wilhelmy plate,

yo,static

(shown by the line on figure

7.3.3). Different behaviour is clearly exhibited. In the range 0.8 < Fs / mg m'^ < 1.3,
Ycdynamic < To.staticYcdynamic

At higher surfacc concentrations, the two sets of data cross and

bccomcs greater that

Yo.static

at the highest surface concentrations studied.

Unlike the plot of static surface pressure, there appears to be no plateau present in
the dynamic surface tension data. Similar effects, where

yo,dynamic ^ Yo.static

have been

observed with a graft copolymer of PMMA-PEO.^^

Dilational Modulus
A plot of dynamic dilational modulus against surface concentration is shown by the
circles in figure 7.3.4. At the lowest polymer surface concentration studied, the
value of £o (3mN m"^) is distinct from that of pure water (zero). £o then rises steadily
with increasing surface concentration until a maximum value of 8o

13mN m'' is

attained at F s = l.Omg m' . Around this region of the plot, the error bars are
noticeably larger, indicating greater deviation within the ten individual values of 8o
from which the mean value is obtained. Beyond the maximum value, the plot of
dilational modulus then follows a similar form to that of capillary wave damping,
initially decreasing before levelling out slightly and decreasing again at the highest
concentrations. There is some evidence of a second maximum of smaller magnitude
at F s = 1.3mg m'^, a similar concentration to where there is also an increase in
capillary wave damping.
The static Gibbs elasticities are calculated from equation 5.2.2 and plotted as the line
in figure 7.3.4. It is clear that the behaviour is totally unlike that of the dynamic
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dilational moduli. Similar differences in values of dilational moduli have been
observed in other systems,'^ although other work has shown a good agreement
between the two values.*^ No rise in £o,static is observed until Fs ~ 1.1 mg m ^ and the
maximum obtained by these static values occurs at twice the surface concentration
and over five times the value of dilational modulus as the static values.

Dilational Viscosity
All values of dilational viscosity reported (figure 7.3.5) are found to be positive, a
significantly different observation from that in a number of recent studies,^^'^"^ where
negative values have been observed,

increases slowly from a surface

concentration of 0.5mg m"^. A small maximum is observed at Fs ~ 1.4mg m"^ and at
higher surface concentrations, a plateau is seen at e' ~ 2.2x10""^ mN s m ^

7.3.1.3. D i s c u s s i o n : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y & Damping

The predominant feature in the plot of capillary wave damping against polymer
surface concentration is the occurrence of a maximum at Fs = 0.8 mg m' . Typically,
a maximum in a plot of either capillary wave frequency or damping is due to
resonanceoccurring between the transverse and longitudinal modes of the system.
This phenomenon is observed when the frequencies of the two modes, given to first
approximations below, are equal.

r 3
(On ~
V P y

Equation 7.3.1.
1/3

Equation 7.3.2.

(Or

Where coc and COD are the frequencies of the capillary and dilational modes
respectively. At low q (as used here), classical resonance is observed where the ratio
^Jjo -0.16. To determine i f this is indeed the cause of the maximum in the plot of
capillary wave damping, the values of ejyo were calculated (figure 7.3.6). At Fs =
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0.8mg m"^, EJJo = 0.153 ± 0.016, implying that at this surface concentration,
classical resonance does indeed appear to be occurring.

Attention is now turned to the small maximum in the capillary wave damping at Fs ~
1.5mg m'^. Although small, a maximum is observed consistently in this region for
more than one set of experimental data, implying that the effect is indeed real.
Figure 7.3.6 shows that at this surface concentration, ejjo

~ 0.07, a value

substantially smaller than the 0.16 indicative of classical resonance. An alternative
explanation for the occurrence of this maximum is that at this surface concentration,
the capillary waves may be resonating with another surface mode (not the dilational
waves). This observation has been reported previouslyand the existence of these
'extra' surface modes has been reported by Kramer.
The resonance of two sets of surface waves can be compared to the coupling of two
17

oscillators

with frequencies Qi and Q 2 - In such a system, neither 'lossy oscillator'

can move independently, but the uncoupled oscillation frequencies, coi and (O2 are
related to the coupled frequencies by the expression:
Equation 7.3.3.

( Q - C O , ) ( Q - C O 2 ) = K ^

Where K is the coupling constant. When K = 0 (indicating that there is no coupling
between the two modes), Qi = coi and/or Q2 = CO2. For K > 0, the frequencies diverge,
coi becoming greater than Qi and CO2 less than ^22- This implies that i f the coupling
was to reach a maximum value, coi (in this case the capillary wave frequency) will
also reach a maximum while (O2 (the dilational wave frequency) will record a
minimum. This is tested by calculating the frequency of the dilational waves at each
surface concentration studied (dilational wave frequency and damping are
inaccessible by experimental techniques other than at resonance). To do this, the
viscoelastic parameters obtained from the spectral fit (section 7.3.1.2) were inputted
into the dispersion equation. Solving the equation results in two sets of frequency
and damping roots being obtained, one related to the capillary waves, the other to
the dilational waves. The frequencies of the dilational waves are plotted in figure
7.3.7.
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From these results, it can be seen that there is a small minimum in the dilational
wave frequency occurring at 1.4 < Fs / mg m' < 1.6. In fact, it is within this surface
concentration range where the difference between the frequencies of the capillary
and dilational waves is maximum (coc - COD = S.OxlO'^cm"^). This divergence of the
frequencies of the two modes implies that it is at this surface concentration where K
is a maximum, indicating that coupling between the two modes is occurring.
However, the amplitudes of the maximum in frequency and minimum in damping
are both very small, implying that the coupling is very weak, substantially less than
the coupling inherent in classical resonance occurring at Fs = 0,8mg m"^.

7.3.1.4. D i s c u s s i o n : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

The plot of surface tension against surface concentration is shown in figure 7.3.3.
Theoretically,^ surface pressure is predicted to scale with polymer grafting density
as:

Equation 7.3.4.

n « ol^'^^b'^'N^keT

As grafting density is directly proportional to surface concentration, the above
scaling relationship is still valid i f Fs is substituted for GQ. The experimental data
obtained from SQELS scales as n ~ Fs^^, a significant departure from the value
predicted above.
A further observation is the significant difference between the values measured by
static and dynamic techniques. At low surface concentrations, the static values of
surface tension are greater than the dynamic values. A 'crossover' of the two data
sets occurs at Fs ~ 1.5mg m" , the surface concentration where it has been
determined that coupling of modes takes place. For higher surface concentrations,
the values of surface tension obtained from SQELS are larger than the static values,
indicating that the spread film relaxes when perturbed by a capillary oscillation.

Neglecting y , K and X, the remaining two viscoelastic parameters, dilational
modulus and dilational viscosity are expected to scale as:
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8„ ~ aJ^^'^b'^'N^kBT

Equation 7.3.5.

e ~ a^b^r|,N^

Equation 7.3.6.

The experimental data shows some agreement with these scaling expressions. For
surface concentrations of 0.5 < 8o < l.Omg m" , 8o scales as 8o ~ F , close to the
predicted value of Eo ~ F '

Dilational viscosity scales as

~ F^ for concentrations

up to 1 .Omg m"^, exactly as predicted by theory.
Clearly, the dynamic dilational modulus and the static Gibbs elasticity show
significantly different behaviour, most noticeably at surface concentrations greater
than 1.2mg m'^. The explanation for this substantial difference between the two sets
of data is thought to be the difference between the experimental time and length
scales. Light scattering experiments involve microscopic displacement of the film on
a short time scale of ~ l/cOo- Classical (static) values of dilational modulus on the
other hand involve large-scale compression of the film and much larger times.
During this period, film rearrangement may take place and the conformation of the
film may differ from that sampled by light scattering.
An abrupt change is observed in the values of £o and e' (figures 7.3.4 and 7.3.5
respectively) over the concentration range 1.0 < Fs / mg m"^ < 1.5. Dilational
viscosity shows a slight maximum at the higher end of this range, although the
above scaling theory predicts that it should increase continuously with grafting
density (and therefore surface concentration). This behaviour suggests that there is a
change in the arrangement of the polyelectrolytic QP4VP chains. However, results
for neutron reflectometry work presented in chapter six appear to preclude this as a
possibility.
The neutron reflectometry studies reveal that the length of the polyelectrolyte
'brush' increases uniformly with surface concentration, rather than in the small
concentration range suggested by the SQELS results. The fact that the brush is a
polyelectrolyte also has a bearing on its behaviour. The high degree of dissociation
of the chain results in strong polyelectrolyte behaviour, causing the brush to stretch,
minimising the Coulombic interaction between monomer units. Further factors, such
as the reduction of the apparent charge of the polyelectrolyte by counterion
condensation,^^ may limit the brush extension relative to that of a completely
dissociated QP4VP unit.
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7.3.2.

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE STUDIES

The frequency dependence of the surface properties of a film of PMMA-QP4VP
have also been studied. In these experiments, one surface concentration was chosen,
in this case that where classical resonance was observed to occur, 0.8mg m" . By
using a 400mW laser, the q range was greatly extended, up to a wavenumber of
2407cm"^ (corresponding to frequencies of 9.88x1 O^s"' for the clean water surface
and 9.06x1 O^s"' with a spread monolayer). The results obtained are presented and
discussed in a manner similar to that in section 7.3.1.

7.3.2.1. R e s u l t s : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y & Damping

A plot of capillary wave frequency and damping against wavenumber is shown in
figure 7.3.8. The symbols represent the experimental data, whereas the lines are the
theoretical values calculated for a pure water surface, using literature values of
surface tension, density and viscosity. As expected, the introduction of a monolayer
to the liquid surface depresses the value of frequency and increases the value of
damping from that of pure water. Linear least squares fits of these data show the
frequency and damping to scale as cOo ~ q^ "^^ and F ~ q^^^, giving reasonable
agreement with the expected scaling factors of 1.5 and 2 respectively.
Unusual behaviour is exhibited in the plot of capillary wave damping at both
intermediate (q ~ 1500cm"^) and high (q = 2400cm"^) values of wavenumber. In both
of these regions, the values of damping recorded for a monolayer covered surface
diverge from those for pure water. Similar divergences in damping have been
observed in the study of surfactant systems, where the values of damping have been
found to rise away from'"^ or fall towardsthat predicted for pure water. This effect
is discussed in section 7.3.2.3.

7.3.2.2. R e s u l t s : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

Surface Tension
The behaviour of surface tension with capillary wave frequency is presented in
figure 7.3.9. The data is highly scattered, values of Yo between 67 and 76mN m"^ are
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found and no trend is discernible.
Dilational Modulus

A plot of dilational modulus against frequency (figure 7.3.10) reveals a much more
interesting trend. From a low value at the lowest surface concentration, dilational
modulus increases to a maximum of ca. 17mN m'^ at cOo = 2.0xl0^s'^ before
decreasing to a minimum of ca. 5mN m"^ at cOo ~ 3.7xl0^s'\ The data in the low
frequency regime show very good reproducibility. At higher frequencies, dilational
modulus appears to rise to larger values, although the data in this region has very
large uncertainties due to the range of values of 80 returned by the fitting of each
correlation function.

Dilational

Viscosity

The variation of dilational viscosity with frequency (figure 7.3.11) is also found to
exhibit a discernible trend. The maximum value of e' (l.OxlO '^mN s m'^) is observed
at the lowest frequency studied. From there, the data decreases steadily until a broad
minimum is reached at ODo ~ 5.0xl0^s"\ Even in this region, all values of

remain

positive. At higher frequencies, 8' again rises, although the rise is shallower and less
well defined than the initial drop.

7.3.2.3. D i s c u s s i o n : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y & D a m p i n g

The most unusual observation from the plot of capillary wave frequency and
damping against q (figure 7.3.8) is the discontinuity observed in the values of
on

damping. It has previously been suggested

that this deviation at high q is due to the

coupling of the dilational waves. However, here it is suggested that instrumental
effects may play a significant part in this phenomenon. This is now discussed.
It was observed that there are two regions (at q

1500 and 2400cm'^) where the

damping of a monolayer covered surface increases significantly compared to that of
pure water. Due to the inflexible channel width architecture of the correlator, it is at
these values of wavenumber that changes in experimental set-up took place.
Generally, the following experimental conditions were used:
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Wavenumber / cm"^
400-600
700-1500
1600-2500

Channel width / |is
5
2
1

Number of channels
192-H 8 delay
72 + 8 delay
32 + 8 delay

Table 7.3.1. Typical conditions for the running of SQELS experiments

The data in the third column in the above table details the number of data points
collected. The first figure is the number of data channels forming the actual
correlation function. These are evenly spaced by the channel width. The eight delay
channels are recorded at much longer delay times, to measure the 'background'
count, where the correlation function has decayed to zero.
The most significant 'step' recorded in the capillary wave damping occurs as the
experimental set-up changes from a channel width of 2|is to one of l|is. To
determine whether the effect was real, or simply an artefact of this change, a
simulated correlation function was generated from an arbitrary set of viscoelastic
parameters (q = 1730cm'\ yo = 70mN m\

Y = 0, 8o = 24mN m"^ and e' =

3.2xl0^mN s m"^). From this single set of data, specific points were selected to give
two new correlation functions. The first of these had 80 data points with a 2)Lis
channel width an the second 40 data points with a l|Lis channel width. Both are
shown in figure 7.3.12.
These two correlation functions were then fitted to obtain values of capillary wave
frequency and damping. The fits obtained are shown in figures 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 and
the data obtained presented in table 7.3.2.

Channel width / |LIS
2
1

Frequency / s"^
270334 ± 78
270439 ± 68

Damping / s"*
35466 ± 2 1 5
34488 ± 223

Table 7.3.2. Values of capillary wave frequency and damping extracted from
simulated correlation functions with 2|j.s and 1)is channel widths

The two values of capillary wave frequency are very similar and are within the
estimated error. On the other hand, the values of damping are not so alike, the
correlation function with the longer channel width resulting in the higher value of
damping. The difference between the two values is approximately 3% and greater
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than the errors estimated on each. As the two correlation functions were produced
from an identical set of data, this disagreement is due to the differences between the
actual data selected for fitting. The reasons for this are as follows. Firstly, the
correlation function with a 2|xs channel width has more widely spaced data points,
meaning that the maxima and minima of the correlation function are poorly defined.
Generally, only a single data point describes any minimum or maximum. This
results in the fit in this region being 'pointed' (figure 7.3.13) compared to the much
'smoother' fit of the data with a shorter channel width (figure 7.3.14). It is the
maxima and minima of a correlation function that have to be fitted accurately in
order to obtain true values of damping; the truncating of these points implying a
more damped correlation function than is actually the case. Secondly, the correlation
function with a l|is channel width is truncated and does not decay to background,
giving only three maxima or minima from which to calculate both the frequency and
the damping.

A second simulation was carried out for correlation functions with longer channel
widths. Correlation functions with channel widths of 5|is and 10|Lis, each with 200
data points, were produced from one set of parameters (q = 1645cmyo = 70mN
m'^ y = 0, £o = 24mN m'^yo = 3.2xl0^mN s m"^). The values of capillary wave
frequency and damping obtained are presented below:

Channel width / )LIS
10
5

Frequency / s"^
16208 ± 5
16213 ± 5

Damping / s'^
1867± 12
1775± 13

Table 7.3.3. Values of capillary wave frequency and damping extracted from
simulated correlation functions with 10|J.S and 5|j.s channel widths

A similar result to above is found, the values of frequency vary by only 0.03% and
are within their errors, whereas the values of damping differ by around 5%.

Clearly, in both cases, the longer channel width gives the higher value of capillary
wave damping. This is therefore the reason (or at least a significant part of the
reason) for the rise in damping relative to that of pure water. At q ~ 1550cm"\ the
wavenumber where the experimental channel width is reduced from 2|is to Ijis, the
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value of damping relative to that of water decreases. Therefore, i f two sets of data
were to be collected, each with a different channel width, at points around this
transition, two distinct results would be expected. Such an experiment has been
undertaken for a film of Fs = 0.8mg m'^ spread on water and the results are presented
in table 7.3.4:

Wavenumber / cm"^
1264
1384
1506
1630
1752

Damping / s"^
Channel width = 2|is
Channel width = l\is
345781416
27205 1 1070
44194 ± 7 5 9
325481 1189
52578±1120
510161866
6805012010
656481 1160
694541 1160
64783 1 1232

Table 7.3.4. Comparison of capillary wave damping values obtained using channel
widths of 2 and 1 |LIS

From the above table, it is clear that at high wavenumbers the selection of two
different experimental channel widths does indeed yield different results. In all
cases, capillary wave damping is reported to be higher for the longer channel width,
explaining the 'rise' observed in figure 7.3.8.

7.3.2.4. D i s c u s s i o n : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

A common method used in an attempt to gain more information on the viscoelastic
21

behaviour of the system is the application of viscoelastic models

to describe the

22

relaxation processes occurring. In previous work,

models have been used to

describe the behaviour of films of (amongst other systems) a PMMA homopolymer.
A similar approach is adopted here, in an attempt to obtain similar information for
the diblock copolymer.
The two simplest (and most commonly used) of these models^^ are the Maxwell
fluid and the Voigt solid. These can be represented in terms of elements comprised
of mechanical components of springs and dashpots, connected either in series or in
parallel. The resulting Maxwell and Voigt elements are shown schematically in
figure 7.3.15.
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Spring
- Dashpot

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.3.15. Schematic representations of (a) Maxwell and (b) Voigt viscoelastic
models.

The capillary waves of the liquid surface impart an oscillatory stress and strain on
the spread film. These two properties are connected via the complex modulus,
G*(co):

Equation 7.3.7.

G*(co)=GXco)+iG»

Where G'(co) and G"(co) are the storage and loss moduli respectively, which in
SQELS experiments are usually equal to yo and cOo/. However, in this work, y = 0
and therefore the equivalent dilational expressions are used, namely
G''(co) =

COOE'.

G'((jL)) = £o

and

These expressions are only valid at the resonance point, where the

frequencies of the capillary and dilational modes are equal.
The expressions for G'(co) and G''(co) for a Maxwell model are:

G(coj=G, +

G » =

Equation 7.3.8.

^^
i + corx

Equation 7.3.9.

1+

Whereas, for the Voigt model:

G'(co)=G,

Equation 7.3.10.

G»=G.co,T

Equation 7.3.11.
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Where Gi is the strength of the relaxation process (with relaxation time T) and Ge the
zero-frequency (or equilibrium) modulus.

For the Voigt model, the surface tension and dilational modulus are clearly
frequency independent and, from equations 7.3.8 and 7.3.9, the following expression
for relaxation time is obtained:

T=—

Equation 7.3.12.

8„

This expression describes the dilational mode of the system. As the frequencies of
the dilational mode are experimentally inaccessible, we have to use the capillary
wave frequencies. As outlined above, this is an acceptable procedure at the
resonance

position.

Although

the

relaxation times

calculated

at

surface

concentrations other than where resonance prevails are therefore only 'apparent'
values, the results obtained are still valid in ascertaining the nature of the spread film

A similar expression for the dilational mode can be generated for the Maxwell
model, where the frequency is in this case dependent upon dilational modulus:

^ ^ Scdynarnic^

EqUatiOn 7.3.13.

^cstatic

dynamic

Figure 7.3.9 shows that the surface tension of the PMMA-QP4VP diblock
copolymer is essentially independent of capillary wave frequency, the same result
observed for a film of PMMA homopolymer.^^ A straight line of yo = 71.38mN m'^
is fitted to these data in figure 7.3.16, suggesting that the spread film of the
copolymer behaves as a Voigt fluid.

To obtain the relaxation time for the system, a plot of loss modulus (the product of
capillary wave frequency and dilational viscosity) is shown in figure 7.3.17. When
attempting to f i t this data, it was found that a large number of equally 'good' fits
could be obtained. To counter this, G i was fixed to the value of 71.28mN m'^
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obtained above. As can be seen, the resulting f i t to the data is poor, the trends in the
plot not being followed to any real extent. The value of relaxation time obtained
f r o m this process is x = 3.73x10' ± 4.87x10" s, approximately an order of magnitude
greater than the value of T obtained for a P M M A homopolymer^^ and an order of
magnitude less than that for a P M M A - P E O linear diblock copolymer.^^

Assuming a Voigt model, the relaxation times for each surface concentration were
calculated by the use of equation 7.3.12. The resulting data are shown in figure
7.3.18. A t low surface concentrations, the relaxation time is approximately constant
(T ~ 10|Lis) before increasing in the concentration range 0.8 < Fs / mg m'^ < 1.4 and
reaching at plateau of T ~ 60)is at this higher concentration. This increase in x with
surface concentration is the result expected f r o m the increase in the concentration of
QP4VP units. The shorter relaxation times imply that the polymer exists in a coiled
conformation, whereas the longer times imply a rigid-rod (stretched) conformation.
Such an increase in T begins at Fs = l.Omg m"^. Surface pressure isotherm studies
(chapter five) reveal this to be approximately the concentration where the polymer
chains on the surface begin to interact and the QP4VP is 'pushed' into the liquid
subphase. This is confirmed by neutron reflectometry experiments (chapter six),
which show an increase in polyelectrolyte chain lengths with surface concentration.

Figure 7.3.17 clearly shows that the loss modulus cannot be represented by a Voigt
model. As an alternative, despite the lack of an obvious surface tension dependence
on frequency, it was attempted to apply a Maxwell model to the system. Fitting the
plot o f surface tension against capillary wave frequency in this manner simply
resulted in a f i t very similar to that shown in figure 7.3.16, with an unphysical
negative value o f relaxation time.
It therefore appears that the interfacial rheology of the system is described by neither
a Voigt nor a Maxwell model. Another indication of this is shown by the production
of a Cole-Cole plot.^"^ I f a single relaxation time is present, a plot of (DQE' against Eo
should describe a semi-circle of radius Gi/2 and origin Ge + Gi/2. As illustrated in
figure 7.3.19, for the present data this is clearly not the case.
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Neither the Maxwell nor the Voigt models adequately describe the experimental
data obtained here. The Voigt model comes the closer of the two to representing the
data, but fails to model the loss modulus curve and a Cole-Cole plot is
unsatisfactory. The viscoelastic behaviour of the system is therefore more complex
than either of these two models and successful portrayal would require a model
consisting of a more intricate arrangement of springs and dashpots.

In section 7.3.1.3, the theory of coupled oscillators was discussed briefly. With
knowledge of the viscoelastic parameters, this can now be used to extract further
information on the system. One phenomenon that can be investigated in this manner
is that o f mode mixing.

Equation 7.3.3 gives an expression for the coupling of two classical oscillators. For
surface waves, however, the conditions are not ideal and, as in any real system,
energy losses occur. The system is therefore best described by analogy to coupled
lossy oscillators. A l l o w i n g the frequencies to be complex, the square of the coupling
constant, K^, can take positive and negative values. The coupling can be defined as
reactive (when

> 0) or resistive (when

< 0) and it is the former of these which

is o f relevance here.
In a system where the frequencies of the two oscillations are constant but the
coupling changes, an increase in coupling can lead to the imaginary components of
the normal modes converging. A further increase in

causes the values to become

equivalent, before the normal modes separate. A t this point and thereafter, the two
normal modes exhibit mixed characteristics, giving rise to mode mixing.

This theory can be applied to results obtained f r o m SQELS experiments, to
determine i f mode mixing is occurring. When there is resonance between the
capillary and dilational modes (as is the case here when Eg = 0.8mg m" ), it is clear
that mode mixing may occur i f the dampings of the two modes converge. To
investigate this, a series of simulations have been undertaken.

Firstly, the effects of transverse shear viscosity on capillary and dilational wave
damping have been examined in the absence of a dilational viscosity. Using a
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wavenumber of q = 270cm"^ and the parameters To = 72.6mN m"' and £o = 1 I m N m '
\ the value of Y has been varied between 0 and 6xlO"'^mN s m'\ The results are
plotted in figure 7.3.20. It can been seen that the values of capillary and dilational
wave damping converge as / increases.

As the experimental data in this work has been fitted constraining the value of
transverse shear viscosity to zero, a more pertinent simulation is presented in figure
7.3.21. The same values of To, 8o and q as above are used, / set to zero and

varied.

For positive values o f e', the damping of the dilational mode is significantly greater
than that of the capillary mode. The two damping values begin to converge at higher
values of e\ For negative values of dilational viscosity, the dilational wave damping
is reduced significantly and the two plots cross at

~ -1.6x10"'^ m N s m ^ It is in

this region where mode mixing may occur.

Scrutiny of dispersion plots (of normalised frequency against normalised damping)
can determine whether mode mixing is possible. Normalised frequency and damping
are calculated by:

^o,norm

^"
[7 7~/ ^
VlToq / p j

Equation 7.3.14.

r „ . ™ = ^

Equation 7.3.15.

Figure 7.3.22 shows a theoretical dispersion plot generated with a typical value of
Yo, y = 0 and e' < 0 (of approximately the same value as the crossover of the two
modes i n figure 7.3.22). A variety of dilational moduli were used and q was varied
to produce such a profile. A t high values of EQ, the dilational mode appears on the
right-hand side o f the plot, normalised damping decreasing as q increases. The
capillary mode takes the f o r m of a semi-circular arc, dropping down f r o m a point
with co-ordinates (1,5). When mode mixing occurs (at 8o = 8 m N m"^), a significant
change in behaviour is observed. The mode that appears to be the dilational mode at
high values o f normalised damping curls at high q and follows the path of a capillary
mode. The opposite effect is show by the mode originating at (1,5). Initially showing
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capillary behaviour, this mode adopts the path of a dilational mode as normalised
damping decreases.
A similar calculation (figure 7.3.23) shows that for a positive value of dilational
viscosity,

= 1.6xlO''^mN s m " \ the two modes clearly retain their own

characteristics and mode mixing does not occur. This simulation (where £o = lOmN
m"^) represents a f i l m o f the diblock copolymer at the resonance concentration and
therefore indicates that mode mixing does not occur in this example.

As confirmation of this, figure 7.3.24 shows an experimental plot of wavenumber
against normalised damping, produced f r o m the data obtained f r o m a f i l m of Fs =
0.8mg m'^. Clearly, the data is highly scattered, but there appears to be a decrease in
normalised damping with increasing q. These results are compared with figure
7.3.25, using the same viscoelastic parameters as in figure 7.3.22, where mode
mixing was observed to occur. Here, the normalised damping of the capillary wave
initially decreases slightly with increasing q, before becoming overdamped and
dropping further. The dilational mode initially drops rapidly before levelling o f f at
higher q. As mode mixing is occurring, these two modes do not cross, rather the
dilational mode assumes pseudo capillary mode behaviour at high q and vice
A

versa.

similar transformation f r o m one mode to another is not observed in the

experimental data which, as previously stated, is almost continuous in behaviour.
This is therefore another indication that mode mixing is not occurring in this
instance.

A dispersion plot of normalised damping against normalised frequency is shown in
figure 7.3.26. Although the data appears to fall in the shape of a chevron, there is no
discernible trend with increasing wavenumber. I f mode mixing was occurring in the
system, the data would follow a 'hook'-like path, which is clearly not observed in
this case. For clarity, a set of data f r o m a single experimental run is presented in
figure 7.3.27. Alongside each point is the wavenumber (in cm"^) at which the data
was obtained. This plot makes it easier to see that the data is in fact scattered with no
real trend observable as wavenumber increases. The line on figure 7.3.27 is a
theoretical plot calculated for the average values of the viscoelastic parameters over
the q range explored, namely Yo = 70.24mN m\Y
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6.537x10'^^mN m s'\ This theoretical plot shows similar characteristics to the
experimental data and any discrepancies can be assigned to the use of only average
values of the viscoelastic parameters to generate such a plot.

A further indication of the influence of the value of e' on the system is shown in
figure 7.3.28, plots o f frequency and damping against the ratio
three plots has been calculated using Yo = 72.6mN m ', /

Ejjo-

Each of the

= 0, q = 270cm"^ and

varying E Q . Figure (a) shows the results obtained when both viscosities are
constrained to zero. Here, the frequencies of the capillary and dilational waves
coincide at

EQ/JO

« 0.16, indicating classical resonance. When a positive value of E'

=

1.6xl0"^mN s m'^ is introduced (figure (b)), the plot of the dilational frequency
significantly changes shape and resonance now occurs at

EJJO

= 0.28. W i t h a

negative value o f E ' = -1.6x10""^ m N s m \ the frequency of the capillary wave takes
on new characteristics, increasing with

EQ/JO.

This rapid increase has the effect that

the two modes do not cross, although cross-over in the behaviour of the capillary
and dilational modes does occur and is indicated by the dotted lines. The dilational
mode attains capillary mode character and vice versa, the crossover predicted to take
place at

EQ/JO

~

0.08, indicating that mode mixing can occur at positions other than

the classical resonance point of EQ/JO ==0.16.

To summarise, mode mixing does not appear to be occurring at the resonance point
in this system (Fs = 0.8mg m ' ). Simulations carried out with the viscoelastic
parameters extracted at this concentration show none of the properties associated
with this phenomenon. However, mode mixing is seen to occur with negative values
of dilational viscosity, which are not observed in this study.
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Figure 7.3.28a. Frequency (red) and damping (blue) of the capillary and dilational
modes (marked on plot) as a function of eo/yo for a system with zero dilational
viscosity. Data generated from the parameters YO = 72.6mN m \ / = 0, e' = 0 and q
= 270cm"^
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Figure 7.3.28b. Frequency (red) and damping (blue) of the capillary and dilational
modes (marked on plot) as a function of EJ^O for a system with a positive dilational
viscosity. Data generated from the parameters YO = 72.6mN m"\ y = 0, E ' = 1.6x10"
"^mN m s"* and q = 270cm"'
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Figure 7.3.28c. Frequency (red) and damping (blue) of the capillary and dilational
modes (marked on plot) as a function of E Q / Y O for a system with a negative dilational
viscosity. Data generated from the parameters YO = 72.6mN m \ / = 0, E ' = -1.6x10'
"^mN m s'^ and q = 270cm"\ The dashed lines represent the crossover between the
behaviour of the capillary and dilational waves
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7.3.3.

TIME DEPENDENCE

STUDIES

Time dependence runs were used to assess the inhomogeniety and stability of the
polymer films on the liquid surface. In these experiments, one correlation function
was recorded per minute and each function was analysed individually to obtain
values of capillary wave frequency and damping.
I f the polymer f i l m exists as a series of 'islands' on the liquid surface, it was
expected that fluctuations in these parameters would be observed. As the islands
'float' across the liquid surface, the incident beam samples either water or polymer
f i l m and therefore the values of cOo and F are therefore expected to fluctuate between
high and low values.
I f f i l m relaxation occurs over a long time scale, this w i l l also be observed in these
experiments as a gradual change in capillary wave frequency and damping with
time.

7.3.3.1. R e s u l t s

Plots of damping against time for the three surface concentrations studied in this
fashion (0.2, 0.5 and 2.0mg m ' ) are shown in figures 7.3.29 to 7.3.31.

For a f i l m of 0.2mg m" (figure 7.3.29), the value of capillary wave damping does
not vary significantly f r o m that of pure water (1329s"') indicated by a line on the
plot. A n y increase i n damping is due to statistical and experimental effects. In these
experiments, each data point corresponds to one correlation function, rather than an
average of ten functions, causing a spread of values.

Notably different behaviour is observed at higher surface concentrations. For a f i l m
of 0.5mg m" (figure 7.3.30), a marked variation in capillary wave frequency with
time is observed. This is discussed below. A t 2.0mg m"^ (figure 7.3.31), there is
again little change i n capillary wave damping with time, although in this instance all
these values are greater than

Fwater-
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Figure 7.3.29. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on water
(circles). T s = 0.2mg m"^, q = 259.6cm \ Data overlayed with Twater = 1329s'^ (line)
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Figure 7.3.30. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on water
(circles). T s = O.Smg m'^, q = 269.9cm"\ Data overlayed with Twater = 1596s'^ (line)
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Figure 7.3.31. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on water
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7.3.3.2. Discussion

The results obtained for a polymer surface concentration of 0.2mg m"'^ show a value
of capillary wave damping consistently around that of pure water. From this, it is
difficult to ascertain whether or not the film completely covers the liquid surface at
this low concentration. It could be deduced that as F ~ Fwater, the small quantity of
polymer exists as a single island which, over the course of the seven hours of the
experiment, never once enters the part of the surface illuminated by the laser beam.
More likely is that at this low surface concentration, the film does not increase the
value of damping recorded from that of pure water. I f this is this case, it is
impossible to determine at whether or not the polymer does exist as a uniform film.

At 2.0mg m' , it is clear that polymer does exist as a uniform film. The vast majority
of values of capillary wave damping fall in the range 2000 < F / s'' < 2200,
substantially greater than the value of F = 1640s'* obtained for a pure water surface.
The overall consistency of the values indicates that, at long time periods, the film
does not undergo relaxation. Surface pressure studies (section 5.2.3.3) find that film
relaxation takes place in the first ten minutes following compression, after which
time the film becomes stable. This is not observed by SQELS experiments as after
compression of the film, the experimental equipment has to be aligned and sufficient
time then given for the apparatus to 'settle'. This takes approximately ten minutes
and these relaxation effects are therefore not observed by SQELS experiments.

It is the data obtained from a film of Fs = 0.5mg m"^ which exhibit the most
interesting phenomena. Except for a short period at the start of the experiment, all
the values of capillary wave damping are greater those that of pure water. However,
the values of damping recorded are not consistent throughout the experiment. The
data is presented in an alternative fashion in the histogram in figure 7.3.32. Here the
data are binned into 50s"* damping ranges and plotted against the number of these
values recorded. This latter plot emphasises that a wide range of damping values are
recorded, the most prevalent being in the range 1650 < F / s * < 1850. The fact that
the values are greater than that of pure water implies that at all stages of the
experiment, some quantity of polymer is present in the region of the surface
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illuminated by the laser beam. However, the varying values of damping indicate that
there are differences between each individual run. It is suggested that this is a result
of the liquid surface consisting of islands that are small and/or moving rapidly. If
this were indeed the case, a typical 30 second correlation function would consist of
data collected when polymer is in the beam, and that collected when the beam is
illuminating only pure water. The total correlation function would therefore be a
combination of these two extremes.
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7.3.4.

SUMMARY

A SQELS study of a film of PMMA-QP4VP spread on water has been undertaken.
At low surface concentrations, the polymer appears to exist as islands on the liquid
surface before forming a uniform film at higher concentrations.

Surface concentration studies have revealed that a resonance between the capillary
and dilational waves is observed at Fs = 0.8mg m' . A further peak in the capillary
wave damping is seen at Fs = 1.5mg m" . A minimum in dilational wave damping is
also found at this surface concentration and this observation is therefore assigned to
an unidentified form of mode coupling. The viscoelastic parameters (extracted by
constraining transverse shear viscosity to zero) show different characteristics to
those shown by the static (cOo = 0) equivalents. The data has been compared to
polymer scaling theory with varying degrees of success.

A frequency dependence study at the resonance concentration shows an interesting
variation of capillary wave damping with frequency. This has partially been
explained by an examination of the fitting procedure used. Attempts to fit the
viscoelastic parameters using the Maxwell fluid and Voigt solid model ultimately
proved unsuccessful, implying that the application of more complex model is
required. The absence of a simple relaxation process in confirmed by the production
of a Cole-Cole plot. An investigation into mode mixing shows that the phenomenon
requires a negative value of dilational modulus. Mode mixing is therefore found not
to occur in this instance.
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7 . 4 . POTASSIUM C H L O R I D E SOLUTION S U B P H A S E S

As an extension to the studies at the air-water interface reported in section 7.3,
SQELS experiments have also been carried out on potassium chloride solution
subphases. The work is again presented in three sections. The first of these studies
the polymer surface concentration dependence of the capillary wave frequency and
damping and the viscoelastic parameters. These experiments have been carried out
on subphases of the same salt concentrations used in neutron reflectometry
experiments, namely lO'^M, O.IM and I M KCl solutions.

The frequency dependence of the capillary wave properties are then examined. For
both O.IM and I M KCl solution subphases, one polymer surface concentration
(where the maximum is capillary wave damping is observed) has been selected. The
behaviour of the viscoelastic parameters with capillary wave frequency is used to
give an insight into the viscoelastic properties of the system.

Finally, an investigation into the surface structure of the polymer monolayer has
been undertaken by studying any change in the capillary wave damping with time.
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7 . 4 . 1 . CONCENTRATION D E P E N D E N C E S T U D I E S

7.4.1.1.

Results: Capillary Wave Frequency & Damping

The variation of capillary wave frequency with surface concentration is shown in
figure 7.4.1, where the results for the three salt concentration solutions are presented
and compared to those on water. Importantly, due to slight differences in
experimental set-up, the wavenumber at which each set of data was obtained
differed slightly. The values of wavenumber used are given in table 7.4.1 and the
effect of this discrepancy on the results obtained is discussed in section 7.4.1.3.

Subphase
Water
lO'^M KCl solution
O . l M K C l solution
I M KCl solution

q /cm"^
269 - 270
277 - 278
275 - 276
267 - 268

Table 7.4.1. Wavenumber range used in SQELS experiments
All four plots show the similar characteristic of a decrease in frequency at the higher
surface concentrations, although the details of each plot differ somewhat. A film
spread on the lowest salt concentration subphase records a constant value of
capillary wave frequency (equal to that of water) for surface concentrations up to
0.9mg m" . Frequency then decreases rapidly up to Fs = 1.2mg m' . After this, the
rate of decrease falls, before increasing again at higher surface concentrations.
Similar results are recorded on O.IM KCl solution, although in this case the data in
the low surface concentration region are quite scattered. Experiments on the highest
concentration salt solution, l.OM, also show a steady decrease for surface
concentrations greater than 1.5mg m" . At low surface concentrations, the capillary
wave frequency is generally lower than that recorded for the equivalent surface
concentration on water.

The capillary wave damping (figure 7.4.2) shows a more characteristic dependence
upon polymer surface concentration, increasing rapidly to a maximum before
decreasing more slowly. As the salt concentration of the subphase increases, the
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Figure 7.4.2. Capillary wave damping against surface concentration for PMMAQP4VP spread on salt solutions (see legend). Results compared with those
obtained for a film on pure water
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maximum value of damping decreases. From a value of 2850s"' on water, this drops
to 2780s"' on 10"^M KCl solution, 2450s"' on O.IM KCl and 2320cm"' on I M KCl.
The surface concentration at which these maxima arise also differs between
3

9

subphases. On 10" M KCl solution, this maximum in damping occurs at l.Omg m ,
a shift from the values 0.8mg m" for a film spread on water. For higher salt
concentration subphases, the maxima are both broad and much less well defined. In
both cases (for O.IM and I M KCl solutions), a surface concentration of 0.7mg m"^ is
taken to relate to the maximum in capillary wave damping.
At higher surface concentrations (above 1.3mg m'^), the values of capillary wave
damping are very similar and appear to be almost independent of subphase.
7.4.1.2. Results: Viscoelastic Parameters

Again, data fitting was carried out constraining transverse shear viscosity to zero.
The surface concentration dependencies of the remaining three viscoelastic
parameters are outlined below:

Surface Tension
The surface tension dependence on surface concentration is shown in figure 7.4.3,
where the three data sets obtained on potassium chloride solutions show similar
characteristics. In all cases, surface tension is approximately constant until a surface
concentration of 1.4mg m" is reached. Thereafter, surface tension decreases with
polymer surface concentration. These results differ from those recorded on water,
where surface tension begins to decrease at a lower surface concentration. The
results obtained on salt solutions are reproduced in figure 7.4.4, where they are
compared with the static surface tension values obtained via a Wilhelmy plate. For
clarity, the data for O.IM and I M solutions are shifted from their absolute values by
15mN m"' and 30mN m"' respectively. The two sets of results for each subphase
show a strong correlation, much greater than the data for the polymer spread on
water shown in figure 7.3.3. For the salt solution subphases discussed here, the
correlation between the two sets of data holds until the highest surface concentration
recorded, 3.0mg m'^. Here, the surface pressure isotherm begins to reach a plateau,
resulting in constant values of Ycstatic whilst Ycdynamic continues to decrease.
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Figure 7.4.3. Surface tension against surface concentration for PMMA-QP4VP
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Dilational

Modulus

The plots of dilational modulus against surface concentration are shown in figure
7.4.5. Generally, the data follow similar paths at low surface concentrations, 80
increasing with Fg. At higher concentrations the characteristics of the plots differ
remarkably.
The values of EQ recorded on 10" M KCl solution remain around zero until Fj =
2

9

0.7mg m" , before increasing steadily until a concentration of 1.6mg m is reached.
After this, large values of 8o with large uncertainties are measured and it is difficult
to ascertain any firm trend in the data. When spread upon O.IM KCl solution, the
dilational modulus rises to to ~ 8mN m"^ at Fs = 0.7mg m"^, remains approximately
constant at this value until Fs = 1.4mg m"^ and rises to higher values at high surface
concentrations. The dilational moduli recorded on l.OM KCl increase more rapidly.
A large discontinuity in the data appears at Fs = 0.7mg m'^, where the value of 80
rises from 5mN m'^ to 50mN m'^ At higher surface concentrations, dilational
modulus remains at ca. 50mN m"\ although two values of very low 80 are recorded.
These data sets contrast with the values of dilational modulus recorded on water,
where the values go through a maximum at Fs = 1 .Omg m"^, rather than continuing to
increase at higher concentrations.
Figure 7.4.6 compares these dynamic values of dilational modulus with those
calculated from equation 5.2.2 using the surface pressure data reported in chapter
five. The data on lO'^M and O.IM KCl solution are shifted by 50mN m"' and lOOmN
m"^ respectively, to increase clarity. For all three sets of data, the correlation
between the dynamic and static values is much greater than that on water. Although
the exact values are not reproduced, some definite trends in the data are followed.
For a film on lO'^M KCl solution, the two plots rise at approximately the same
gradient to a maximum at Fs = 2.0mg m' . On O.IM KCl solution, the two sets of
data are highly similar until Fs = 2.0mg m" , after which 8o,dynamic > £o,static- For I M
KCl, the overall trend shown by static dilational modulus mimics that of the
dynamic dilational modulus, although for all surface concentrations, 8o,dynamic >
£o,static- The discrepancy at the highest surface concentrations is ca. 40mNm"\ The
only concentration range where the two sets of data do not follow similar trends is
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0.7 < Fs / mg

< 0.9, where exceptionally high values of dynamic dilational

modulus are recorded.

Dilational

Viscosity

The plots of dilational viscosity against surface concentration are shown in figure
7.4.7. The data obtained on lO'^M and O.IM KCl solutions bear similarities to the
dilational moduli plots (figure 7.4.6). For films spread on these subphases,

is

initially small, before increasing to a maximum at Fs = 2.0mg m"^. The data recorded
on I M KCl is unique. Here, the values of dilational modulus rise to a maximum at
Fs ~ 1.1 mg m'^, before decreasing to negative values of ca. -SxlO '^mN s m'^ for
surface concentrations greater than 1.3mg m"^. This result, being the only occurrence
of negative dilational viscosities in this work, is significant and is discussed in
section 7.4.1.4.

7.4.1.3. Discussion: Capillary Wave Frequency & Damping

As outlined in table 7.4.1, experimental effects resulted in each set of experiments
being carried out at a slightly different wavenumber. This has no effect of the
relative value of either capillary wave damping or frequency in each individual data
set. However, as both of these parameters are directly related to q, the discrepancy
(although the difference between the highest and lowest values is only 4%) makes it
difficult to compare the values between experiments. To counteract this, the data has
been 'scaled' to q = 270cm'\ the value of q used for a film of polymer on a water
subphase. From equation 7.3.1, frequency is approximately related to q by cOo ~ q^^^.
Capillary wave damping is given to a first approximation by equation 7.4.1, where
its relationship with q is seen to be F ~ q^.

Equation 7.4.1,

F =^ ^ ^

These two relationships have been used to produce figures 7.4.8 and 7.4.9, where the
data has been 'scaled' to a wavenumber of 270cm'^ to allow their direct comparison.
The capillary wave frequency dependence on surface concentration (figure 7.4.8)
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Figure 7.4.8. 'Scaled' capillary wave frequency against surface concentration for
PMMA-QP4VP spread on salt solutions and water (see legend). Data has been
adjusted to q =270cm"\ the wavenumber used for the experiments on water
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now shows highly similar characteristics to the surface pressure isotherms (figure
5.3.4). From the data at low surface concentrations, it is difficult to determine any
real trends, although the value of frequency begins to decrease at a lower
concentration for the film spread on water compared to that spread on salt solutions.
At a specific surface concentration in the range 1.5 < Fs / mg m"^ < 2.2, the capillary
wave frequencies on each of the subphases vary as lO'^M ~ O.IM > I M > water.
This is clearly consistent with the static surface pressures measured at these
concentrations, which varies as lO'^M ~ O.IM < I M < water. Trends are more
difficult to discern from the scaled capillary wave damping (figure 7.4.9), although
it still appears that the maximum value of damping decreases as salt concentration
increases. At higher surface concentrations, damping remains relatively independent
of subphase salt concentration.

Attention is now turned to the monotonic decrease in capillary wave frequency
recorded after the initial plateau. Despite the difficulty of pinpointing exactly the
concentration range of this decrease, a least squares fit can be applied to this region
to extract the gradient of the slope,

dcOo/dFs.

The values obtained are given in table

7.4.2:

Subphase
Water
10"^M KCl solution
O.lMKCl solution
I M KCl solution

(dcOo/dFs) /

mg"^

s"^

-4184
-4051
-3052
-2760

Table 7.4.2. Values of dcOo/dFs extracted form the linear decrease in capillary wave
frequency
Clearly, the gradient of the slope becomes more positive as subphase salt
concentration increases. The values of dcOo/dFs for films spread on water and lO'^M
KCl solution are approximately equivalent and are more negative than the values
obtained on O.IM and I M salt solutions. The above data implies that the behaviour
of the polymer film at high surface concentrations is in some way dependent upon
the subphase. These results can be compared with those from neutron reflectometry
experiments (chapter six). At low salt concentrations, the polyelectrolyte chains
have been found to extend deep into the liquid surface, whereas increasing the salt
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content causes the chains to contract and become resident nearer the liquid surface.
This greater quantity of material in the near surface region correlates with a more
positive value of dcOo/dFs, indicating that the reduction in capillary wave damping
with surface concentration is hindered by this extra material.

Finally, the significance of the maxima in the capillary wave damping plots (figure
7.4.2) is discussed. To investigate the possibility of classical resonance between the
dilational and capillary modes, a plot of tj^o has been generated (figure 7.4.10). The
maximum in damping for a film on a subphase of 10"^M KCl occurs at l.Omg m"^
and at this concentration

8o/yo

= 0.153 ± 0.017, indicating that classical resonance

does indeed occur at this surface concentration. For O.IM and I M KCl solutions, the
maxima in capillary wave damping are much less well defined, but appear to occur
at ca. 0.7mg m"^. At this concentration, the values of z j j o are 0.115 ± 0.015 and
0.715 ± 0.213 respectively. For O.IM KCl, classical resonance could possibly be
occurring in this region, even though the value of z j j o obtained is slightly lower
than theoretical value of 0.16. For the next two surface concentrations examined,
2

2

O.Smg m' and 0.9mg m" , the values of

8o/yo

oscillate around 0.16, indicating that

resonance is indeed likely to be occurring somewhere in this region. Values close to
£0/70

= 0.16 are also reported for F s = 1.2mg m'^, where a second smaller maximum

is observed in the capillary wave damping. The data obtained on I M KCl solution
are much more bizarre. Clearly the value of 80/70 at

Fs

= 0.7mg m"^ does not indicate

classical resonance, although this may simply be an artefact of the very high
dilational modulus recorded at this concentration. It appears that resonance occurs at
no other surface concentration.
7.4.1.4. Discussion: Viscoelastic Parameters

The viscoelastic parameters extracted from SQELS experiments have been
compared to polymer scaling theory. For the surface pressure data (calculated from
figure 7.4.3), the scaling factors for the concentration range 1.5 < Fs / mg m' < 3.0
are given in table 7.4.3.
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Subphase
lO ' M KCl solution
O.IM KCl solution
I M KCl solution

Scaling factor
3.5
3.3
2.2

Table 7.4.3. Scaling factors extracted from the surface tension data in figure 7.4.3
for the concentration range 1.5 < Ts / mg m"^ < 3.0
Only the film on I M KCl solution reports a value near the theoretical scaling
relationship of IT ~ Fs^^^^ (equation 7.3.4). The scaling factors obtained on the lowest
two salt concentration subphases are similar to the value found for a film on water.
As discussed previously, figure 7.4.4 shows that the static and dilational values of
surface tension are very similar. At the highest surface concentrations, the two sets
of data diverge somewhat due to the static values of surface tension reaching a
plateau. This is ascribed to be due to false surface pressure readings caused by the
displacement of the Wilhelmy plate from the vertical. These effects do not occur in
SQELS experiments and surface tension therefore continues to decrease with surface
concentration.

Scaling factors are more difficult to extract from the plot of dilational modulus
(figure 7.4.5), due to the uncertainties on the data. The initial increase in dilational
modulus scales with surface concentration as 3.8, 0.9 and 1.5 for 10"^M, O.IM and
I M salt solutions respectively. However, these results are not directly comparable
with each other as a different range of surface concentrations is selected for fitting in
each case. None of the values compare well with the theoretical scaling relationship
of eo

~ Fs^^^^

(equation 7.3.5). The static and dynamic values of dilational moduli

(figure 7.4.6) show similar characteristics to each other, although the values
obtained from SQELS experiments are generally larger.
The dilational viscosity values again show linear regions in different surface
concentration ranges. The scaling factors extracted, 0.6, 1.3 and 2.3 on 10" M , O.IM
and I M KCl solutions respectively, show litde resemblance to the theoretical
relationship of e' ~ Fs^.

Attention is now turned to the negative values of dilational viscosity observed for
high surface concentrations of the film spread upon I M KCl solution. The
phenomenon of negative dilational moduli was first reported by Eamshaw for a
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solution of primary alcohols and has since been observed for a variety of systems.
Examples of these include foam forming,^^ surfactant^"^ and polymer^^ solutions and
surfactant^ and polymer monolayers/^'^^'^^'^^

The occurrence of negative dilational viscosities implies that mechanical energy is
in some way being gained from an external source. This has been suggested to be
due to diffusive exchange

and adsorption barriers between surface excess layers

and the bulk solution.^^ In these processes, energy is transferred to the dilational
modes. A further possible cause of negative dilational viscosities is the Marangoni
effect, " the conversion of local variations of surface tension into mechanical energy.
However, in a system such as this, the effect is too small to account for the
occurrence of negative dilational moduli. A final suggestion is that negative
dilational viscosities are in fact 'effective' parameters'^ due to the inadequacies of
the dispersion equation. Despite recent theoretical developments,^ it may be that
case that the equation used still does not give a thorough description of the
viscoelastic properties of a spread film at the air-liquid interface.

Dilational viscosity is directly related to the damping of the dilational waves and a
negative

results in a decrease in this damping. This is shown in figures 7.4.11 and

7.4.12, where the viscoelastic parameters obtained at each surface concentration
have been used in the dispersion equation. This process results in the extraction of
frequency (fig 7.4.11) and damping (figure 7.4.12) of the capillary and dilational
waves.
At the surface concentration where negative dilational viscosities are first recorded
(1.3mg m'^), a clear change in the values of both frequency and damping of the
dilational mode are observed. The frequency of the dilational waves increases
significantly, to values substantially greater than the damping of the capillary waves.
The expected shift in the dilational wave damping does occur, F D decreasing
significantly where negative values of

are recorded.

The reasons why negative dilational viscosities are only observed at these high
concentrations on I M KCl solution are unclear. Fs = 1.3mg m' is approximately the
surface concentration where there is an increase in surface pressure in the isotherm
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due to the penetration of the QP4VP chains into the subphase. Why this
phenomenon should not be observed for the film spread on 10"^M KCl and O.IM
KCl, which show similar shaped isotherms (albeit with a 'take-off surface
concentration of 1.5mg m"^) is difficult to determine.
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7.4.2.

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE STUDIES

Frequency dependence studies were carried out in a similar manner to those in
section 7.3.2. Two salt subphases were studied, O.IM KCl and I M KCl. For each of
these, one polymer surface concentration, 0.7mg m" , was examined, selected to
correspond to the surface concentration at which at which the maximum in capillary
wave damping was thought to occur. For both sets of experiments, a maximum
wavenumber of approximately 2000cm'' (corresponding to cOo ~ 7.4xl0^s"' for the
monolayer covered surface) was accessible.

7.4.2.1. R e s u l t s : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y a n d Damping

Double logarithmic plots of capillary wave frequency and damping against
wavenumber for monolayers of Fs = 0.7mg m"^ are shown in figures 7.4.13 and
7.4.14 respectively. Linear least squares fits of the data reveal that the frequency and
damping scale as cOo ~ q^

and F ~ q*^^ on both O.IM and I M KCl salt solutions.

These results, which bear good agreement with the predicted scaling factors of 1.5
and 2 respectively, indicate that the scaling of cOo and F with wavenumber appears to
be independent of subphase salt concentration.
An effect most noticeable in the monolayer damping data is that the data values,
especially those recorded on a I M KCl solution, do not lie in an entirely straight
line, but are in fact somewhat scattered. This is discussed in section 7.4.2.3.

7.4.2.2. R e s u l t s : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

The viscoelastic parameters obtained are shown in figures 7.4.15 to 7.4.17, where,
for comparative purposes, the results are overlayed with those obtained on a water
subphase. The results obtained are outlined below:

Surface

Tension

Surface tension (figure 7.4.15) again appears to be independent of frequency, there
being no definite trend being observable for either of the films spread on salt
solution.
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Dilational

Modulus

For films on both salt solutions, small values of dilational modulus (figure 7.4.16)
are recorded compared to those on water. In both cases, 8 0 initially rises, reaching a
maximum of 5.1mN m'^ at cOo = 2.5xl0^s'^ for the film on O.IM KCI and 4.4mN m"^
at COo = 3.0x1 O^s'^ for that on I M KCI. The well-defined maximum observed at low
surface concentrations for a water subphase is not seen for either of the two salt
solutions.

Dilational

Viscosity

The plots of dilational viscosity against wavenumber (figure 7.4.17) are highly
similar, irrespective of subphase. In all cases, the largest value of dilational modulus
is recorded at low frequency before descending to a minimum of approximately zero
at COo ~ 3.5xlO'^s'\ At higher frequencies, dilational viscosity again appears to rise,
although this region of the plot is poorly defined. All values of

are positive.

7.4.2.3. D i s c u s s i o n : Capillary W a v e F r e q u e n c y a n d Damping

Attention is now refocused on figures 7.4.13 and 7.4.14. In general, the frequency of
the capillary waves with a spread monolayer is less than that of the clean salt
solution. The opposite effect is found for the capillary wave damping, which
increases upon the spreading of a monolayer. The major exception to this is the
second data point (relating to q = 615cm"^), where for both salt subphases the
frequency and damping appears to be similar to that of the clean salt solution. This is
thought to be due to no polymer being in the region illuminated by the laser beam
for the duration of the experiment. Results to be discussed in section 7.4.3 reveal
that at this low surface concentration (0.7mg m"^), the film on both subphases is not
in fact uniform, but is 'patchy' in character. This non-uniformity of the film is also
thought to account for the scattered values of damping observed for the film on I M
KCI.
Figure 7.4.13 shows a decrease in capillary wave damping between the third last and
penultimate data points, the same effect being observed in figure 7.4.14 between the
final two data points. A similar result was observed in section 7.3.2.3, where the
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phenomenon was assigned to a change in the experimental channel width. For a film
on both of the salt solutions, the decrease in damping occurs where the experimental
channel width is reduced from 2\is to l|Lis, confirming this conclusion.

7.4.2.4. D i s c u s s i o n : V i s c o e l a s t i c P a r a m e t e r s

Attempted fits of viscoelastic models to the frequency dependence data, using the
Maxwell fluid and Voigt solid models discussed in section 7.3.2.4. Again, as with
the data obtained on a water subphase, problems were found to occur. The Maxwell
model could not be applied successfully due to there being no clear dependence of
surface tension on frequency. In response to this, the Voigt model was applied. An
example of an attempted ' f i t ' is shown in figure 7.4.18, a plot of loss modulus
against frequency, where it is clear that the data is not fitted by the application of
such a model. It was therefore concluded that, as for the frequency dependence
study on water, a film of Fs = 0.7mg m' spread on O.IM and I M KCI solutions
cannot be described by these simple arrangements of viscoelastic elements. As
conformation of this, Cole-Cole plots of

COQE'

against £o were plotted from the data

obtained on both salt solutions (figures 7.4.19 and 7.4.20). The plots clearly do not
show the semi-circular behaviour expected i f a single relaxation time is present in
the system, providing further evidence that the viscoelastic behaviour of the system
is complex.

An investigation into whether mode mixing occurs in any of the systems here is
explored by generating simulations from the viscoelastic parameters obtained
experimentally. Figure 7.4.21 shows dispersion plots produced from the parameters
obtained for the surface concentration where the maxima in capillary wave damping
occur (l.Omg m"^ on lO'^M KCI solution and 0.7mg m'^ on both O.IM and I M
solutions). In all of these cases, transverse shear viscosity is set equal to zero and a
positive value of dilational viscosity is recorded. Under these conditions, mode
mixing is not expected to occur and this is confirmed by the plot generated, where
the capillary and dilational modes clearly retain their own characteristics.
As discussed previously, high surface concentration films on a solution of I M KCI
exhibit negative dilational viscosities. Figure 7.4.22 shows a theoretical dispersion
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plot generated from the viscoelastic parameters obtained at the surface concentration
where this phenomenon occurs, 1.8mg m"^. Surface tension and dilational viscosity
are set to the values extracted (64.4mN m"^ and -3.6xlO"'^mN s m'^ respectively),
transverse shear viscosity is constrained to zero and four values of dilational
modulus are explored. For large values of So, no mode mixing is observed, as the
capillary and dilational modes of the system are clearly independent. As the
experimentally measured value of dilational modulus was £o = 56.4mN m ^ it is
clear that mode mixing does not occur for a spread film of PMMA-QP4VP under
these conditions. In fact, this value is quite distinct from £o = 5mN m'\ the condition
where mode mixing is found to occur. Here, the capillary mode, with its origin at
(1,7), adopts dilational mode character at higher q. The opposite effect occurs with
the initially dilational mode, which descends with increasing q before passing
through a minimum at (0.87,0.64) and thereafter attaining capillary behaviour. A
similar result is found with the lowest value of £o studied, 2mN m ' \ In this case, the
mode originating at (1,5) immediately shows dilational behaviour. The dilational
mode initially appears to regain dilational behaviour throughout the range of q
explored. However, the data in fact passes through a minimum at negative values of
normalised damping and reappears at (0.9,0). Thereafter, capillary behaviour is
observed, confirming that mode mixing does indeed occur for such a low value of
dilational modulus.

Figures 7.4.23 and 7.4.24 show plots of normalised capillary wave damping against
wavenumber generated from the experimental data for films of Fs = 0.7mg m'
spread on solutions on O.IM KCI and I M KCI respectively. In figure 7.4.23,
normalised damping is seen to decrease almost approximately linearly with
wavenumber (plotted on a logarithmic scale). Figure 7.4.24 shows no real
relationship is observed, the data being highly scattered. In neither of these instances
does the data follow the behaviour exhibited by the theoretical plot of figure 7.3.25,
giving another indication that mode mixing does not occur.

Dispersion plots of normalised damping against normalised frequency are shown in
figures 7.4.25 and 7.4.26 for films spread on O.IM and I M KCI solutions
respectively. The number adjacent to each data point represents the wavenumber at
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which the data was obtained. A result similar to that for a film spread on water is
obtained. The data do not follow a 'hook'-like path that would indicate the
occurrence of mode mixing, in fact no real trend is observed with increasing
wavenumber.

Figures 7.4.27 to 7.4.30 show an assortment of plots of frequency and damping
against the ratio

zj'^o-

The first three of these are constructed from the viscoelastic

parameters extracted at the maximum in capillary wave damping for polymer films
spread on subphases of 10"^M, O.IM and I M KCl solutions respectively. These plots
are similar in form, although the frequencies of the capillary and dilational modes
coincide at different points, at values of zj^o ~ 0.33, 0.46 and 1.92 respecdvely.
Mode mixing (as exhibited in figure 7.3.28c) is not found to occur in this case. The
final plot, figure 7.4.30 is generated from the parameters found for a system where
negative dilational viscosities are observed, a film of Fs = 1.8mg m'^ spread on I M
KCl. Here, unusual behaviour is exhibited as the capillary and dilational wave
frequencies are seen to cross at a low value of zj^o ~ 0.07. Furthermore, both the
dilational frequency and damping take non-positive values,
and

FD

COD

= 0 for 80/70 < 0.046

< 0 for 80/70 < 0.73. Despite this behaviour, mode mixing does not occur, as

the dilational and capillary waves retain their own characteristics throughout the
range of 80/70 studied.

The above evidence points to the fact that, as on water, a film of PMMA-QP4VP
spread on KCl solutions does not exhibit mode mixing at any of the surface
concentrations where a maximum in capillary wave damping is observed. At higher
surface concentrations on O.IM KCl solution, negative dilational viscosities are
reported. However, even for these systems, mode mixing is found not to occur.
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Figure 7.4.27. Frequency (red) and damping (blue) of the capillary and dilational
modes (marked on plot) as a function of £0/70. Data generated from the parameters
for a film of PMMA-QP4VP, Fs = 1 .Omg m'^ on 10"^M KCl solution: 70 = 72.3mN m \
/ = 0, e' = 2.02x1 Q-^mN s m"^ and q = 278cm-^
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Figure 7.4.28. Frequency (red) and damping (blue) of the capillary and dilational
modes (marked on plot) as a function of Zo/yo. Data generated from the parameters
for a film of PMMA-QP4VP, Fs = 0.7mg m^^ on 0.1 M KCl solution: YO = 69.3mN m\
Y = 0,£' = 3.12x10-^mN s m ' and q = 276cm '
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7.4.3.

TIME DEPENDENCE

STUDIES

Time dependence studies were undertaken to determine the homogeneity and
stability of the polymer films on subphases of O.IM and I M KCl solutions. On the
former of these, polymer films of surface concentrations of 0.5mg m"^, l.Omg m"^
and 2.0mg m"^ were studied, whereas for a I M KCl solution subphase, only the first
two

of these surface concentrations were explored. The results from these

experiments are presented and discussed below.

7.4.3.1. R e s u l t s

The experimental results are plotted in the form of capillary wave damping against
time in figures 7.4.31 to 7.4.36. For a film of Fs = 0.5mg m'^ on O.IM KCl solution
(figure 7.4.31), the capillary wave damping fluctuates rapidly between two values,
1550s"^ (the damping recorded for pure water) and 2550s"\ At the higher surface
concentration (l.Omg m"^, figure 7.4.32) the majority of values are F = 2200s'\
although on two occasions, the value of damping falls briefly to that of pure water
(in this instance 1265s"^). The 2.0mg m"^ film (figure 7.4.33) exhibits the most
unusual characteristics. A l l values of capillary wave damping are high and greater
than those of pure water, but the values are not constant throughout the course of the
experiment, instead appearing to vary slightly around F ~ 2200s'\

For a l.OM KCl solution, a 0.5mg m' film (figure 7.4.35) reveals values of capillary
wave damping which are initially highly scattered, before rising to a constant
2300s'\ This value is retained for approximately three hours, before dropping to that
of pure water over a period of 10 minutes. For a l.Omg m'^ film (figure 7.4.36),
damping initially oscillates between a high and low value before finally stabilising at
the higher value.

7.4.3.2. D i s c u s s i o n

A film of Fs = 0.5mg m' on O.IM KCl solution exhibits values of damping which
change rapidly between that of pure water and a higher value corresponding to a
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Figure 7.4.31. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on 0.1M
KCl solution (circles). Fs = O.Smg m'^, q = 266.9cm"\ Data overlayed with Fwater =
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Figure 7.4.32. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on 0.1 M
KCl solution (circles). Fs = l.Omg m'^, q = 261.4cm"V Data overlayed with Fwater =
1265s^ (line)
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Figure 7.4.33. Capillary wave damping against time for PMMA-QP4VP on 0.1 M
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polymer covered surface. This is confirmed by the histogram in figure 7.4.34, where
it is clear that the two main peaks occur in these regions (F ~ 1550 and 2500s-^). The
intermediate values (which are recorded with almost equal frequency) are found
when the laser beam illuminates water for a portion of the time taken to record a
correlation function (30s) and polymer for the remaining time. It can therefore be
concluded that at this surface concentration, the film exists as a series of islands that
are small and / or moving rapidly. A film of Fs = 1 .Omg m" on the same subphase
shows similar characteristics, although in this instance there are only two intervals
(each of approximately 30 minutes duration) where a value of F 2100s-^ is not
recorded. This implies that the film still exists as a series of islands, although these
are now very large. This appears to be a reasonable deduction as there is now twice
the quantity of the polymer on the liquid surface. The time taken for the transition
from low to high values of damping (and vice versa) is slightly greater in the latter
case, implying that the islands are moving more slowly than those at the low surface
concentration. The initial 20 minute period where the data is highly scattered is
ascribed to be the region where the polymer aggregates to form these larger islands.
Finally, the film of Fs = 2.0mg m"^ is discussed. At this high surface concentration, it
is expected that the polymer would form a complete film, as observed for a similar
surface concentration on water (figure 7.3.30). Although the damping varies
between the range 2000 < F / s"^ < 2500, the film is assumed to completely cover the
liquid surface as at no stage does the damping descend to that of pure water
(1500s-^). The effect is therefore explained by the film being non-uniform with some
domains containing more material than others, affecting the recorded value of
damping. Other physical effects, for instance a change in temperature during the
course of the experiment, would not result in the wide range of values exhibited
here.

When spread on a solution of 1 .OM KCI, the polymer exhibits different behaviour
than when on a lower concentration subphase. A film of 0.5mg m' records scattered
values of damping for an hour before the polymer aggregates to form what appears
to be a large or slow moving island. After a further period of three hours, the island
moves out of the laser beam and thereafter a value of damping equivalent to that of
water is recorded. A film of the higher surface concentration (l.Omg m"^) appears to
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exist initially in the form of small islands. As time passes, the periods where no
material is in the surface region illuminated by the laser beam become increasingly
short, implying that aggregation of the islands is occurring. This effect has been
observed for a low concentration film of PMMA on water

22

In an attempt to rationalise the above results, closer attention is paid to both the
distribution of the polymer on the liquid surface and the properties of the subphase.
Using the structure of the copolymer determined in chapter four and assuming that
all of the polymer is resident upon the liquid surface, the average surface area
available to each polymer chain, Achain, can be calculated. From this, the average
chain separation, dchain is calculable and these data are given in table 7.4.4.

Fs /

0

Achain / A
2.16
1.08
0.54

m g m"^

0.5
1.0
2.0

dchain / A
1.47
1.04
0.75

Table 7.4.4. Values of average area and separation per chain of PMMA-QP4VP
calculated for three specific surface concentrations

The values are compared to the Debye lengths of the subphases, which can be
calculated from equation 7.4.2

,33

^ CRT ^

rr. =

Equation 7.4.2.

2pF'I

Where F is the Faraday constant, and £ and I the permittivity and ionic strengths of
the solution respectively. The values of Debye length calculated from this are given
in table 7.4.5, and are highly similar to those obtained experimentally in the
literature

34

Solution
Water
O.lMKCl
IMKCl

RD/A

96
0.98
0.29

Table 7.4.5. Calculated Debye lengths for water and 0.1M and 1M salt solution
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By comparing the data in the two tables, it can be seen that if the polymer chains on
salt solutions are evenly spaced, their separation is greater than the Debye length.
This indicates the charges on the polyelectrolyte are screened from one another.
However, this idealised picture is unrealistic, as the polymer chain will obviously
not exist in such a manner, the molecules being less uniformly distributed across the
liquid surface. Nevertheless, the relative values of the Debye length can be used to
explain some of the characteristics observed from these experiments. Even at low
surface concentrations (0.5mg m' ), the polymer spread on water exists as a
continuous film. This is due to the weak screening of charges in the subphase (ro »
dchain) which allows the polyelectrolyte chains to be attracted to each other, thus
forming one mass of material. Moving to a film of F s = l.Omg m"^ on O.IM KCl
solution, this exists as almost a complete film with two incidences of islands being
observed. Although the surface concentration is twice that on water, this is more
than countered by the two orders of magnitude decrease in Debye length. The
greater screening results in the chains exhibiting less attraction, resulting in a greater
number of islands than the lowest surface concentration film on water. Increasing
the salt concentration to I M KCl enhances this effect. Due to the increased
screening, the polymer originally exists as a number of small islands that only
aggregate after a period of hours. It is suggested that the agglomeration is caused by
the islands randomly 'floating' into one another, rather than any long-range
intermolecular attraction.
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7.4.4. S U M M A R Y

Following the investigation of the dynamic surface properties of a film of PMMAQP4VP on a water subphase, SQELS has been used to study the same system on
potassium chloride solutions of concentrations lO'^M, O.IM and I M .

Spread monolayers of the polymer on these subphases have been found to exist as
non-uniform films, even at surface concentrations of l.Omg m"^. This effect is
subphase dependent, the higher the salt concentration, the more 'islands' of material
are present on the liquid surface. An explanation of this has been given in terms of
the screening of the charges on the polyelectrolyte chains.

Surface concentration studies have revealed that the frequency of the capillary
waves changes little with subphase, although the gradient of the monotonic decrease
in frequency becomes less negative with increasing subphase salt concentration. The
plots of capillary wave damping are similar in shape, although the maxima occur at
slightly different surface concentrations. The values of damping measured at these
maxima decrease with increasing salt concentration. Extraction of the viscoelastic
parameters of the systems reveals some unusual behaviour, especially for the film
spread on a solution of I M KCl, where negative dilational viscosities are recorded at
high polymer surface concentrations. This is the only incidence of this phenomenon
in this work. The surface tension and dilational modulus data obtained by dynamic
and static methods method show similar characteristics, much more so than the data
obtained on water.

A series of frequency dependence experiments have revealed that neither the
Maxwell fluid nor the Voigt solid viscoelastic model can be successfully applied to
a film of the polymer spread on KCl solutions. Mode mixing has been found not to
occur at the surface concentrations where the maximum in capillary wave damping
is revealed. Nor is it found for the surface concentrations of the film on I M KCl
solution where negative values of e' are measured. In fact, mode mixing in this
circumstance is only revealed when £o drops as low as 5mN m'\ well below the
values of ca. 55mN m'^ obtained experimentally.
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7.5. CONCLUSIONS

From SQELS experiments, the structure of the polymer films has been found to vary
with surface concentration. Generally, at low surface concentrations the polymer
exists as a series of islands, whereas at higher concentrations, a uniform film is
observed, giving complete coverage of the liquid surface. The arrangement of the
polymer at any specific surface concentration is found to vary with subphase. On
water, it has been deduced that the polymer forms large agglomerations, whereas the
tendency to form 'islands' is greater on salt solutions, the number of these domains
increasing with salt concentration.

By studying the variation in capillary wave frequency and damping with surface
concentration, trends have been revealed which are generally independent of
subphase. However, the rate of change of frequency is found to decrease with
increasing salt concentration. Furthermore, the maximum in damping is of a lower
value and occurs at a different surface concentration. At this maximum, classical
resonance between the capillary and dilational modes is found to occur on water and
10"^M KCI solution, although this does not appear to be the case for the two higher
salt concentration subphases. For a spread film on water, a second maximum is
observed in capillary wave damping at F s = 1.5mgm" . By applying the theory of
lossy coupled oscillators, this has been assigned to be a second, unidentifiable form
of mode coupling.
The viscoelastic parameters of the system have been extracted by constraining
transverse shear viscosity to zero. Due to the nature of the system, it was
unnecessary to include either a coupling constant or a bending modulus in the
dispersion equation. Comparison of this behaviour to that predicted by polymer
scaling theory was carried out with varying degrees of such success. The dynamic
values of surface tension and dilational modulus obtained by SQELS were compared
with the static values obtained from surface pressure measurements. Here, it was
found that the two data sets agreed well for films spread on salt solutions and less
well for those on water. Negative values of dilational viscosity were observed for
high surface concentrations of the film spread on I M KCI solution.
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The measurement of the capillary wave frequency and damping dependence upon
wavenumber initially appeared to show unusual characteristics, although these were
later assigned to be due to either the inflexibility of the correlator system or film
inhomogeniety. Both frequency and damping scaled with wavenumber as predicted.

Extraction of the viscoelastic parameters of the system with respect to capillary
wave frequency allowed the application of viscoelastic models. Neither the Maxwell
fluid nor the Voigt solid model were found to represent any of the data to an
adequate degree, implying that a more intricate arrangement of viscoelastic elements
is required to successfully model this system.
The possibility of mode mixing has been studied. This effect is not observed in any
of the systems studied here, even those where negative dilational viscosities were
found. Subsequent theoretical studies showed that to observe mode mixing, smaller
values of 80 than those extracted here were required.
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Chapter Eight - Conclusions & Further Work

8.1. CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this work was to determine the organisation and surface wave
dynamics of a copolyelectrolyte system, PMMA-QP4VP, when spread on water and
potassium chloride solution subphases.

From the measurement of surface pressure isotherms (chapter five), it was found
that the shape of the isotherm for a film of PMMA-QP4VP differed significantly
from that of the unquatemised copolymer. This implies that the quatemisation of the
P4VP chain to produce a polyelectrolyte system has a significant effect upon
monolayer organisation. The initial rise in the surface pressure isotherm (at Fs =
1.2mg m" ) is attributed to the interaction of the molecules on the surface and the
penetration of the QP4VP chains into the liquid subphase. Comparison of the
isotherm recorded on water with those on salt solutions allows the change in
polymer organisation to be inferred. From the change in 'take-off concentration of
the isotherms, it is revealed that the polyelectrolyte chain becomes less stretched
(and therefore adopts a more 'coiled' conformation) as subphase salt concentration
increases.

Although the exact surface stmcture of the polymer film was not observable by
Brewster angle microscopy, it was still possible to deduce a number of
characteristics of the system. Complete surface coverage was not achieved until a
surface concentration in the range of 1.0 < F s / mg m'^ < 1.5 was reached. This
correlates with the results from surface pressure measurements, where the initial
increase in surface pressure was observed in this same concentration range. At
higher surface concentrations, the polymer film increased in thickness.

Quantitative information on the polymer organisation had been obtained by neutron
reflectometry (chapter six), the majority of data analysis being done using the
kinematic approximation. Similar results were found by the optical matrix or model
independent fitting methods. Although some unusual behaviour was exhibited,
especially by the water self partial stmcture factors, a full description of the polymer
organisation at the air - liquid interface was obtained. In all cases, the PMMA and
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QP4VP blocks were best described by Gaussian and parabolic layers respectively.
Some overlap between the two distributions was observed, and it is thought that this
is due the effects of the two blocks being tethered together. This results in a small
quantity of PMMA being 'dragged' into the liquid subphase by the QP4VP chains.
Conversely, i f any of the PMMA were to loop away from the liquid surface into the
air phase, some of the QP4VP would inevitably be pulled out of the subphase. The
organisation of the near surface water layer proved more difficult to determine. In
the majority of the systems studied, this could best be described by a smooth
hyperbolic tangent distribution, although in three cases, a double uniform water
layer model was utilised.

Comparing the parameters extracted from these data, the PMMA block increases in
both thickness and number density as polymer surface concentration increases.
Meanwhile, the number density of the QP4VP block remains approximately
constant, but gradually increase its thickness. Comparison of this increasing
subphase penetration with polyelectrolyte bmsh scaling theory shows that the
prediction of increasing brush height with surface concentration is followed.
However, the experimental value of the scaling exponent, 0.50, is far greater than
the predicted value of 0.33. The difference between the two values is assigned to
factors such as the small brush length, the irregular grafting of the chains to the
surface and the non-ideality of the bulky polyelectrolyte brush.
The results obtained for the film spread on salt solutions showed, as expected, little
change in the structure of the PMMA block, the hydrophilic QP4VP block being
more affected by changes in subphase salt concentration. Addition of a small
quantity of KCl (lO^^M) causes the polyelectrolyte brush to adopt a stretched bmsh
conformation. On higher concentration salt subphases, the chain decreases in length
and increases in number density, indicative of the chain adopting a coiled stmcture.
This decrease in brush length is again compared with scaling theory, where the
overall decrease in length generally agrees with the predicted behaviour. The scaling
exponent extracted, -0.06 is again distinct from the predicted value, in this instance
-0.33.
The results generally agree well with those obtained by surface pressure
measurements and Brewster angle microscopy. The increase in thickness of the
PMMA block with increasing surface concentration found by neutron reflectometry
is mirrored by B A M . Secondly, the observation that the organisation of the PMMA
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block is independent of subphase salt concentration correlates with the observation
that surface pressure isotherms of PMMA homopolymer monolayers are also
independent of subphase. The change in QP4VP chain length with subphase salt
concentration can also be deduced from surface pressure isotherms, by comparison
of the isotherm 'take-off concentrations. In both cases, the brush length is found to
initially increase upon the addition of salt and then decrease with increasing salt
concentration.

Following the determination of the organisation of the polymer at the air - liquid
interface, attention was then turned to dynamics of the monolayer, as investigated by
surface quasi-elastic light scattering (chapter seven). The experimental data was
analysed without the inclusion of a transverse shear viscosity. This is the first
investigation to use this revision of the dispersion equation, therefore making
comparison with the bulk of work in the literature impossible.
The resonance observed between the capillary and dilational modes of the system
occur in a surface concentration range of 0.7 < Fs / mg m'^ < 1.0. At these
concentrations, the surface pressure isotherms record a surface pressure of zero.
Neutron reflectometry experiments have not been carried out at concentrations
below Fs = 1 .Omg m"^ because of the long data acquisition time required to explore
such a system and the knowledge that only at higher surface concentrations is
complete surface coverage achieved. The discovery of a second mode coupling for a
film of Fs = 1.5mg m" on water has no obvious correlation with either the surface
pressure or neutron reflectometry results.
The dynamic values of surface tension, YO, and dilational modulus, £o, obtained from
SQELS were compared with the static values from surface pressure measurements.
On water, there was poor agreement between the two sets of data, much less so than
on KCl solution subphases. In the latter case, the dynamic and static values of yo
showed good agreement. The two sets of 8o values showed similar trends, although
the exact values were somewhat different.
Analysis of the dependence of the viscoelastic parameters dependence on capillary
wave frequency revealed that neither the Maxwell nor the Voigt viscoelastic model
was applicable in this instance, implying that a more complex model was needed.
An investigation into the phenomenon of mode mixing revealed that this did not
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occur for any of the systems studied here, despite the observation of negative values
of dilational viscosity, e', for high concentration films on I M KCl solutions.

8 . 2 . S U G G E S T I O N S FOR FURTHER W O R K

At the conclusion of this work, there remain some unanswered questions. Why is
there such a discrepancy between the theoretical and experimentally obtained
scaling exponents? This may be due to the polyelectrolyte block not being of
sufficient length, a problem that could be rectified by the tailored synthesis of a
polymer with longer chains. Alternatively (or in addition), it may be advantageous to
select a system with a different polyelectrolytic component, as a less bulky group
would result in a system closer to ideality. Furthermore, i f this block could be fully
deuterated, the resulting reflectometry data would be of a higher quality, allowing
the surface organisation of the system to be determined with more certainty.

The knowledge of the system obtained from SQELS experiments could be increased
by a further study of the viscoelastic behaviour of the system. Clearly, there is some
frequency dependent behaviour exhibited by the system, which could possibly be
elucidated by the development of more complex viscoelastic models. In addition, the
observation of negative dilational viscosities still seems to imply that the dispersion
equation used to describe polymers at the air-liquid interface is not correct. This
theoretical field is another that would benefit from further development.
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Appendix A: Characterisation Spectra

A . CHARACTERISATION S P E C T R A

Spectrum 1. ^^C NMR spectrum of PMMA in DMSG
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Spectrum 2. Expansion of spectrum 1 showing the regions 6 = 15 to 55ppm and
176 to 179ppm
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Spectrum 3.

NMR spectrum of unquaternised HPMMA-P4VP in C H C I 3
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Spectrum 4.

NMR spectrum of unquaternised HPMMA-P4VP in DMSO
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Spectrum 6. IR spectrum of quaternised HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP
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Spectrum 7.

NMR spectrum of quaternised HPMMA-Q(H)P4VP in DMSO
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